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ABSTRACT 
Determining the location of an object or individual using a mobile device (e.g. cell 
phone) is an important aspect of modern information gathering. Various solutions 
have been proposed which all have their strengths and weaknesses. To date, no 
solution has been devised for a mobile device that will work effectively in multiple 
environments and without assistance from network-provider connections
1
. To address 
this, it is argued that the current state of the art can be advanced using a hybrid 
approach that combines a number of sensor technologies to provide a more reliable, 
and accurate mobile location determination that functions in multiple environments 
(indoors and outdoors). This thesis examines in detail current relevant available 
technology, calculation techniques for location determination, the Global Navigation 
Satellite System (GNSS) and other noteworthy location determination research. It 
then introduces our solution of a hybrid positioning system that is an open-source, 
provider-network independent, privacy sensitive, zero-cost and accurate software 
component. First the overall system design is described and then individual modules 
are described in detail. It describes in full an algorithm that intelligently combines 
signals from various technologies, applies weights to these signals and also leverages 
past signal readings to enhance current calculations. Next, the evaluation section is 
introduced which discusses how and why the test bed was chosen and deployed. It 
then discusses individual test results and finally the overall tests are analysed, 
discussed and summarised. Finally, the conclusions are prepared in detail, the three 
initial questions raised in the introduction are answered and discussed and the 
contributions to the body of knowledge are reaffirmed. Future work finishes the thesis 
and looks at several research paths that can be pursued from this research. 
                                                 
1 For example, Assisted-GPS communicates with a mobile communications provider to receive Ephemeris data or 
Acquisition data to help the GPS receiver improve its Time-to-Fix calculation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Contemporary location determination systems are mainly suited to one or two 
particular environments but do not function effectively when they are used in 
environments initially not intended for them. They can even give varying results in 
the environments they were intended for. For example the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) can work well in many environments but can also be affected by many things 
that interfere with the GPS receiver-to-satellite line-of-sight. Tall buildings can create 
an effect that is known as an „urban canyon‟2, and even tree cover can cause GPS 
positioning to give inconsistent results and sometimes no results at all. On the other 
hand, in the case of WiFi (Wireless Fidelity), which is now progressively widespread 
in urban areas, it is possible to regularly detect multiple WiFi access points, but their 
limitation is that once you move out of urban areas you will most likely not pick up 
any access points at all.  
 
The main focus of this thesis is to research and develop advanced multi-protocol 
hybrid locationing algorithms for an open-source, provider-network independent, 
privacy sensitive, zero-cost
3
 and accurate software component that allows mobile 
devices to determine their location in multiple environments (i.e. indoor and outdoor). 
Advances in mobile phone technology, the incorporation of micro-sensors into them 
along with the mass distribution of different types of freely available radio signals in 
our everyday environment have facilitated the possibility that a users location can be 
determined using such a hybrid system. By using „freely available‟ radio signals, in 
                                                 
2 An urban canyon is an area in an urban environment that is similar to a natural canyon in that streets cut through 
dense areas surrounded by tall buildings, which cause a signal blocking/scattering effect. 
3 Zero-cost means that the software component provided will not cause the user network charges for data 
exchange. 
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this thesis we have researched and developed a set of algorithms that allows for their 
known transmission-point coordinates to be used in calculating the best possible 
location of a receiver (user). In our locationing system we show that each signal class 
can have an effect on the accuracy of a device‟s location in any given situation. For 
example, any previous signals of different radio classes (e.g. Bluetooth or WiFi) can 
still impact and improve upon location determination accuracy when compared 
against contemporary locationing approaches. 
 
This variation in the availability of radio signals from location to location is also 
difficult to pre-determine. For example, even the weather can have an effect on the 
propagation of radio signals and subsequent positioning calculations. This drawback 
between technologies and a universal locationing system is one of the main problems 
facing location determination systems today. Due to this unpredictability of signal 
service plus network provider cost, there is an opportunity in the field for further 
research and development of personal location determination solutions. Just by using 
a larger antenna and transmitter, some of these problems are overcome (e.g. in Car 
Navigation Systems). However, this is not practical for an ordinary user that does not 
want to be burdened by extra weight for possibly a service they may never use. This 
leaves us with a few unanswered questions:  
 How do you make and provide an accurate multi-environment locationing 
system for the ordinary user?  
 Is it possible to develop a location determination system that can be used 
reliably by a user without concern that their privacy is being invaded?  
 3 
 Can a locationing system reliably calculate a user’s position without the need 
for communicating with 3
rd
 party applications that cause the user expense 
through charges for data traffic? 
There are currently no general solutions for location determination that function both 
indoors and out, are provider-network independent, privacy sensitive, open-source, 
accurate and mobile device ready
4. However with the ubiquity of today‟s mobile 
devices and the ever growing number of sensors contained within them, together with 
their increasing processor power, there is now an opportunity to research, develop, 
and test a solution that can leverage the best characteristics of each technology to 
determine an individual‟s location in all environments and situations. For example, it 
is envisioned that an individual could seamlessly move from an outdoor environment, 
where their position is being calculated using GPS, to an indoor environment where 
their position calculation switches to using Bluetooth and WiFi in combination. This 
need for a better, more robust location determination system is paramount if LBS 
truly are to adapt to the user and become a service that any individual can use anytime 
with confidence.  
 
 
Currently there are over 4.5 billion GSM connections in the world today [81]. 
Today‟s mobile devices already incorporate a wide range of standard sensor 
technologies (e.g. Camera, Bluetooth, GSM radio antenna, FM radio antenna) and 
some high-end mobile devices now include more advanced communication 
technologies such as WiFi and positioning technologies such as GPS. With this 
increase of sensors comes a corresponding increase in the sensor information 
available to a mobile device that was not available before now. Assuming a 
                                                 
4 There are some approches that appear to provide these solutions but do not. A more detailed explanation can be 
found later on in this thesis. 
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continuing trend of more and more Location Based Services (LBS) being offered [3], 
determining where a person is physically located is paramount to these services being 
adopted and used seamlessly in day-to-day life. 
 
Some current LBS can perform a “point and radius” type query for the nearest 
business or service, such as an Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) or restaurant, and 
others can offer turn by turn navigation. For these and all examples of LBS its 
positioning system needs to work reliably for each individual, despite the environment 
they are in.  
 
As mentioned previously, there exists no „one size fits all‟ (multi-environment, multi-
protocol, provider-network independent, privacy sensitive, zero-cost, accurate) 
solution to location determination. However, this presents an opportunity to research, 
develop, and test a solution in this thesis that can leverage both the number of 
available sensors on the phone and the best characteristics of each technology to 
accurately determine an individual‟s location in as many environments and situations 
as possible. For example, the ability to determine each individual‟s location in an 
emergency situation (e.g. a fire alarm sounding) could be very valuable. In this 
example, it could be possible for a LBS to provide an automatic headcount of people 
who are in the building and crosscheck with those outside it. First, a LBS would 
require indoor locationing (Bluetooth or WiFi) and upon exit of a building the system 
could switch to an outdoors locationing technology (GPS). The need for such a 
locationing system is extremely important for when a large base of users can 
accurately determine their location; the rewards will be substantial for a myriad of 
 5 
LBS applications. For example, ongoing research into other fields like [15, 46, 56, 85] 
could benefit greatly from the outputs of this thesis.  
1.1 Motivation and Applications 
The work presented in this thesis is motivated by the imbalance between the number 
of LBS being offered to users today and where these services can practically work. It 
is also motivated by the fact that most attempts to overcome this imbalance have 
included a connection to a 3
rd
 party application over a network (e.g. Assisted-GPS) 
and subsequent associated charges to the user for this network data transaction. This 
thesis argues that by focusing on increasing the number of environments that a 
location determination system can operate in without the need for a 3
rd
 party 
connection, we can enable a greater scope for use in LBS. Furthermore, by using a 
hybrid modular approach in our design any future advancement either through newer 
radio signals (Zigbee, Long Term Evolution (LTE)) or positioning techniques can be 
incorporated with little extra overhead to update this system. For example, most 
spatial information applications are built to work for outdoor environments (e.g. Car 
Navigation, Google Earth) as many rely on GPS coordinates. In this way GPS is 
currently the main technology in use for location determination. Even though other 
systems, like Galileo [19], may promise a better solution, they will still mainly work 
only in the outdoor environment. As Jonathan Raper states in [71] “there is 
positioning and there is intelligent positioning”, and so to achieve a fully intelligent 
positioning solution, it needs to work reliably and accurately both indoors and out. 
 
Consequently, in order to achieve our goal, this thesis will also identify current 
relevant technology including the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), 
existing techniques for location determination, and review past locationing projects 
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that focused on one or more environments. It will be shown that the solution put 
forward in this thesis offers a real world solution to making positioning intelligent, 
accurate, and reliable. 
 
All locationing technologies have advantages and disadvantages. Different sensor 
technologies are suited to different operating environments, and what has normally 
been done in the past is to focus on one of these technologies to try and increase the 
locationing abilities of that technology. However this still leaves the system in 
question operating within the same limited environment. Obviously, the primary aim 
for anyone using a location determining system is for it to tell them where they are in 
the world no matter where they are in the world! The system described in this thesis 
will not necessarily do that for all environments everywhere, but what it aims to do is 
to provide a way for indoor and outdoor locationing systems to work collectively. 
And by working collectively, it is hoped that this system will also increase the 
accuracy of locationing not only in one environment but during the transitional period 
when a user moves from one environment to another. A user does not need or want to 
know how it works, just that it will work accurately in all the many places they will be 
in. For instance, radio signals are broadcast in all parts of the world and by using these 
already freely available signals it is possible to add value in terms of accuracy and 
usage cost to any system that is trying to determine location.  
 
By using these „free‟ radio signals, in this thesis we have researched and developed a 
set of algorithms that allows for their known transmission point coordinates to be used 
in calculating the best possible location of a user. In our approach we show that each 
signal class can have an effect on the accuracy of a device‟s location in any given 
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situation. For example any previous signals of different radio classes (e.g. Bluetooth 
(BT) or WiFi) can still impact and improve upon locationing accuracy when 
compared against contemporary positioning systems.  
 
In summary, the main focus of this thesis is to research and develop advanced multi-
protocol hybrid locationing algorithms for an open-source, provider-network 
independent, privacy sensitive, zero-cost and accurate software component that allows 
mobile devices to determine their location in multiple environments. The initial use 
for this technology was to provide position estimates to a suite of e-Government 
applications developed as part of the ICiNG project [39]. A prototype called the 
ICiNG Location Client (ILC) was developed that integrates GSM, WiFi, Bluetooth 
and GPS into two Symbian S60 applications that scan for transmitting beacons in the 
immediate area and based on a database of known beacon locations, provides an 
accurate position of the mobile device. It is the results of the research, development, 
and testing of the work that went into building the ICiNG Location Client that forms 
the basis for this thesis. Contributions to knowledge are summarised in the following 
paragraphs. 
The development of a hybrid positioning system for mobile devices that is provider-
network independent, privacy sensitive and is open-source represents an important 
contribution to the LBS community. This work is a novel approach to provide and 
develop environment independent (indoor/outdoor) locationing which leverages two 
distinct positioning techniques. In particular, this work improves on existing 
approaches because it compensates for lost radio signals by leveraging past signals to 
assist the current positioning calculation. The principle contributions to knowledge 
are listed as Contribution 1- 5 as follows: 
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Contribution 1: The development of an iterative node mapping (iNM) 
method for multi-protocol locationing which uses the knowledge of previously sensed 
radio signals to support the current positioning calculation. The method presented was 
developed to facilitate the combinatorial locationing system in Contribution 3 
(Chapter 6) and also described in this thesis. 
 
Contribution 2: The development of a beacon weighting (bW) technique for 
multi-protocol locationing which uses the knowledge of the different types of radio 
signals sensed to determine a greater or lesser emphasis on each individual signal 
during positioning calculation. This technique was developed to support the 
combinatorial locationing system in Contribution 3 (Chapter 6).  
 
Contribution 3: The development of a combinatorial locationing system (proximity, 
Strength of Arrival, bW). This system combines both the iterative node mapping 
method mentioned as Contribution 1 and the beacon weighting technique in 
Contribution 2. It intelligently combines them to produce a positioning system that 
functions both indoor and outdoors. This system implements a hybrid methodology in 
that it can use any available resource (i.e. radio signals, developed positioning 
algorithms) to provide a more accurate positioning system. Furthermore, through its 
modular design, it can accommodate future technologies or positioning algorithms by 
simply adding a new module. 
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Contribution 4: The implementation of an environment independent 
(indoor/outdoor) locationing system on one of today‟s commercially off-the-shelf 
(COTS) mobile phones. 
 
Contribution 5: The development of an open-source, provider-network independent, 
privacy sensitive, zero-cost and accurate locationing application (ICiNG Location 
Client) 
Elements of the work contained within this document have been published in the 
following papers:  
 
 Kilfeather, E., Carswell, J., Gardiner, K. and Rooney, S.: Urban 
Location Based Services using Mobile Clients: The ICiNG Approach., 
Geographic Information Science Research UK (GISRUK), (Maynooth, 
Ireland, 2007), 227-230. 
 
 Rooney, S., Gardiner, K., Carswell, J.D.: An Open Source Approach to 
Wireless Positioning Techniques, Mobile Mapping Technologies 
(MMT), (Padua, Italy, 2007). (ISPRS) 
 
 Rooney, S., Gardiner, K., Carswell, J.D.: Wireless Positioning 
Techniques – A Developers Update, Web & Wireless Geographic 
Information Systems (W2GIS), (Cardiff, UK, 2007), 162-174. (Springer 
LNCS 4857) 
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1.2 Structure of the Thesis 
Before presenting our solution, we will first have to examine several aspects that set 
this research on its path. 
 
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the current technology available to enable this 
research. Technologies reviewed include Bluetooth, WiFi, GSM, 2D Barcodes and 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID). A comparison of them and conclusions on 
what technologies would be best for this research is presented. This chapter provides 
the technology background for the main body of work in this thesis. 
 
Chapter 3 will look at the current state of Global Navigation Satellite Systems, and 
their expected future. It discusses GPS and GLONASS, currently the only two fully 
operational constellations in the GNSS and the current status of future systems, 
Galileo and Beidou.  
 
Chapter 4 will examine existing techniques for location determination in use today. 
A discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of each and a decision about the 
best solution from both a positioning perspective and for positioning on a mobile 
device (e.g. cell phone) with limited resources (e.g. processor power, memory, 
storage) will be made. This chapter provides the algorithmic background for the work 
presented in this thesis. 
 
Chapter 5 will review location determination research and commercial applications 
that have either focused on one or more of the areas of this research. Their methods, 
achievements, and their conclusions will be outlined. Some of the conclusions from 
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these projects have been incorporated into this research and is also discussed in this 
chapter. This chapter provides the current state of the art for location determination to 
compare against the work done in this thesis.  
 
Chapter 6 will introduce the proposed solution called the ICiNG Location Client to 
the problems outlined previously. The overall system design will be discussed; the 
architecture design will be illustrated and explained in detail. It will then describe the 
two base comparison algorithms that this work will be evaluated against.  
 
The above chapters will show that a modular approach will take advantage of the 
technologies incorporated into our solution while at the same time future proofing it 
against new technologies as they become available. This design can also be utilised to 
incorporate multiple positioning techniques while also being able to include new 
techniques as required.  
 
Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of the system presented in Chapter 6 by first 
comparing it against the known positions (Control Points) and then against another 
positioning system. It introduces the test bed that was implemented and the steps 
taken to ensure that this test bed was stable, producing results that were balanced and 
fair for all experiments. It will detail the accuracy of the positioning results to ensure 
that the results obtained are verifiable and can be replicated.  
 
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, restating the contributions to the body of 
knowledge, answering the questions asked at the beginning of this thesis and 
summarises the main findings. 
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2 Current Relevant Available Technology 
Mobile devices come in broad and varied different types. For example there are 
mobile computers (Notebooks, Net books, PDAs), handheld games consoles 
(Nintendo DS, Game Boy, PSP), media recorders (digital still cameras, digital video 
cameras), media players (Kindle, Sony E-Reader), communication devices (mobile 
phones, cordless telephones, pagers) and personal navigation devices (Garmin, 
Trimble). All of these different devices run on a diverse set of Operating Systems and 
use different technologies to connect and communicate. Therefore, before we decide 
on the nature of the system that we can propose we must first look at the different 
communication technologies that are available on these devices 
This section provides an introduction into these communication technologies. It 
presents relevant standards specifications, and discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages to using each one individually. Particular focus is put on range and the 
availability of these technologies on today‟s COTS mobile devices without the 
necessity of customizing hardware. Each section will also briefly describe how these 
technologies can provide location information. After focusing on each technology a 
synopsis will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each and will explain what 
technologies will be used for the proposed solution. 
2.1 Bluetooth 
Bluetooth is a short-range (10-100 meters) communication technology that was 
designed to replace cables by enabling the data that normally travelled through a cable 
to be transmitted on the Bluetooth frequency to a Bluetooth receiver within range. 
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Conceived initially by Ericsson, its main features are that it is a small, cheap radio 
chip that can be plugged into computers, printers, mobile phones, etc. The low power 
consumption combined with the low cost of a Bluetooth chip, means that many 
mobile devices now come as standard with Bluetooth connectivity. As a result 
Bluetooth is now found in nearly all types of electronics from personal computers to 
laptops to mobile devices to radios. As mentioned it is a short-range point-to-point 
wireless data exchange protocol initially designed for a small variety of tasks 
(synchronization, voice headsets, and mouse and keyboard input). Versions 1.0 
through to 1.2 are designed to work up to 1Mbps (megabits per second) and have a 
range of up to 10 meters, but the new 2.0 + Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) specification 
can run up to 3Mbps and has a range up to 100 meters. Furthermore cross 
compatibility was built into Bluetooth which allows older and newer Bluetooth 
devices to work together with no user effort required [53].  
For the purposes of this research, it was decided to utilize the older Bluetooth 1.2 
specification with regard to broadcasting Bluetooth signals, the chief motivation being 
the limited range (10 meters) and as both specifications are cross compatible it does 
not prevent a listening device with 2.1 (e.g. mobile phone) receiving these signals. 
This limited range feature offers an opportunity for more accurate location estimation 
in numerous environments. While Bluetooth 2.0+ does offer better overall 
specifications, its range overlaps with that of WiFi, covered later in this chapter. For 
this thesis it is more advantageous to use the older specification, hence the remainder 
of this section will discuss Bluetooth 1.2 specifications and not the newer 2.0+.  
As mentioned previously, Bluetooth is a short-range technology. It is envisioned that 
by knowing the locations of the transmitting Bluetooth beacons, it will be possible to 
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use these locations to either calculate a mobile devices position or to simply put the 
mobile devices location where we know the transmitting beacon to be located at. This 
would provide an accurate and very simple solution to the locationing calculation. 
Features 
Bluetooth communicates on a frequency of 2.45 gigahertz, which has been set aside 
by international agreement for the use of industrial, scientific and medical devices 
(ISM) [53]. 
Below is a list outlining some of the more general specifications of Bluetooth: 
 Bluetooth devices in a piconet share a common communication data channel. 
The channel has a total capacity of 1Mbps. Headers and handshaking 
information consumes about 20 percent of this capacity.  
 In the United States and Europe, the frequency range is 2,400 to 2,483.5 MHz, 
with 79 1-MHz radio frequency (RF) channels. In practice, the range is 2,402 
MHz to 2,480 MHz. In Japan, the frequency range is 2,472 to 2,497 MHz with 
23 1-MHz RF channels.  
 A data channel hops randomly 1,600 times per second between the 79 (or 23) 
RF channels.  
 Each channel is divided into time slots 625 microseconds long.  
 A piconet (Figure 2.1) has a master and up to seven slaves. The master 
transmits in even time slots, slaves in odd time slots.  
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Figure 2.1: Bluetooth piconet example 
 
 Packets can be up to five time slots wide.  
 Data in a packet can be up to 2,745 bits in length.  
 There are currently two types of data transfer between devices: Synchronous 
Connection Oriented (SCO) and Asynchronous Connectionless (ACL).  
 In a piconet, there can be up to three SCO links of 64,000 bits per second 
each. To avoid timing and collision problems, the SCO links use reserved slots 
set up by the master.  
 Masters can support up to three SCO links with one, two or three slaves.  
 Slots not reserved for SCO links can be used for ACL links.  
 One master and slave can have a single ACL link.  
 ACL is either point-to-point (master to one slave) or broadcast to all the 
slaves.  
 ACL slaves can only transmit when requested by the master.  
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Network Topology  
Bluetooth has been designed to work in either a half-duplex (one direction at a time) 
e.g. speakerphone that lets you either listen or talk, but not both or a full-duplex (both 
directions simultaneously) mode e.g. regular telephone handset.  
 
Bluetooth uses a technique called spread-spectrum frequency hopping which is 
designed to minimise interference from other Bluetooth devices in close proximity. 
With this technique, a device will use 79 individual and randomly chosen frequencies 
within a designated range, hopping from one frequency to another. For example 
Bluetooth changes frequencies 1,600 times every second. Since every Bluetooth 
transmitter uses spread-spectrum transmitting automatically, it minimizes the chances 
that two transmitters will be on the same frequency at the same time. Hence this 
diminishes disruption from nearby unrelated Bluetooth devices (e.g. baby monitors), 
since any interference on a particular frequency will last only a tiny fraction of a 
second. When Bluetooth-capable devices come within range of one another, an 
electronic conversation automatically takes place to determine whether they have data 
to share or whether one needs to control the other. Once the conversation has 
occurred, the Bluetooth devices form a Personal-Area Network (PAN), or piconet. 
Once a piconet is established, the members randomly hop frequencies in unison so 
they stay in touch with one another and avoid other piconets that may be operating in 
the same area [53]. 
 
Device Discovery  
Device discovery is the process of locating Bluetooth devices that are in close 
proximity. For device discovery to work it requires the local device to broadcast an 
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inquiry request and wait for Bluetooth devices in the area to respond. The Bluetooth 
specification has defined three different discoverable modes: 
 General – used by devices that need to be discoverable continuously or for no 
specific condition. 
 Limited - used by devices that need to be discoverable only for a limited 
period of time, during temporary conditions or for a specific event. 
 Not Discoverable – These devices will not be discovered. 
And two different inquiry types  
 General 
 Limited  
All devices that are in the general or limited discoverable modes will respond to a 
general inquiry while only devices that are in a limited discoverable mode will 
respond to a limited inquiry. A device will never respond if it is set to not 
discoverable [44]. 
 
Service Discovery  
Service discovery is the next step once a Bluetooth device has determined what other 
devices are within range. It is used to determine what services each of the local 
Bluetooth devices are offering and works the following way; a service that is offered 
by a device is advertised by a server application through a service record and this 
describes the service using a set of service attributes. A Bluetooth profile specification 
describes the contents of the service records used for that profile. The Service 
Discovery Protocol (SDP) provides a means for applications to discover which 
services are provided by or available through a Bluetooth device. It also allows 
applications to determine the characteristics of those available services [44]. 
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Security  
Security is maintained by authentication of the peers and encryption of the 
information. A public address which is unique for each device, a random number 
generator and two keys (authentication and encryption) are required for this. A 
challenge is issued by the first device and the second device replies based on this 
challenge. Once authentication has been established, encryption may then be used for 
communication. A temporary key is then issued by the master to all devices in the 
piconet [47]. 
 
Power Usage  
Bluetooth devices send out very weak signals (~1 milliwatt), that limits the range of a 
Bluetooth device to about 10 meters but even with the low power, walls cause 
minimal interference with Bluetooth signals, making the standard useful for finding 
signals without clear line of sight.  
 
Each device is classified into 3 power classes, Power Class 1, 2 & 3.  
 Power Class 1: is designed for long range (~100m) devices, with a max output 
power of 20 dBm,  
 Power Class 2: for ordinary range devices (~10m) devices, with a max output 
power of 4 dBm,  
 Power Class 3: for short range devices (~10cm) devices, with a max output 
power of < 1 dBm.  
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Bluetooth defines provisions for three low-power operating modes in order to 
conserve battery life (sniff, hold and park).   
 
In sniff mode, a slave listens at a reduced level and doesn't take an active role in the 
piconet. A device in hold mode transmits no data, but its clock continues to operate, 
and a slave remains in synchronization with the master. The device is not an active 
member of the piconet, but it retains its active member address. Park mode is like 
hold mode in that the slave is synchronized to the master but is not part of the traffic. 
In this mode, however, the slave doesn't retain its active member address. Power 
requirements decrease as a device goes from sniff to hold to park [44]. 
 
Interference  
Interference from other Bluetooth piconets is minimal as each piconet uses it own 
pseudo-random frequency-hopping pattern. The probability of a collision is 1 in 79 if 
two piconets are within the same domain and increases linearly with the number of 
co-located active piconets. Originally Bluetooth relied on its frequency hopping 
algorithm to deal with interference but subsequently it was discovered that even a 
single WiFi network could cause interference on up to 25% of the Bluetooth channels 
and packets lost needed to be retransmitted on other channels thus reducing the 
throughput of the Bluetooth devices. 
 
This problem was addressed in version 1.2 by using an adaptive frequency hopping 
algorithm. It allows Bluetooth devices to mark channels as good, bad, or unknown. 
Bad channels are then replaced with new channels, while also periodically checking 
any previously marked bad channels to see if they are now good. It is also possible for 
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the master to request information from slaves on any network they can hear. For 
example it might not always be the case that the master can hear all the networks the 
slaves can hear [31]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the Bluetooth Protocol Stack. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Bluetooth Protocol Stack 
 
2.2 WiFi 
WiFi is a brand that is owned by the WiFi Alliance and was invented to help the 
integration of the different standards that were developed by IEEE 802.11, which 
denotes a set of wireless standards developed by Working Group eleven of the IEEE 
standards committee. 802.11 can have many different functionality groupings and can 
be identified by a different letter trailing the number 802.11 [1]. It was first released 
in 1997 and typically has a range up to 100 meters. Research shows many urban areas 
have a high density of WiFi signals which also correlate to population densities [42, 
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65]. In November 2009, reports highlighted the growth of mobile devices sold with 
WiFi, at that time six out of the top ten mobile devices sold were WiFi enabled, as of 
May 10 that figure still stands at six with the four that do not being all Nokia smart 
phones [4]. 
 
For the purposes of this research, it was decided to concentrate on the 802.11b and 
802.11g specification, the chief motivation being that currently no mobile device 
offers a WiFi feature that supports the newer 802.11n specification. Additionally, both 
these specifications are wildly deployed in urban environments and offer a suitable 
range of up to 100 meters for accurate location estimation in both indoor and outdoor 
environments. Hence the remainder of this section will discuss both these standards 
and not the newer 802.11n standard. 
 
WiFi has a greater range Bluetooth and it can be more prevalent in some 
environments due to its popularity. This potential increase in availability it is hoped 
will help the provided solution function in many environments. Furthermore, it is 
hoped that by knowing the locations of transmitting WiFi beacons, it will be possible 
to calculate an accurate location due to the potential increate in WiFi beacons that can 
be found in many environments. 
 
WiFi radios that work with the 802.11b and 802.11g standards transmit at 2.4 GHz, 
while those that comply with the 802.11a standard transmit at 5 GHz. These different 
standards also use different coding techniques. For 802.11a and 802.11g, the 
technique is known as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM). For 
802.11b, it is called Complementary Code Keying (CCK) [69].  
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The radios used for WiFi have the ability to change frequencies. 802.11b cards can 
transmit directly on any of three bands, or they can split the available radio bandwidth 
into dozens of channels and frequency hop rapidly between them. The advantage of 
frequency hopping is that it is much more immune to interference and can allow 
dozens of WiFi cards to talk simultaneously without interfering with each other [48]. 
 
Network Topology  
There are two types of wireless network.  
a) An ad-hoc or peer-to-peer wireless network (Figure 2.3) consists of a 
number of computers, each having the ability to communicate directly with all 
of the other wireless enabled computers. They will not be able to access wired 
Local Area Network (LAN) resources unless one of the computers is 
connected to the LAN and acts as a bridge for the rest of the ad-hoc network.  
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Figure 2.3 Peer to Peer Network 
 
b) A wireless network can also use an access point, or base station. This access 
point provides a connection to the wired LAN for any wireless computers in 
range.  
 
There are two types of access points:  
 
1) Dedicated Hardware Access Points (HAP) which normally offers 
support for most wireless features. (Figure 2.4) 
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Figure 2.4 Hardware Access Point 
 
 
2) Software Access Points (Figure 2.5) which run on a computer 
equipped with a wireless network interface card as used in an ad-hoc or 
peer-to-peer wireless network.  
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Figure 2.5 Software Access Point 
 
 
Wireless Range  
WiFi access points have a finite range within which a wireless connection can be 
maintained. Typically the range is up to 100 meters indoors depending on 
environmental conditions and 100+ meters outdoors again depending on obstructions 
and environmental conditions. 
 
Security  
The following lists the two main security features built into 802.11. 
1) WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) – the original encryption standard for 
802.11, and key lengths are currently up to 256-bit. It does not offer any key 
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management; therefore keys either have to be manually given to end users or 
distributed using some other authentication method.  
2) WPA (WiFi Protected Access) – is a software/firmware improvement over 
WEP. This means that any WiFi equipment that was able to use WEP could be 
software upgraded to be able to use this newer system. It supports the AES-
CCMP algorithm and provides RADIUS based authentication. It uses a Pre-
shared Shared Key (PSK) using a passphrase.   
 
Interference  
Each WiFi network checks for other WiFi networks in the area before they select a 
channel to use, subsequently each WiFi network will check the noise level at least 
once every 50ms on their operating channel. If the noise level reaches a certain level, 
the WiFi access point will select a new channel to use. Multiple WiFi networks can 
share the same area with little or no interference because of this feature [14]. 
 
2.3 GSM 
Currently there are just over 4.5 billion (GSM & WCDMA) cellular connections in 
the world today [81]. GSM has a theoretical „hard limit‟ range of 30km but it is very 
rarely implemented to that extent. A typical cell range usually varies in size from 100 
meters up to 5km. While practical networks are a lot more complex and require 
advanced equipment and software, it is not necessary for our purposes to know about 
the inward workings of a fully fledged cellular network. As illustrated in Figure 2.6 a 
basic system can be broken down into four main parts, radio base stations, a cellular 
switch which controls and routes calls, mobile terminals and at least one connection to 
the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). In this basic example, the mobile 
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terminal links to the base station using radio signals, which then passes the 
information to a Cellular Switch. The switch routes the data to the correct destination 
and if necessary through a PSTN. 
As GSM can be found on many mobile devices and can be found worldwide, it is 
hoped that it will be able to provide locationing coverage in a vast number of 
environments. By knowing the locations of GSM cell towers and by knowing the cell 
tower a mobile device is connected to, it is hoped that it will be possible to calculate a 
position of the mobile device based on the known location of the cell tower. 
 
Figure 2.6 A Basic Cellular System and its connections 
All elements play an important part within the Cellular System. The following is a 
basic description of each of the elements and the role they have. 
Radio Base Stations 
These provide the links between the mobile terminals and the rest of the network. 
Additionally, these are also responsible for monitoring the position of each mobile 
terminal so that incoming calls can be correctly routed to the correct Radio Base 
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Station. Conceptually, cells are drawn as continuous regular shapes, normally circluar 
or a hexagon. In practice however, they will be irregular in shape due to local 
topography‟s effect on radio signals. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 2.7 in order 
to provide a contiguous signal to mobile terminals, it is necessary for cells to overlap 
[27].  
 
Figure 2.7: GSM Overlap Example 
 
To help avoid interference from neighbouring Radio Base Stations, different channels 
are used by different stations. Unavoidably, there is also a limit to the number of 
different channels that can be used. Figure 2.8 illustrates a basic re-use pattern of 4 
frequency groups for an Omni-directional antenna.  
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Figure 2.8: GSM 1/4 cell pattern uses 4 frequency groups in a 1 site re-use pattern. Each colour 
represents a different cell 
 
Figure 2.9 illustrates a more complex 4/12 cell pattern using 12 frequency groups in a 
4 site re-use pattern that uses directional antenna to subdivide a base stations coverage 
area into three separate cells within the one group (e.g. D1, D2, D3). Please note that 
in Figure 2.7 the base station is at the centre of each cell, whereas in Figure 2.8 the 
base station is at the centre of three cells (sectorized cells). 
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Figure 2.9: GSM 4/12 cell pattern using 12 frequency groups in a 4 site re-use pattern. Each 
colour represents a cell 
 
Cellular Switch 
This switch is responsible for the routing of calls between other mobile subscribers 
and the PSTN, similar in many aspects to that of a PSTN switch but capable of 
serving a more complex network. While having to communicate with fixed lines, they 
are also responsible for locating the position of each mobile terminal within the 
network and for the routing required if any handovers from one cell to another are 
required [27]. 
PSTN 
The PSTN is the network that provides the traditional Plain Old Telephone Service 
(POTS). In the case of the cellular network, it provides a link between POTS and the 
cellular network. 
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Mobile Terminal 
This is the mobile phone. It communicates with Radio Base Stations to make calls and 
to send or receive data. Each mobile terminal must be able to operate at the same 
frequency as the cellular network. For example in Europe, Asia and Africa the 
900MHz and 1.8GHz bands are used, while in North America, South American 
countries the 850HMz and 1.9GHz bands are used.  
2.4 2D Barcode 
2D Barcodes are an increasingly popular technology that uses print tags to provide 
information to a mobile device that has a camera and 2D barcode software installed. 
The geographic location of the tag can be encoded on a 2D barcode and when imaged 
the contained information can be decoded. This decoded information can then be 
made available to an LBS application on the mobile device. Assuming the coordinates 
of the tags are correct, this is a very accurate positioning technique (+/- 1m) and can 
be used to correct the position estimates of less accurate techniques like stand-alone 
GPS readings [1]. Figure 2.2 illustrates a 2D Barcode tag that has been encoded with 
the location of my office in DIT. 
 
Figure 2.10 2D Barcode Tag encoded with the coordinates 53.338738, -6.267277 
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2.5 RFID 
Radio Frequency Identification is an automatic identification method that uses devices 
called tags or transponders to remotely access stored data (such as location) as 
illustrated in Figure 2.8 [61]. 
 
Figure 2.11 Example RFID system 
 
Similar to what is described in Section 2.4 for barcodes, for RFID to be usable to our 
proposed locationing system, the geographic location of the RFID tag would need to 
be embedded into the tag. This location could then be used to perform further 
locationing calculations or the embedded location could be used as the actually 
location of a mobile device. 
RFID has two main types of tags, Passive and Active.  
 Passive tags get all their energy through their antenna from an 
energizing field that is generated from an RFID reader. Although some 
newer prototypes have claimed a range of a few hundred meters, 
standard passive tags have a practical range of a few meters. A popular 
adaptation is the Semi-passive tag that overcomes the two key 
disadvantages of passive RFID tags which are (a) the lack of a 
continuous power supply and (b) short range. These tags are primarily 
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used for vehicle tracking, security access systems, and other asset 
tracking systems [13].  
 Active RFID tags are typically used in real-time tracking of high-value 
property which is normally not intended to physically leave the control 
of the tag owner (Medical Equipment, Computer Equipment, Re-
usable containers). These tags have a reported range of up to 300 feet 
[13]. 
Due to the nature of the RFID system, it is mainly suited for use in a closed domain 
where the position of readers can be planned and connected to an RFID middleware 
Server. For example, RFID works well in warehouses for stock control and in airports 
for scanning of RFID enabled passports. Of the different types of tags previously 
mentioned, it would only be practical to use passive tags for our purposes, and these 
tags would be connected to a mobile device that we wished to track. Active RFID tags 
would be too large and heavy to use and even Semi-passive tags would still make a 
mobile device too bulky and heavy for a user to carry. 
2.6 Summary 
Described above are some existing technologies available for use in positioning 
systems. Bluetooth offers a short range, which can be exploited for more accurate 
positioning and comes as standard with nearly all mobile phones sold. WiFi is a 
prominent technology for office and home networks and can offer a range of up to 
100 meters. It can also have a dense saturation in built up urban areas, thereby 
offering increased possibilities for trilateration to increase positioning accuracy [42]. 
GSM is available in nearly every country and already has over 4.5 billion users [81]. 
It can also offer positioning possibilities where other technologies may not be 
available due to its wide range and coverage. 2D Barcodes are a niche technology that 
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could be used to correct the position estimates of less accurate technologies in some 
instances of positioning or in some scenarios. This will be addressed in the future 
work section of this thesis. RFID is an excellent technology for positioning and 
information gathering but one of the main drawbacks of this technology is the 
complex infrastructure required to support it. For example, RFID readers need to be 
installed at predefined locations to be able to read nearby RFID tags. Once a tag is out 
of the range of an RFID reader, there is no way of communicating with it and 
therefore a large number of RFID readers would be required for continuous location 
determination. However, RFID could be leveraged for more accurate positioning 
given the required installed infrastructure. This will be addressed in the future work 
section of this thesis. 
 
For this research, it was decided to use a combination of WiFi, Bluetooth and GSM 
from the available radio frequency technologies mentioned in the initial design. WiFi 
can have a high coverage in many urban areas and is now becoming more widely 
available on mobile devices [4, 42, 65]. Bluetooth comes as standard already on most 
mobile devices and even though it has a more limited location range than WiFi, it 
does offer the potential to provide for more accurate indoor positioning. Even if newer 
mobile devices are using the newer 2.1+ EDR standard, this research will be using 
version 1.2 standard dongles to broadcast a signal, which only has a ten meter range 
but are cross compatible. This shorter range will be leveraged to increase indoor 
accuracy during calculations. Future research could also use the newer standard for 
comparisons. It is envisioned that indoor Bluetooth radios will help correct for less 
accurate indoor calculations using other radio signals. Even if using both WiFi and 
Bluetooth, neither has the overall coverage and range of GSM in both urban and rural 
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environments. 2D Barcodes do offer promise in small areas and should be looked at 
as part of some future work. RFID was decided against as it would require extra 
hardware that an everyday user would not normally have, and is not normally found 
in infrastructure in sufficient quantity to be relevant. And finally, GPS will be 
included in the solution put forward. GPS is currently the oldest fully functional 
satellite navigation system and the main worldwide navigation system currently in use 
today and as such is discussed in further detail in the following chapter. 
 
Table 1: Current Technology Comparison Table 
 
 Range 
(Meters) 
Indoors / 
Outdoors 
Infrastructure 
Required 
Common in 
Mobile Devices 
Today 
Rural/Urban 
Bluetooth 
(1.2) 
10 Indoors5 No Yes Urban 
WiFi 100 Both No Yes Both 
GSM 5000 Both No Yes Both 
2D 
Barcode 
1 Both Yes6 Yes Both 
RFID 957 Both Yes No Both 
 
 
                                                 
5 Although Bluetooth signals can be found outdoors, these are primarily moving Bluetooth signals (e.g. Mobile 
Phones) while signals transmitted from a stationary indoor device (e.g. Desktop) does not have the range to be 
found outdoors, therefore cannot be considered in this table 
6 2D Barcode Tags have to be placed in positions to be able to use them to provide a position 
7 Maximum of specialized hardware 
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3 GNSS – The Global Navigation Satellite System 
The Global Navigation Satellite System is the generic term used for satellite 
navigation systems that provide geo-spatial positioning with global coverage [2]. The 
goal of this chapter is to introduce the principles of GNSS theory, then with focus on 
GPS, describe how its components work together. Following this GLONASS, 
currently the only other fully operational GNSS will be discussed, while Sections 3.4 
and 3.5 will examine the current state of the newer upcoming systems Galileo and 
Beidou. Fundamentally all GNSS are timing systems so it is not required to cover 
each system in depth. 
3.1 GPS Trilateration 
This technique is used to calculate the position of a device by measuring the radial 
distance of the received signal from a minimum of three known points [64]. For the 
function of GPS, at least four satellite positions are required with pseudo ranges for 
each satellite for 3D positioning. Figure 3.1 illustrates a basic 2D trilateration 
calculation. For example if the position of three points are known (A,B,C) and the 
distances DA, DB and DC are known, then the position at D can be calculated using 
trilateration. A more detailed example of trilateration can be found in Chapter 4 where 
several different calculation methods are explained. 
With regard to GPS, each satellite transmits messages with their orbit details encoded 
and from these messages a GPS receiver calculates the position of each visible 
satellite. Pseudo ranges
8
 are then calculated using a time encoded within the same 
message from an atomic clock in each satellite. The time is the time the message was 
                                                 
8 A Pseudo range is an approximation of the distance between a satellite and a receiver. 
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sent and this is compared against the time the message was received by the receiver. 
Then using the following calculation: „pseudo range = (time difference between sent 
and received message) * (speed of light), the pseudo range is calculated [71].  
 
Figure 3.1: Basic 2D Trilateration Example 
 
3.2 GPS 
The original Global Positioning System (GPS) is a constellation of satellites of known 
position and was developed to replace the US Navy Navigation Satellite System 
(NNSS), also called the TRANSIT system [77]. GPS uses the Time-of-Flight 
positioning technique [32], is currently the longest fully functional satellite navigation 
system and indeed is the main worldwide navigation system currently in use today. 
Based on functionality, it is segmented into three component parts; Space, Control, 
and User. 
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3.2.1 Space Component 
The space component comprises of orbiting GPS satellites or Space Vehicles in GPS 
parlance [82]. GPS satellites have nearly circular orbits with an altitude of about 
20,200 km above the earth and a period of approximately 12 sidereal hours
9
. The 
initial design for the GPS system was for a 24-satellite and 3 orbital plane
10
 
constellation, inclined 63° to the equator. However, due to budget constraints the 
initial design was reduced to an 18-satellitte constellation, 3 satellites in each of 6 
orbital planes. This design was also rejected as it would not have provided key 
features that were essential. For example 24-hour worldwide coverage would not have 
been possible. In 1986, a new design was decided upon, consisting of 21 operational 
satellites and 3 active spare satellites. The 3 spare satellites were intended to replace 
any operational satellite that malfunctioned before its designated end of life. Presently 
the constellation consists of 24 operational satellites, 4 in each of the 6 planes and 
with an inclination of 55°; there are also up to 4 active spares operational at any one 
time [33, 38]. Currently at any time of the day and with the full satellite constellation 
in operation, 4-8 satellites can be observed simultaneously when above an elevation 
mask angle
11
 of 15° (Figure 3.2) and up to 10 satellites can be occasionally viewed if 
the elevation mask is reduced to 10° [49]. 
 
 
 
                                                 
9 A Sidereal day is the time it takes for the earth to complete a single rotation of its axis relative to the stars. A 
sidereal hour is 1/24 of a sidereal day. A Sidereal day is approximately 4 minutes less than a Solar day. 
10 An orbital plane means all orbits line up like making a kind of disk shape. 
11 The angle below satellites should not be tracked when observing them from the ground. 
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Figure 3.2: 15º Elevation Mask Example 
 
Satellites 
The electronic equipment (radio transceivers, atomic clocks, computers, and ancillary 
equipment) that is contained in each GPS satellite allows the user to measure a pseudo 
range  (Figure 3.3) to the satellite, which broadcasts a message that allows the 
user‟s GPS device to determine the spatial position S  of the transmitting satellite for 
arbitrary instants. With these capabilities, users are able to determine their position 
R  on or above the earth by resection
12
 as shown in Figure 3.3 [38]. 
 
                                                 
12 Resection is a method of determining a position by determining the grid azimuth to at least two well-defined 
locations that can be pinpointed but for greater accuracy at least three well-defined locations are required. 
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Figure 3.3: Principal of Satellite Positioning 
 
3.2.2 Control Component 
A master control station, monitor stations, and ground controlled stations all make up 
the Operational Control System (OCS). The primary functions of the OCS are the 
tracking of satellites in their orbit and clock determination and prediction; upload of 
data messages to the satellites and time synchronization of the satellites [38].  
3.2.3 User Component 
The user segment of the GPS system is the part that allows GPS receivers to convert 
satellite signals into position, velocity and time estimates and consists of receivers, 
processors, and antennas. At least four satellites are required for this process to be 
able to compute the three dimensions of X, Y, Z [16]. As three satellites will narrow 
the calculated position to two possible positions, at least four satellites are required to 
allow a point in 3D space to be determined reliably. 
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3.2.4 Assisted GPS 
Assisted GPS is an enhancement to the original GPS system and was intended to help 
minimize some problems that the GPS system had when determining a position in 
different environmental settings. For example what is now known as the urban canyon 
effect or in layman‟s terms when the GPS receiver was surrounded by tall buildings or 
under tree cover, it sometimes caused signal attenuation problems. Assisted GPS was 
intended to help overcome some of these problems by using the existing Cell tower 
network to communicate with an Assistance Server, which can roughly locate a cell 
phone by first determining what cell tower the A-GPS device is currently connected 
to and then what GPS satellites should currently be in view for that cell tower. Since 
the Assistance Server is a remote server it can perform many of the computational 
tasks a standard GPS receiver could not. It takes the fragmented data that the A-GPS 
device has and compares this data to the data that it receives from the GPS satellites. 
Also the Assistance Server can have access to weather conditions and other data that 
could cause problems for GPS and combine all this data to better calculate a position.  
 
Assisted GPS does require a cellular network connection. While this has greatly 
improved GPS abilities it does require that your positioning system is connected to a 
3
rd
 party, which leaves the user vulnerable to being tracked. Furthermore it does not 
completely solve the original urban canyon problems that the GPS system faced when 
direct line-of-sight was not always available. 
3.3 GLONASS 
The Russian GLONASS system is a counterpart to the US GPS and is managed by the 
Russian Space Forces [30]. Both were the first two satellite systems to come under the 
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GNSS. One important fact to point out is that the current GLONASS constellation 
uses a technique called Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) where every satellite 
is assigned its own frequency and channel. The Russian Federation are planning on 
switching to Code Division Multiplexing (CDMA) which is what GPS and Galileo 
both use so that it can be used in conjunction with those systems..  
3.4 Galileo 
Galileo is an E.U. led project to make GPS style positioning available globally with 
expected higher accuracy than current GPS and GLONASS systems although it has 
also been designed to work with the current GPS system. As of March 2010, it was 
verified that the budget would only be available to provide for 18 satellites by 2014 
which will bring the constellation up to 60% capacity [18].   
3.5 Beidou 
Even though China has a €200M [7] stake in Galileo, Beidou is their contribution to 
GNSS [66]. The main difference between this system and the others is that Beidou 
will use two geostationary satellites where each satellite appears to remain at a fixed 
point in the sky over the earth.  Although this means that the system does not require a 
large constellation of satellites, the project is experimental and will have limited 
coverage and operation. However, the second phase Beidou-2 or Compass, a fully 
GNSS is planned and will consist of 35 satellites, 5 Geostationary Orbit (GEO) 
satellites and 30 Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites. At time of writing, the 
constellation had 6 satellites in orbit with a planned regional operational capacity 
stated for 2012. 
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3.6 Summary 
The accuracy of the three GNSS systems above varies. GPS has a standard deviation 
of 10 meters and GLONASS has a standard deviation of 20-100 meters unassisted, 
but both systems can increase their accuracy to sub-meter using a technique called 
differential positioning [16]. Although Galileo is not complete, it is expected to 
provide greater accuracy (down to ~1m) than the previous two systems with greater 
penetration in urban canyon type environments and a faster time to fix. Currently 
there are no published reports detailing the expected accuracy of Beidou. However, 
the expected likely outcome in this area will consist of integrated 
GPS/Galileo/GLONASS/Beidou receivers or combinations of these because of the 
degree of planned interoperability between the systems. 
 
Overall, these are the four main satellite systems that are available for the purposes of 
location determination and although newer technology will increase the accuracy, 
such systems also suffer from varying degrees of signal fix problems in urban 
environments. Also, even though GPS chips are getting cheaper, in mobile phones 
they will continue to suffer more in urban environments than bulkier, albeit more 
robust, professional survey standard receivers. 
 
It has been decided to incorporate GPS into the solution put forward in this thesis. 
One of the overriding advantages of GPS is that a GPS signal can be received in many 
different outdoor environments. Even though GPS will still suffer from effects like 
the urban canyon, the combination of using GPS alongside WiFi, Bluetooth and GSM 
will help offset this. Currently many mobile devices that do come with satellite based 
positioning only contain GPS functionality, but this can be overcome by adding extra 
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modules to cater for different combination chipsets that might exist in the future (e.g. 
GPS/GLONASS/Galileo/Beidou).  
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4 Calculation Techniques for Location Determination 
The previous chapter introduced the technologies available, their fundamental 
specifications and other characteristics that are relevant to this research. In essence, 
these can be regarded as the core requirements for the system being proposed and they 
define the technological boundaries that are possible for the work presented in this 
thesis. This chapter however, discusses the different positioning techniques that are 
available in order to use these available technologies. Although these techniques will 
be software based in their demonstration, they are of vital importance to exploit the 
positioning accuracy that can be achieved from each one of the used technologies. 
 
Within the scope of this thesis, the term hybrid refers to the combination of not just 
different technologies available as discussed in the previous chapter but of the 
combination of different technologies, different techniques for location determination 
and different platforms available. The work presented is about using an amalgamation 
of several different fields of work aimed at achieving a positioning system that will 
work in as many environments as possible. With this in mind, at any one time one or 
more of the techniques mentioned in this chapter could be useful for positioning 
calculations depending on the number and type of signals available. This chapter will 
introduce and discuss different techniques available for calculating location and a 
summary will discuss the merits of each technique, explaining reasons for inclusion 
and exclusion from the proposed system.  
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As the research issues associated with these techniques span a wide and varied scope 
– from human interaction, automated system tracking and engineering challenges, 
only aspects predominantly relevant to this thesis will be discussed in detail.  
 
The following sections present relevant techniques from the field of location 
determination. Section 4.1 introduces the concept of proximity based positioning 
while Section 4.2 introduces dead reckoning. The following Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 
describe Trilateration, Angle-of-Arrival and Strength-of-Arrival, three common 
techniques used in several research projects reviewed later in this thesis. Sections 4.6 
and 4.7 explain timing observations while finally the summary reviews these 
calculation techniques and any choices made in regards to implementing them for this 
research. 
4.1 Proximity 
Proximity location determination is a technique whereby a position is determined 
when an object or person is near a predefined and known location. The degree of 
accuracy that can be expected using this technique is directly related to the technology 
used. For example, if we could only detect one Bluetooth Access Point (assuming that 
all access points are BT 1.2 standard), we could assume that the degree of accuracy 
will be ~10 meters, as Bluetooth 1.2 has a range of 10 meters as previously stated in 
Chapter 2. But if we could only detect one WiFi access point at a location the degree 
of accuracy we could expect would be ~100 meters. Figure 4.1 illustrates this 
difference overlaid on a map with Bluetooth being the blue circle and Wi-Fi being the 
yellow circle. 
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Figure 4.1: Proximity Accuracy Example overlaid on Map, Bluetooth is the blue circle, Wi-Fi is 
the yellow circle 
 
 
There are several different techniques used in proximity detection which include: 
physical contact (e.g. pressure sensors); monitoring radio access points (e.g. 
determining where a device is connected to a physical network) or; automatic ID 
systems (e.g. last login on a computer terminal). Cell of Origin is a popular example 
of proximity locationing that monitor GSM radio access points (Figure 4.2). Here, a 
user‟s location is estimated to be anywhere within the cell tower‟s coverage area (e.g. 
+/- 5km). 
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Figure 4.2: Cell of Origin Technique: The Mobile device is connected to the Cell Tower in the 
Green area above. From this connection it is possible to say that the mobile device can be located 
somewhere within the Cell Towers range which is highlighted in green. 
 
 
Ease of implementation is the primary advantage of this technique, as Cell of Origin 
does not require complicated algorithms to be implemented making the technique also 
extremely quick to return position estimations. Another advantage is the relative ease 
and cost-effectives that the majority of cell-based WLANS and other cellular-based 
RF systems that can be adapted to provide this functionality. There are some 
drawbacks to this technique too: the most important one is that for various reasons 
(e.g. routing, or a cell might already be at its maximum capacity) in a cellular 
network, mobile devices can be connected to cell towers that are not the closest 
towers to them or what would normally be the most suitable cell tower to be 
connected to.  
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Of the techniques just presented in regards to proximity (physical contact, monitoring 
radio access points, automatic ID), it was decided that monitoring radio access points 
(BT & Wi-Fi) would be required in the solution presented in this thesis. It would also 
be necessary to only employ this technique in certain cases. For example, if a mobile 
device running the locationing software presented later in this thesis only found a 
single Bluetooth signal, then the only calculation possible would be to position the 
mobile device at the location of where we know that Bluetooth signal is been 
transmitted from. This scenario would make it impossible to perform more complex 
calculations that depend on more than one signal. Therefore, to overcome this 
situation it will be necessary to employ a proximity technique that can work with only 
one radio signal detected.  
4.2 Dead Reckoning 
The process of estimating the position of an object based upon the objects last known 
position, plus any forces that have acted upon that object is called Dead Reckoning 
[8]. For example, if the object, represented by the balloon in Figure 4.2 is travelling in 
a two-dimensional planar space, and provided the starting location and all 
displacements (Direction, Speed and Time of travel) are known, it is possible to 
calculate the position of the balloon for any instance in time [88]. 
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Figure 4.3 Dead Reckoning, the balloon travels in one direction until the wind forces it to change 
its direction 
Another more common example of dead reckoning would be a nautical example. For 
example lets say you are at a navigation buoy and you head on a course of 150° 
magnetic at an estimated speed of 12 knots for 20 minutes (Figure 4.4). Ignoring the 
effects of current, wind, and waves for the moment, your dead-reckoned position is 4 
nautical miles along the 150° course line on your chart (Figure 4.5). However, you 
also need to take into account tidal current. Suppose the tide-current tables alert you 
to a tidal current with a direction of travel of 280° and a drift of 3 knots. In 20 
minutes, it would displace you 1 nautical mile in its direction of travel (Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.4: Simple Dead Reckoning Example 
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Figure 4.5: Dead Reckoning with adjustment for leeway 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Dead Reckoning with adjustment for leeway and current 
Dead reckoning can be used to estimate consecutive positions if another means to 
obtain a position are unavailable (i.e. GPS). But as the new estimated positions 
accuracy is dependent on the previous last known position, the calculated accuracy 
can become very unreliable. This can make dead reckoning a useful technique to 
estimate a position but not to be relied upon unassisted.  
4.3 Trilateration with Least Squares 
Briefly introduced in Chapter 3, trilateration is a technique used to calculate the 
position of a device by measuring the radial distance of the received signal from a 
minimum of three known points. For example, in Figure 4.7, the mobile device (P) 
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has an unknown position ( , ) and four positions (A,B,C,D) have known positions 
( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , ) respectively. Using signal strength as a 
representation of distance, 4 distances (a,b,c,d) are measured from P to (A,B,C,D) 
known as the observations.  
 
Figure 4.7: Trilateration Example 
 
To find the coordinates of P = ( , ) by solving the system of equations that relates 
the m = 4 observations (a,b,c,d) to the n = 2 unknown parameters (XP,YP), we do the 
following: 
From Pythagoras: a
2 
= (XP-XA)
2
+(YP-YA)
2    
 
   
b
2 
= (XP-XB)
2
+(YP-YB)
2     
   
c
2 
= (XP-XC)
2
+(YP-YC)
2     
   
d
2 
= (XP-XD)
2
+(YP-YD)
2
 
 
or alternatively: 
22
APAP YYXXa  
22
BPBP YYXXb  
Mathematical model 
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22
CPCP YYXXc  
22
DPDP YYXXd  
For initial estimates of (XP,YP): 
22
DADA YYXXAD  
From Cosine Law:  
ADa
dADa
2
cos
222
 
AD
AD
XX
YY1tan  and  
then:   cosaXX AP ,   sinaYY AP  
CosLaw: strong when  near 90º 
weak when  near  0º or 180º 
m equally weighted measurements (observations) have residuals v1,v2,v3,…,vm 
(difference between measurement and MPV for that measurement). 
 
Write one observation equation for each measurement (a,b,c,d) containing its residual 
v 
  
22
APAPa YYXXav  
22
BPBPb YYXXbv  
22
CPCPc YYXXcv  
22
DPDPd YYXXdv  
 
Because number of measurements (m = 4), is greater than number of unknowns (n = 
2), use Least Squares
13
 to determine the Most Probable Value of the unknowns XP,YP 
[29]. 
                                                 
13 Least Squares is a standard approach to the approximate solution of over determined systems 
Observation Equations 
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4.4 Angle-of-Arrival 
The Angle of Arrival (AoA) [58] technique, sometimes referred to as Direction of 
Arrival (DoA), determines the position of a mobile device by using the angle at which 
signals are received from the mobile device (triangulation). Once these angles are 
known, they are applied to a geometric model [21] to find the intersection point of 
these angles and from this model it is possible to determine a position for the mobile 
device (X) as is shown in Figure 4.8. At least two receiving sensors (A and B) are 
required to determine a mobile‟s location in a two dimensional plane, and the more 
sensors available the better the accuracy that can be expected [13].  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Angle of Arrival: The angle from A and B to X is measured and is used to calculate the 
position of X 
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Currently some mobile phone companies have implemented AoA techniques on their 
networks in an effort to provide location determination to their users. Primarily this 
was following regulations [20] that were passed with regard to emergency services 
being able to calculate a users position during an emergency call. Mobile operators 
use multiple cell tower sites to calculate the AoA of the signal of the mobile user. 
After this calculation, a switching processor is relayed that information, which in turn 
is able to calculate the user‟s position and is able to provide it to the emergency 
services. Current 3G mobile technology requires that an antenna array is installed in a 
similar setup required for AoA to be performed. This requirement has enabled some 
mobile operators that do have 3G networks to be able to use AoA to conform to the 
EU regulations mentioned previously [60] which require 10-50 meter accuracy for 
95% of emergency calls received. 
 
Although AoA offers a potential solution for location determination, there are 
drawbacks; a calibrated array system is required at all base stations and as the distance 
from the base station to the mobile user increases so does the error at which a position 
can be determined [13]. Therefore, position estimates can be good if the mobile user 
is in the neighbourhood of the base stations [72]. Multipath interference [35] is 
another drawback that affects AoA. AoA performs well when it has a direct line of 
sight but if there is no direct line-of-sight, position accuracy decreases depending on 
the signal reflections caused by nearby objects. Because of this problem AoA suffers 
badly in urban environments where it is rarely possible to have two or more base 
stations in line-of-sight, also making it not suitable for most indoor environments 
[13].  
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4.5 Strength-of-Arrival  
The measure of how strongly a transmitted signal is being received or measured from 
a transmitting antenna is called Strength-of-Arrival (SoA) or the Received Signal 
Strength (RSS) [80]. It is possible to determine a position by using the SoA of several 
radio transmissions once you know the position of the transmitting antenna. However, 
the accuracy of the position determined and if a 2D or 3D coordinate is required, 
directly influences how many signals are needed. Also, the geometry of the 
transmitters in relation to the mobile device and the local environment can affect the 
positioning accuracy that can be expected [12]. However a major benefit for SoA is 
that this technique can be implemented on both the mobile (client) side or on the 
network side. Also there are different types of SoA based systems that can be used. 
One type of system assumes that there is a direct comparison between SoA and 
distance, and calculates how far away the broadcasting tower is based on the received 
signal strength [52, 83]. Figure 4.9 illustrates that if a mobile phone had 50% signal 
strength we could assume that it is at most 50 meters away from the transmitter. 
Therefore the expected accuracy of the estimated position of the mobile device will be 
+/- 50 meters. 
 
Another technique stores the SoA from each transmitting antenna in a grid of points, 
creating a database like map from this data. This map is used as a reference to 
compare against when calculating position in future [79]. Once this database has been 
created, it is treated as a map of all transmitting antenna for a given area. A 
comparison is performed between your current SoA readings and the database and the 
best matching pair is selected for the calculated position.  
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Figure 4.9: Strength of Arrival Example. If a mobile device has 50% Signal Strength, it could be 
assumed that it is within the second circular layer and not the entire range of the transmitter. 
The outer layer representing >25%, the middle layer >50% and the inner 
 
For the two techniques mentioned previously, both can achieve a higher accuracy than 
the cell of origin technique but they also have a lower accuracy than more 
sophisticated solutions. The main advantage of SoA is that it can be used on a mobile 
device without any extra configuration of hardware. A drawback for the second 
technique mentioned (grid mapping) is that an area needs to be mapped and a 
database needs to be generated of the domain that you wish to determine a position in. 
This database then needs to be constantly maintained in a real world domain where 
radio transmissions are constantly changing.  
 
The main advantage with implementing a system using SoA is its low cost. There are 
no requirements for specialised hardware at any stage but there are known drawbacks. 
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For instance, SoA can be greatly affected by weather changes, local environmental 
changes and multipath interference, all greatly reducing the expected accuracy. For 
example, a WiFi radio signal could travel up to 150 meters out a window, over a road 
and across a park but if a bus were to pass by the signal could possibly be temporarily 
blocked or reflected away. Real world radio signal propagation in any environment is 
hardly ever concentric and predictable, and because of multipath, interference, 
occlusion, and attenuation, signal strength can vary significantly. [13] 
4.6 Time-of-Arrival 
The ToA technique involves measuring the time it takes a signal to travel from a 
transmitting antenna to a receiving antenna. For example, Figure 4.10 illustrates three 
points (A,B,C) with a circular representation of the distance to X from each point. 
Length of time required for a signal transmitted from A,B, or C to arrive at X is 
measured as tA, tB and tC where t is the time in microseconds. Given that the 
propagation speed (s) of a radio signal is ~300 meters / microsecond [38], the distance 
from one of these broadcast points to X can be calculated where D is distance in 
meters as D(X). Hence, if we know both (s) and (t) and using D = c(t), we can the 
make an accurate calculation of the distance of X from points (A,B, or C). If we have 
three or more points we can then use the intersection points of D as the position of X.   
However this measurement is only possible if the receiving antenna knows the time of 
transmission from the transmitting antenna [10]. This can be achieved in two ways, by 
measuring the round trip delay or by synchronizing both the transmitting and the 
receiving antenna [87]. To synchronize all antennas in any network is not trivial and 
can be costly (in both time and money).  
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Figure 4.10 Time of Arrival: X is determined by measuring the time of arrival from each of the 
three signals (A,B,C) to arrive at X  
For example in a cellular network, all the transmitters, receivers, base stations, and the 
mobile terminals would need to be synchronized. The cheaper and less complex 
solution is to broadcast a signal immediately back to the network after receiving a 
signal as illustrated in Figure 4.10 where X broadcasts a signal back to the network 
and C responds back to X. Once the second signal reaches the network it will 
retransmit another signal back again and the time it takes to receive the signal back is 
taken as twice the delay for ToA. This is not as accurate as using synchronized clocks 
but it is an easier and cheaper solution [50]. 
4.7 Time-Difference-of-Arrival 
The TDoA location technique (Figure 4.11) involves measuring the propagation times 
of signals but it does not require that the receiving device know the times of the 
transmission. TDoA implementations are based upon hyperbolic lateration, a 
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mathematical concept where at least three time-synchronised receiving sensors are 
required. It works by measuring the time it takes signals to travel from three or more 
transmitting towers to reach the same receiving antenna; there are two ways to 
achieve this.  
 
 
Figure 4.11 Time Difference of Arrival: X determines its position by measuring the time it takes 
to receive each signal from A, B & C 
First, if a single transmitting antenna transmits a signal and several receiving antenna 
receive it, they can measure the time they all received the signal and from that they 
can compare each other‟s times and calculate the propagation time. Secondly, if all 
transmitting towers in a network were synchronized, they can all transmit a signal at 
the same time to the receiving antenna. The receiving device can then measure the 
different propagation times and calculate a distance [87]. For example in Figure 4.11, 
we assume that station X transmits a message. This message arrives at stations A and 
B with a time of TA and TB respectively. The time difference of arrival for this 
message is calculated between the locations of B and A as the positive k, such that: 
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TDoAB-A = | TB - TA | = k 
The value of TDoAB-A can be used to construct a hyperbola
14
 with foci at the locations 
of both A and B which represents all the locus of all the points in the x-y plane. The 
difference of the distances
15
 from the two foci (A & B) is equal to k(c) meters. 
Represented by: 
| DXB - DXA | = k(c) 
The probable location of point X can then be represented by a point along the 
hyperbola. To further refine the position of X, a third receiving point C is used to 
calculate the time difference of arrival between C and A represented by: 
TDoAC-A = | TC - TA | = k1 
Knowledge of constant k1 allows for the construction of a second hyperbola 
representing the locus of all points in the x-y plane. The difference of those distances 
from the two foci (A and C) is equal to k1 (c), represented by: 
| DXC - DXA | = k1(c) 
Figure 4.11 illustrates how the intersection of the two hyperbolas TDoAC-A and 
TDoAB-A is used to resolve point X
16
. 
4.8 Summary 
In this chapter different calculation techniques for location determination were 
discussed. We first looked at proximity where it was seen that incorporating this 
technique would be advantageous for some circumstances. For example, if at any 
stage a scan of the surrounding environment returned a single radio signal (WiFi, 
Bluetooth, GSM). This would make it impossible to perform more complex 
calculations that would depend on more than one signal being scanned. To overcome 
                                                 
14 A hyperbola is a curve, specifically a smooth curve that lies on a plane 
15 The difference of the distances to the two foci is a constant equal to 2a, the distance between its two vertices 
16 The Vertexes of a hyperbola are the intersections of the hyperbola and its axis, hence by comparing the two 
vertices, the intersection of the two is the resolved point X  
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this possibility it will be necessary employ a proximity technique that can work with 
only one radio signal. It also has the advantage of ease of implementation as it does 
not require the implementation of complicated algorithms and thus positioning 
performance is very fast. Its main disadvantage is that the accuracy of a location is 
directly related to the size of the cell that the mobile device is in. Dead Reckoning 
requires that the mobile device knows its own start point and then every movement 
there after (direction, speed, duration) to determine the devices current position. This 
technique could be very useful especially when traversing one environment to another 
where signals might be lost. But equipment such as a digital compass and internal 
accelerometer sensors need to become standard on mobile devices before this 
technique could be used. Trilateration requires at least three known broadcast signal 
locations but can be relatively easy to implement and can be implemented on the 
mobile device itself. 
 
We then looked at AoA, which requires that the location is calculated on the network 
side and that all transmitting antenna have the required hardware able to perform this 
calculation. For these two reason alone this technique is not considered for use in this 
research. SoA requires no infrastructure to be preinstalled and it can be used on both 
the network and the mobile device side. ToA and TDoA require synchronizing the 
transmitters and receivers, or by measuring the round-trip delay on the network being 
used and this requires communication with the network. To eliminate network cost, 
transactions, and the possibility for 3
rd
 party tracking, the approach presented in this 
thesis is designed so that no network interaction whatever is necessary to determine a 
mobile device‟s location. This principle rules out the use of ToA and TDoA.  
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For this research, it was decided to use a combination of proximity based positioning, 
SoA and trilateration. Although other techniques could potentially offer better 
positioning, their main drawbacks are that an infrastructure needs to be in place to 
support them and communication with the network is required. Dead reckoning could 
be incorporated in the future and will be addressed in the future work section of this 
thesis. The overall conclusion is that proximity, SoA and trilateration will be the base 
techniques implemented for determining a devices location in this thesis. Table 2 
below compares each technique against their respective attributes. 
 
Table 2: Calculation Techniques Comparison Table 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
17 This refers to how variable the accuracy will be. For example, Proximity will have a low reliability due to the 
large change in accuracy depending on the range a transmitter will have. (BT = 10 meters, GSM = 500 meters)  
18 This refers to more data required that just the location of the transmitting signals (e.g.Dead Reckoning would 
require the direction travelled, speed and journey time)  
 Number of 
Signals 
Required for 
Calculation 
Centricity Ease of 
Implementation 
Reliability
17
 Other Data 
Required for 
Calculation
18
 
Infrastructure 
Required 
Proximity 1 Device Easy Low No No 
Dead 
Reckoning 
1 Device Moderate Medium Yes No 
Trilateration 3 Device Easy High Yes No 
AoA 3 Network Difficult High No Yes 
SoA 1 Device Easy Medium No No 
ToA 3 Network Difficult High No Yes 
TDoA 3 Network Difficult High No Yes 
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5 Location Determination Projects – Related Work 
Research on location determination has been actively pursued for many years. 
Noteworthy examples include Active Badge/Active Bat [74], PARCTAB [75], 
RADAR [5], Place Lab [37] and Cricket [59], all of which are discussed next. 
Following this, a brief section on commercial companies in this field will be 
presented. Finally, their work will be compared against the approach developed in this 
thesis. 
5.1 Place Lab 
Place Lab was an Intel research project from 2003 to 2006. Its original goal was to 
break out of the cycle that they identified as stunting the growth of location-enhanced 
applications [65]. The cycle Place Labs identified was as follows: 
 There are few users of location-enhanced applications, because… 
 There are few valuable location-enhancing applications, because… 
 There are few developers inventing location-enhancing applications, 
because… 
 The target user community is small, because… 
 There is no common platform/infrastructure for location-enhanced 
applications, because… 
 Users and infrastructure providers won‟t invest in new location-capable 
hardware, because… 
 There are few users of location-enhanced applications. 
What they decided to do to break this cycle was to try and enable 4 main things: 
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1. A technology framework that lowers the bar for location-enhanced web 
service development and use. 
2. A leading-edge developer and user community grown from a grass roots 
effort. 
3. A real world laboratory in which location algorithms, privacy, place and social 
issues can be explored. 
4. A foundation for context-aware and proactive computing research in the real 
world. 
What Place Lab originally decided to do was to utilise existing available WiFi radio 
signals by building a database of their locations through a procedure known as war 
driving, and then use these known radio beacon locations to calculate a user‟s location 
[9, 76]. First they would use statistical methods to enhance the estimated location of 
the WiFi access points and then employ a distributed contributor mechanism to 
continuously update users of the system‟s new and improved information about WiFi 
Access points, which in turn would help increase the accuracy of a users location 
calculation [25, 26, 28, 67].  
 
Initially Place Lab worked on a browser bar plug-in to provide location estimation 
while later in the project they increased its scope to include mobile platforms for 
GSM tower information. However, at the time, certain technologies were not yet 
advanced enough to take Place Lab fully mobile and some of the signal spotters
19
 
worked on mobile phones (i.e. GSM), which relayed the information back to the 
computer while others needed a laptop (i.e. WiFi).  Similar to the our approach, Place 
Lab also wanted to determine position using passive monitoring and give the user 
                                                 
19 A Signal Spotter is a term used for each of the modules that were developed for each of the radio technologies 
that Place Lab was designed to look for. For example there was a WiFi signal spotter used to scan for WiFi 
access points in the area. 
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control over when their location is disclosed to 3
rd
 parties, laying the foundation for 
privacy-observant location-based applications [42]. 
 
Place Lab was a success in its own right. It set out to enhance the current state for 
location determination applications and to provide a foundation for a distributed 
mechanism that users around the globe could use and contribute to and it achieved 
this. The approach presented in this thesis endeavours to progress this work one step 
further. While Place Lab has versions that communicate GSM cell tower information 
to a user‟s computer, where the positioning calculations are processed, this is where it 
ended. For example, Place Lab is still designed to run on a computer and hence the 
user still needs their laptop with them. Instead, our approach is designed to run 
completely on a smart phone that any user can carry around in their pocket and it does 
not require any network connection to any other devices. It will also be able to use 
GSM, WiFi, Bluetooth and GPS information to calculate the best possible (i.e. most 
accurate) location estimation. With these two added features our approach will allow 
location-enhanced applications to be truly mobile, accurate, and network independent 
for all users. Of the approaches described in Chapter 4, the Place lab system uses 
trilateration and Strength-of-Arrival as its positioning methods. 
5.2 RADAR 
RADAR was a Microsoft supported project from 1998 to 2000 and was a testing 
platform for Microsoft to enable a user to interact effectively with their surroundings 
[5]. For example printing a document on the nearest printer to the user or displaying a 
map of the user‟s immediate surroundings. A radio map of the RADAR domain 
needed to be generated for the system to work and this was constructed using a 
propagation modelling technique. This modelling technique required two elements (a) 
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A floor layout with coordinates of each room and (b) the coordinates of each of the 
base stations was also required. Then to calculate the number of walls that obstructed 
the direct line between WiFi access points and all other recorded locations these 
coordinates were used in a Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping algorithm [23].  
 
RADAR is an indoor location-aware system in which radio-frequency wireless LAN 
enabled mobile nodes
20
 to calculate their location and use this information to inform 
other nodes of their location, for the purpose of determining which network resources 
(e.g., printers, scanners, etc.) are within close proximity. The system consists of a 
single processing front-end, a directory service, and a service location back-end. The 
front end operates by recording and processing signal strength information from 
multiple base stations positioned to provide overlapping coverage in the area of 
interest. To be able to track nodes, the system combines empirical measurements and 
signal propagation modelling with environmental profiling, mobility modelling, and 
topographical constraints. The back-end uses the location information to query a 
directory server (via LDAP) to locate nearby network resources, a service discovery 
protocol is used if there is no directory server available. 
 
The main goal of this project was to combine the inherent networking capabilities of 
WiFi access points and combine this with accurate tracking and positioning of users 
within the system, therefore enabling new functionality of these existing networks[5]. 
Testing of this system uncovered useful results; it was discovered that the signal 
strength of a received signal is a stronger function of positioning than the signal to 
noise ratio. It was also discovered that signal strength at the same location can vary 
                                                 
20 Mobile nodes are the terminology used by Microsoft to describe any device that transmits a WiFi radio signal 
and is able to calculate their location based around other WiFi signals within range. 
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quite significantly (by up to 5 dBm), with factors such as the user‟s orientation 
affecting it, and so incorporating the users current direction (north, south, east or 
west) was necessary to offset this fluctuation [6]. 
 
During testing RADAR did have its shortcomings (large-scale variations in signal 
propagation & user-mobility prediction) and although these were addressed mainly by 
two algorithms based on an environmental profiling algorithm and a history-based 
algorithm respectively it was still required that a propagation map of the RF signals be 
made [24, 36]. This in itself can cause problems in today‟s environments, where there 
are dynamic WiFi signals throughout an indoor setting. For example, four students 
sitting down to have lunch may all take out their laptops to use the provided WiFi 
network, these four laptops will in turn completely change the propagation of RF 
signals in the local area and may significantly reduce the accuracy of such a system.  
 
Similar to Place Lab, RADAR was designed to run on a computer and not designed 
for a device with limited computing power. Also, our work is designed to be 
completely autonomous while the RADAR system is designed to connect to local 
networks to use nearby services. This active connection itself is a method that could 
be used to track users by the overall system, a philosophy in direct opposition to ours. 
Of the approaches described in Chapter 4, the RADAR system uses trilateration. 
5.3 Cricket 
The MIT Cricket Indoor Location project ran from 2000 until 2006 [59]. It was 
designed to be used only indoors and works as follows. Each node in the Cricket 
system is a small hardware platform consisting of a radio frequency (RF) transceiver, 
a microcontroller, and other associated hardware for generating and receiving 
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ultrasonic signals and interfacing with a host device. There are two types of Cricket 
nodes: beacons and listeners. The Cricket beacons act as fixed reference points of the 
location system and are typically attached to the ceiling and walls of a building, while 
Cricket listeners are attached to objects that need to obtain their location. Each beacon 
periodically transmits an RF message containing beacon-specific information, such as 
a unique ID, the beacon coordinates, the physical space associated with the beacon. At 
the start of a message, a beacon transmits a narrow ultrasonic pulse that enables 
listeners to measure the distances to the beacons using the difference of arrival times 
of RF and ultrasonic signals. This pulse does not carry any data to help save power 
consumption and system complexity. Each Cricket listener can compute distances to 
nearby beacons and uses this information and the information contained in the RF 
beacon message to calculate their 3D space position and orientation [59]. 
 
The Cricket system allows for accurate indoor positioning but like many other 
systems it requires a new type of infrastructure be installed in any building you wish 
to use the system in. It also requires that the object or person you want to track be 
equipped with an extra piece of hardware. In contrast, our approach is designed to be 
used on a standard mobile phone that requires no specialised infrastructure to be 
installed for it to work. This means that a user does not have any extra hardware to 
carry around; only to remember to bring their mobile phone with them. Also our 
design can exploit advantages of the different technologies used for both indoor and 
outdoor positioning. Figure 5.1 below shows a cricket device. Of the approaches 
described in Chapter 4, the Cricket system uses Time-Difference-of-Arrivial for its 
positioning method. 
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Figure 5.1: Cricket Device 
 
5.4 Active Badge and Active Bat 
The Active Badge system and the later version Active Bat were early contributors to 
location-aware systems [74]. The bats are lightweight wearable devices as illustrated 
in Figure 5.2, whose main components are ultrasonic transducers, a 433 MHz radio 
transceiver and a long-life battery. Each bat can be uniquely identified by an 
identification code and permits input through two small buttons on its side. Ultrasonic 
receivers are networked together on the ceilings of the Active Bat domain and the 
absolute position of each receiver is recorded in a database. A pre-specified radio 
channel is used to synchronize the components and for communication purposes. 
Once a chirp is heard, each receiver that heard the chirp measures the time-of-flight 
and this is used to calculate the distances between the bat and all the receivers, 
making it possible to then calculate the position of the emitting bat. To create an 
ultrasonic emission cone in the direction that the user is facing, each bat has two 
ultrasonic transducers pointing in different directions and this allows a crude 
calculation of orientation based on the local distribution of receivers that heard the bat 
[34]. 
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The bat system does provide an accurate location but it also requires a sensor 
infrastructure to be installed and maintained. Thus it also scales poorly and would 
require much effort to install on a large scale. Active Badge was an infra-red concept 
and it was found that it preformed poorly in the presence of direct sunlight. Both 
Active Badge and Active Bat are suitable for indoor environments only and are not 
easy to deploy.  
 
Figure 5.2: Active Badge system over four generations. bottom left is the 1
st
 generation, bottom 
right is the 2
nd
 generation, top left is the 3
rd
 generation and top right is the 4
th
 generation badge  
 
Again as with other projects mentioned previously, Active Badge and Active Bat are 
designed to track a user though the sensor network and relay all user movements back 
to the location management software, so user location privacy is an issue. Of the 
approaches described in Chapter 4, the Active Badge and Bat systems uses and Time-
of-Arrival as its positioning method. 
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5.5 PARCTAB 
From the same group that created Active Badge and Active Bat, PARCTAB was a 
research initiative that explored the concept of location aware interaction with 
personal handheld devices [75]. It was used to explore the impact and capabilities of 
mobile devices in an office setting and the investigation into Ubiquitous Computing – 
a philosophy that originated at Xerox PARC, based on the hypothesise that the “most 
profound technologies are those that disappear” [78]. 
 
Figure 5.3: PARCTAB Mobile Device 
The PARCTAB system consisted of palm-sized mobile devices, similar to a PDA 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. These devices were built using off the shelf components and 
were designed to fit into the palm of a user‟s hand. It consisted of a touch sensitive 
panel that resided over the display, both of which had a resolution of 128x64 pixels, a 
speaker that could broadcast a number of different tones and three buttons that could 
be used individually or in chorus. Communication to the rest of the network was 
preformed using infrared signals at speeds of up to 19.2k baud and each device could 
be tracked to the resolution of the room they are in.  
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Again a supporting infrastructure was required for these devices to work. Following 
on from the Active Badge, infrared sensors were required to be installed in each 
location that you wanted to deploy the system. Of the approaches described in 
Chapter 4, the PARCTAB system uses Time-Difference-of-Arrival as its positioning 
method. 
5.6 Skyhook 
From the commercial perspective, Skyhook Wireless is a company that currently 
offers a service very similar to that of Place Lab and the ICiNG Location Client, albeit 
closed source. Skyhook‟s hybrid positioning system allows a mobile device with 
WiFi, GPS or a cellular radio (GSM/CDMA) to determine its position with an 
accuracy of 10 to 20 meters [68]. However the XPS platform requires the user to 
connect to their server for beacon location information and hence pay 
connection/transmission costs for this data. However, one of the strengths of Skyhook 
is this vast database of known beacon locations they have collected and is constantly 
being updated to maintain accuracy. Of the approaches described in Chapter 4, the 
Skyhook system uses Proximity and Trilateration as its positioning methods. 
5.7 Navizon 
Navizon peer-to-peer wireless positioning uses a similar approach as Skyhook in 
relation to the overall architecture but differ in the method of collecting the beacon 
data.  Instead of actively collecting data, they provide a service that enables end users 
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with GPS devices to war drive
21
 or “stumble” data. Using this approach the end user 
of the application assists in collecting GPS data and is rewarded by a points system 
for collecting and uploading this data. The beacon location data is then inserted into 
the collective database. Of the approaches described in Chapter 4, the Navizon system 
uses Proximity and Trilateration as its positioning methods. 
5.8 iPhone Locationing System 
The iPhone‟s locationing system works very similar to that of skyhooks positioning 
system. A central database stores details of known locations for GSM cell towers and 
WIFI signals. There is also a local store of beacon information stored on the iPhone 
itself. When a location request is made on the iPhone, the phone first checks the local 
store to see if it has a cache of the information needed. If not, the phone, then 
communicates with the remote server and a location is returned to the phone. The 
iPhone locationing system uses GPS, WiFI & GSM data if available. Unfortunately, 
no other information on how the system is available as Apple do not publish 
information on their locationing system. Of the approaches described in Chapter 4, the 
iPhone system uses Proximity and Trilateration as its positioning method. 
5.9 Summary 
Many other projects have worked on location determination using different 
technologies to reach their goals. For example, [11, 40, 84] have worked on 
positioning techniques using WLAN as their chosen technology. A previous study 
determined that positioning techniques using WLAN had limits which resulted in a 
median positioning estimation error of ~3 meters [17]. Other projects in the literature 
similar to Active Badge and Active Bat above also used infrared (IR) and suffered 
                                                 
21 War driving is searching for WiFi or Bluetooth signals on a laptop while driving or walking while the laptop is 
connected to a GPS unit in order to provide a location to the WiFi or Bluetooth signals. 
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from the same issues of limited range and requirements of a planned infrastructure 
deployment [43]. 
 
Some projects have focused on RFID which is a proximity based technology 
increasingly being used in urban areas for a host of applications including object 
identification as well as location determination [54, 86]. RFID tags have a practical 
read range of up to a few meters but some newer prototypes have claimed a few 
hundred meters range. Unfortunately one of the main drawbacks of this technology is 
that a complex infrastructure is required to support such a system. For example, RFID 
readers need to be installed at predefined locations to be able to read nearby RFID 
tags. Once a tag is out of the range of an RFID reader there is no way of 
communicating with it and therefore a large number of RFID readers would be 
needed for universal location determination.  
 
BeepBeep uses an acoustic-based ranging system that is software based [57]. The idea 
being that to estimate the range between two devices, each device will emit a 
specially designed sound signal and collect a simultaneous recording from its 
microphone. Results have shown that they can achieve ~2 cm accuracy within a range 
of 10 meters. Although this idea seems promising it is a ranging system first so it is 
excellent at determining the range but it does not have any reference points that can 
be used to calculate a position. If this system was updated to include known location 
points it would become a system similar to Active Bat but with potential for a higher 
degree of accuracy. 
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GSM is another technology that can be used for location positioning and research in 
[41, 70] have addressed this area. Recently Google has announced a service that is 
integrated with Google mobile maps where a user can request their location based on 
the cell tower they are currently connected to. They advise the location determination 
accuracy will be between 500-5000 meters using GSM and depends on the cell tower 
density. They have also partnered up with Skyhook, who war drive for WiFi access 
points so that any device that is connected to a WiFi point can have their location 
known. They do however only put the person at the place where they think the WiFi 
access point is and do not use the full Skyhook XPS system so the expected accuracy 
of this system is ~100 meters. Table 3 provides a comparison of the main 
implementation criteria of each of the previous projects mentioned while also 
highlighting the goals of the ICiNG Location Client proposed. The ICiNG Location 
Client aims to function reliably both indoors and outdoors, it will be privacy sensitive, 
open source, will work on mobile devices and it will require no infrastructure 
installations to function. 
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Table 3: Research Projects Comparison Table 
 
 Indoor Outdoor Privacy 
Sensitive 
Open 
Source 
Mobile 
Device22  
Infrastructure 
Free 
RADAR       
Cricket     23  
Active 
Badge/Bat 
      
PARCTAB       
Place Lab       
Skyhook   24   25 
Navizon 26      
iPhone   27   28 
 
There are advantages and disadvantages to any technology used in location 
determination. To help limit the disadvantages and make best use of the advantages of 
each technology, the ICiNG Location Client integrates a hybrid of technologies to get 
the best location possible. The ICiNG Location Client is initially designed to use 
GSM, WiFi, Bluetooth and GPS but its modular design allows it to be future proofed 
for any emerging and current technologies that may prove to be useful in location 
determination. For example if it was proven that an acoustic range finding solution 
would help the accuracy of the ICiNG Location Client, it would be possible to 
incorporate the work similar to the BeepBeep project mentioned previously. 
                                                 
22 Not including Laptops 
23 Although the Cricket device is a portable mobile device, its connector is a RS232 which is only found on laptop 
and desktop computers which in turn prohibit its mobility 
24 Skyhook downloads beacons as required from a remote server as the device moves about. This makes it possible 
to track what beacons are being sent from server and hence tracking of the device. Although it is possible to 
have all beacons on the mobile device, Skyhook encourages the downloading of beacons on the fly. 
25 Although supports having entire database of beacons on mobile device, Skyhook discourage it and push the use 
of their tiling system where beacons in an area are downloaded automatically as the device moves into new 
areas. Hence this requires a Server infrastructure. 
26 Although Navizon does offer a WiFi/GSM positioning system, this is only available on their premium version 
while the free version only uses GSM, which is not accurate enough for indoor positioning. 
27 Same as Skyhook, footnote 22 
28 Same as Skyhook, footnote 23 
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6 ICiNG Location Client (ILC) 
 
In this chapter the ICiNG Location Client, a new system for multi-environment multi-
protocol location determination, is presented. The ICiNG Location Client addresses 
the three main questions of this thesis as outlined in Chapter 1: 
 How do you make and provide an accurate multi-environment locationing 
system for the regular user?  
 Is it possible to develop a location determination system that can be used 
reliably by a user without concern that their privacy is being invaded? (e.g. 
tracking) 
 Can a locationing system reliably calculate a user’s position without the need 
for communicating with 3
rd
 party applications that cause the user expense 
through charges for data traffic? 
In Section 6.1, system design and rationale will be discussed while outlining some of 
the main considerations taken into account during this stage. At the end of this section 
some development choices will be discussed and an overall high level design of the 
ICiNG Location Client will be presented. Sections 6.2-6.8 will describe each of the 
main elements of the ICiNG Location Client as illustrated in the high level design and 
how they function. Section 6.9 illustrates the UI that was developed for field testing 
and its functionality while Section 6.10 gives details about how a testing methodology 
was developed that enables reliable and repeatable test results for use in Chapter 7. 
Furthermore this section illustrates a different high level design that enables the 
ICiNG Location Client to simulate real world signal readings within a lab 
environment. Section 6.11 details the ICiNG Location Client’s tracker module that 
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amalgamates contributions 1-5 into one consistent location determination system and 
finally each contribution and its place within the ICiNG Location Client are 
summarised together.  
6.1 System Design 
 
There are many LBS identified previously in this thesis. These range from providing a 
location tracking sensor network to retrieving metadata based on a mobile device‟s 
calculated position. While these are heterogeneous in nature they all require a method 
for determining the location of a particular mobile device or sensor. As discussed 
previously in Chapter 5, there are many existing solutions available that can provide 
this location information, some using cell services provided by mobile telecom 
providers or others using satellite technology such as GPS. However, each of these 
technologies and services has inherent advantages and disadvantages. Some services 
operate well in urban areas and in areas of high cellular radio density while others 
perform well where line-of-sight to GPS satellites is established. Also, beyond the 
purely technical or technological considerations to be taken into account in location 
determination, are the issues of privacy that these location technologies raise [73]. 
 
Fortunately, any issue in deciding which one of these technologies to use has been 
somewhat mooted by the increasing trend of mobile devices to incorporate multiple 
access technologies in the same platform. The availability of GSM, WiFi, Bluetooth 
and GPS on the same device offers the possibility of intelligently using all these 
technologies in combination to improve location availability and accuracy over any 
one technology in isolation. 
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Many location determination technologies raise the issue of privacy and one of the 
main concerns during the ICiNG Location Client’s design phase was that of user 
privacy. It was not desirable to design a system that would or could be used to track a 
citizen’s location without their knowledge or prior consent. Instead, a system was 
considered where all location determination calculations are done on the mobile 
device itself and then, only if the user allowed, would it be possible to inform 3rd 
party applications of their location for added value LBS services. In this way, the user 
will have full control over their location and would not have any concerns about their 
movements potentially being tracked without their knowledge. 
 
For users that allow the ICiNG Location Client to disclose their location to another 
application, we also wanted a system that would address any other privacy concerns 
they might have. Of these issues, we identified the following to be particularly 
important: location information retention; location information use; and location 
information disclosure. 
 
In the ICiNG [39] project of which the ICiNG Location Client is a component, it was 
decided at an early stage that location information retention, if it needed to happen at 
all, would only be for a short task-specific time frame depending on whether the user 
was partaking in specific studies or if the user had signed up to a service that required 
their movements to be tracked. For example, a parent could register their child‟s 
mobile phone to such a service to monitor their child‟s whereabouts. Another issue 
that needed to be addressed was that of disclosing movements of ICiNG Location 
Client enabled devices to external parties, which by default the ICiNG Location Client 
never directly does. 
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Although we have addressed privacy as a consideration in developing the ICiNG 
Location Client, for location information to be widely useful, a 3
rd
 party application 
needs to access it and the ICiNG Location Client has no control over what 3
rd
 party 
applications subsequently do with this information once they have received it. 
However, the ICiNG Location Client can restrict 3
rd
 party applications to verified 
applications only. Unfortunately we are not able to enforce our no tracking 
philosophy onto external applications and acknowledge that providing such a facility 
does require 3
rd
 party applications to address privacy in their own design. As such, 
addressing 3
rd
 party user privacy considerations are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Although we have no control over what happens to the location information supplied 
by the ICiNG Location Client, we suggest a system similar to Casper should be 
considered when communicating with a remote server [51].  
 
Briefly, Casper consists of two components, the location anonymizer and the privacy-
aware query processor. The location anonymizer is a trusted third party that receives 
continuous location updates from users, blurs the location updates to cloaked spatial 
areas, and sends the cloaked areas to the location-based database server. While 
cloaking the location information, the location anonymizer also removes any user 
identity to ensure pseudonymity of the location information. The privacy-aware query 
processor is embedded in the location-based database server to deal with anonymous 
queries and cloaked spatial areas rather than exact location information.   
 
As discussed in Chapters 2, 3 & 4 there are many solutions and technologies available 
for location determination that mainly work best in one environment or another. For 
the ICiNG Location Client, we use a combination of solutions and technologies to 
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develop a location determination system that integrates the best features of all 
available. By using all these technologies together, any disadvantage that each 
individual technology has diminishes. The ICiNG Location Client is designed as 
provider-network independent, privacy sensitive and zero cost (in terms of network 
resource usage) software that allows mobile devices to determine their location in 
numerous environments. The prototype ICiNG Location Client is designed to run on a 
Series 60 (3
rd
 Edition) mobile phone running the Symbian operating system (version 
9.x), although other platforms and operating systems could be accommodated with 
relatively minor changes. Symbian was chosen as the mobile platform as it was one of 
the most popular platforms with over 70% market share when this research 
commenced and the prerequisite for the ICiNG Location Client to be as accessible as 
possible to as many people as possible using today‟s off the shelf mobile technology. 
Currently Symbian has just over 40% market share with other smart phone operating 
systems becoming more popular (e.g. iOS, Android). Even with this decrease in 
market share, total Symbian units shipped have not actually declined, but simply 
remained relatively stagnant, while other vendors have increased their total unit sales. 
Furthermore, Symbian has remained an open platform that allows access to its 
onboard sensor hardware through provided APIs while some newer Smartphone 
operating systems do not. For this reason, only Symbian or Android could possibly 
meet the criteria set out for the ICiNG Location Client if this research was started 
today.  
 
Another important fact about the ICiNG Location Client is that it is programmed in 
both Java and C++. It was decided that as much as possible it would be coded in Java 
to make it as portable as possible across platforms. Unfortunately some of the Nokia 
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sensor hardware (GSM, WiFi) required to interface with do not have a Java API, so 
this was coded in native Symbian C++. A Client-Server architecture was then setup 
between the two components. Furthermore, since this research began the Java API has 
still not been extended to include direct access to GSM or WiFi hardware and hence 
our approach is the only one available if access to either of these technologies is 
required. Figure 6.1 shows how the overall architecture of the ICiNG Location Client 
connects together with the following paragraphs describing how each module 
functions. While this chapter describes the more high level view of the ICiNG 
Location Client, Appendices B and C of this thesis give details on the actual code 
used to implement it. Of course, not all of the programming code is contained within 
this thesis as in total the code ran to many thousands of lines (10,000 +). Instead, the 
code contained in the appendix was selected as it covers the main functional parts 
while the entire source code will be released as open source in the near future. 
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Figure 6.1: ICiNG Location Client Architecture 
 
6.2 Java Bluetooth Spotter 
The Bluetooth Spotter (BT Spotter) polls the Bluetooth Terminal hardware (BT Card) 
that scans for any Bluetooth devices in range; any devices found in range are returned 
to the Tracker module with some exceptions. For example, in the case where other 
mobile phones are in the vicinity, for location determination this BT data is 
inadequate because mobile devices are not stationary and have no permanent location 
associated with them. Therefore, any Bluetooth beacons that are classed as mobile are 
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filtered out of the list before being returned to the ICiNG Location Client Tracker 
module. 
6.3 Java GPS Spotter  
The GPS Spotter communicates with a GPS receiver to obtain Lat/Long coordinates 
and returns these coordinates to the Tracker module. In the initial implementation of 
the ICiNG Location Client an external Bluetooth connected GPS receiver was used. 
The GPS Spotter improves the accuracy of the ICiNG Location Client when used 
outdoors where the density of WiFi access points naturally decreases and GPS signals 
become more readily available. 
6.4 Java & C++ GSM Spotter  
Upon receiving a request from the Java GSM Spotter (GSM/WCDMA Spotter), the 
C++ GSM module polls the GSM Terminal hardware to determine the cell 
information about the currently active cell tower and returns this data back to the 
GSM Spotter which in turn forwards this information onto the Tracker module. 
 
It does this by first opening up a listening port (socket) that listens for beacon requests 
from the Java GSM spotter. Upon receiving a request it polls the mobile device 
terminal hardware for network information. When the data is returned, the 
information is collated and sent through the open socket. A flag is then set to notify 
the server to wait until another request arrives from the Java GSM Spotter. 
 
In our case, the GSM Spotter only returns one set of information at any one time as 
there is an imposed restriction inherent to the Symbian S60 architecture that prevents 
any application from obtaining a full list of currently available GSM masts. This 
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restriction somewhat affects the accuracy of the ICiNG Location Client when in a 
remote area if GPS is not available and where the availability of WiFi and Bluetooth 
is virtually zero as trilateration cannot occur without at least three measurable 
beacons. Different approaches to work around this problem have been considered and 
will be discussed in the future work chapter. Figure 6.2 illustrates the interaction 
between the Tracker, Java and C++ modules for both GSM and WiFi spotting. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Java/C++ Module Interaction Diagram 
 
6.5 Java & C++ WiFi Spotter 
The WiFi Spotter is similar to the GSM spotter in that it has to poll a native 
application to obtain the currently detectable access points in the vicinity. However, it 
also has the added advantage of being able to return a list of available access points 
(AP) in the vicinity and not just one access point as in the case of GSM tower 
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information. This makes WiFi a perfect fit for the ICiNG Location Client. With a 
complete list of access points it is possible to trilaterate accurately the device‟s 
location using WiFi alone if there are three or more AP‟s available. 
 
Upon receiving a request from the Java WiFi Spotter, the C++ WiFi module polls the 
WiFi terminal hardware to determine the MAC addresses of any WiFi access points in 
range and returns this data to the Java WiFi Spotter, which in turn forwards this 
information to the Tracker module. This module first opens up its own port and then 
waits for a request for information from the Java WiFi Spotter. When a request is 
made to the Spotter, it then has to open a connection with the monitor server 
(Terminal hardware interface). It subsequently obtains and returns the attributes of the 
WiFi Access points in range.  
6.6 Tracker Database  
The Tracker database (Tracker DB) is a list of the beacons that are currently in range 
of the mobile device. Each element in the list is compared against the known beacon 
database, or RMS Mapper database, in order to query their locations and subsequently 
trilaterate the devices position. Each Spotter has its own Tracker DB. 
6.7 RMS Mapper Database 
The RMS Mapper database is a database of known beacons and their associated 
locations. This database is used by the Tracker module to lookup beacon locations 
that are then used to trilaterate the current position of the mobile device. The WiFi 
and Bluetooth Access Point locations come from performing War driving or War 
walking an area. Briefly, war driving is searching for WiFi or Bluetooth signals on a 
laptop while driving or walking. The laptop is connected to a GPS device that records 
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your location simultaneously which is a very simple procedure. The software on the 
laptop then creates a database of WiFi or Bluetooth points with their estimated 
location based on these recordings. The size of these databases can be very small as 
only the identification of the signal and their location are required, for example, data 
for a large metropolitan city can be in the region of 800KB. In essence, to perform 
War driving a user would only need a laptop, a GPS device and software installed on 
their laptop. Once the GPS device was paired with the laptop and the software, the 
user only needs to travel the areas they want to map and the software can do 
everything else automatically. Furthermore, there are many international online War 
driving databases that a user can share their information to and also take information 
from. These databases have been setup and are maintained by a community of like 
minded people who want to share this information (e.g. wigle.net). The typical 
accuracies from War driving or War walking can range from a couple of meters to 60-
70 meters depending on the software being used and how close you are to an Access 
Point when surveyed. For example, some War Driving software will put the Access 
point at the point of strongest signal strength measured during a war drive. It is 
possible to measure a weak signal from an access point 60-70 meters from a one point 
on a route and not scan it again for the rest of the war drive. 
6.8 Tracker Module 
The Tracker module is responsible for collecting beacon information from the four 
Java Spotters and organizing the beacon information into a local Tracker database. 
From this database of beacons the Tracker uses calculation techniques to determine 
the current position of the mobile device (trilateration, proximity, weighted beacon 
type). It is at this point in the process that advanced positioning algorithms and hybrid 
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combinational methods developed in this thesis can be used to estimate a more 
accurate position. This process is described in more detail later in this chapter. 
6.9 Testing Interface  
During testing there have been alterations to allow for testing of different beacons and 
different positioning algorithms as required. As illustrated in Figure 6.3, a user of the 
mobile device can select from the menu any combination of different positioning 
algorithms and beacon combinations, while Figure 6.4 shows the output of the 
prototype ICiNG Location Client during testing. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: ICiNG Location Client Menu 
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Figure 6.4: ICiNG Location Client Position Estimate 
 
6.10 Lab Testing and Result Verification 
As the ILC was being developed, it was determined that another testing environment 
needed to be implemented in the lab that enabled the ICiNG Location Client to read 
beacon logs that simulate these readings from spotters in the same way it would when 
running under normal field conditions. These beacon logs were produced by 
designing and creating a route to travel. Then using both the ICiNG Location Client 
running on a mobile device and a laptop running war driving software, these routes 
were travelled while recording all available beacons along each route. These routes 
had additional benefits as they were professionally surveyed and mapped to know 
exactly where the mobile device was for later comparisons. The need for a new sub-
design came about for the following reasons. 
 To be able to continually test positioning algorithms as they were customized 
in the lab without the need to go in person to the test bed areas each time 
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 To be able to evaluate each positioning algorithm against each other with the 
knowledge that the beacon signal information being supplied is the exact same 
information used by previous algorithms 
 To be able to quickly and effectively visualise comparisons between any 
changes to positioning algorithms being implemented 
Figure 6.5 shows how this design change was implemented while the following 
paragraph describes how one of the new beacon log spotters functions as an example. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: ILC Design - Beacon Log Spotters 
 
 
Each log spotter first checks that a file is available to read. Then a function within the 
log spotter reads line by line through the file. Each file can be commented with # at 
the beginning and the log spotter will disregard these lines. For each line that is read, 
there is also a timestamp which is compared against the next lines timestamp. If these 
are different then the function stops reading lines for the file and returns all beacon 
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information to the log spotter. The log spotter then creates a Beacon measurement for 
each of the beacon readings read from the file. 
 
The log spotter modules behave as normal spotters and supply all information 
required by the tracker module that would normally be supplied collectively by the 
normal spotter modules (WiFi, GSM, Bluetooth and GPS) while navigating in person 
within the test bed. Appendix D illustrates what a typical log looks like. 
6.11  ICiNG Location Client Tracker Algorithm 
The ICiNG Location Tracker is the module that takes in all the information and 
calculates positions based on this information. In essence it is the brain of the ICiNG 
Location Client. A part of the logic of this algorithm must also be explained first. A 
certain hierarchy has been developed that the algorithm implements based on the 
beacon types currently available. And this hierarchy is based on the degree of 
accuracy expected from a calculation using one beacon type over another. For 
example, Bluetooth calculations are expected to be the most accurate and hence they 
get checked for first and if any current Bluetooth beacons are available, then all other 
beacons are disregarded for that calculation. The expected accuracy of Bluetooth is 10 
meters, for GPS it is 20 meters, for WiFi it is 40 meters and GSM it is 500 meter 
hence the hierarchy follows the following order: Bluetooth, GPS, WiFi and finally 
GSM. The following is a simplified description of how both parts work. 
Each time a spotter returns a reading the following ILC Tracker Algorithm is initiated 
and is illustrated in Figure 6.6. 
 Begin by looping through all returned Beacon Readings 
o Check beacon type (BT, GPS, WiFi, GSM) 
o Copy data for each reading into a class  hashtable (Loci) 
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o Copy ID of reading into a Vector for each beacon type (i.e. 
BT_Beacons) 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Update Estimate Logic 
 
Each time a request is made for a position calculation the following high level process 
is initiated and is illustrated in Figure 6.7.  
 Loop through list of beacons seen at this time 
 Calculate weights to be applied to each beacon based on beacon age and type 
 Check if any beacons are of Bluetooth type 
o If there are any of Bluetooth type, use only these beacons in 
calculations 
 Check if any beacons are of GPS type 
o If there are any of GPS type, use only these beacons and any older 
Bluetooth types in calculations 
 Check if any beacons are of WiFi type 
o If there are any of WiFi type, use only these beacons and any older 
Bluetooth or GPS types in calculations 
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 If no current Bluetooth, GPS or WiFi, then use any readings that are current or 
from previous readings in calculations 
 Check if calculated position is considered stationary29 
o If it is not stationary save current calculation and return the position as 
calculated position 
o Otherwise,  check which additional calculation method to use 
 Apply additional calculation method to get new calculated position 
 Save new position calculation 
 Return position as calculated position 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Get Estimate High Level Flow Diagram 
 
                                                 
29 A predefined radius can be set within the tracker module to define when a device is considered stationary or not 
stationary 
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A more detailed description of this process is described next with illustrations of this 
process in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. 
 Lock hashtable and loop through Loci  
o Check age of beacon object 
 If older than maximum age allowed, set to be removed at end of loop30 and loop to the next 
beacon object 
o Check beacon type 
 Calculate weight to be applied to this reading 
 Weight is based on beacon type and age of reading31 
 Get the latitude and longitude 
 Check if beacon reading is current or remembered from a previous reading32 based on what 
time slice it is a part of 
 If reading is current add it to the current hashtable 
 If it is not current add it to the remaining hashtable 
 Post information of beacon reading to remote database to analyse 
o Once all readings have been checked, check if any have been flagged to be removed 
 If any have been flagged, remove them from hashtable (Loci) 
 Remove from Vector (BT_Beacons) 
o If there are any Bluetooth readings that are current33 
 Use only calculated Bluetooth  latitude, longitude and weight 
o Else if there are any GPS readings that are current 
 If there are Bluetooth readings that are not current 
 Combine GPS & Bluetooth latitude, longitude and weights 
 Else use only GPS readings 
o Else if there are any WiFi readings that are current  
 Apply weight to WiFi readings using signal strength 
 If there are Bluetooth readings that are not current, combine them with WiFi readings 
 Else if there are GPS readings that are not current, combine them with WiFi readings 
 Else use WiFi readings 
o Else if there are any other readings, current or previous34 
 If there are WiFi readings that are not current apply weight to readings based on signal strength 
and use any available latitude, longitude and weights 
 Else use any available readings 
 Calculate 2D coordinate based on combined latitude, longitude and weight 
 Calculate estimate based on 2D coordinate 
 Calculate if ILC is defined as stationary 
o Check stationary calculation method35 
o If set to use stationary method one 
 Average current position and previous position to get a new position calculation 
o If set to use stationary calculation method two 
 Find distance between this position calculation and previous position calculation 
 Find percentage of distance moved within predefined stationary radius (e.g. 2 meters from 
previous position with a stationary radius of 3 meters would be 66% or .66) 
 Only move a maximum of 50% or .5 the distance towards the new position or lower36. 
o If set to use stationary method three 
 If there are any Bluetooth readings that are current 
 Loop through current Bluetooth readings 
o Get latitude, longitude and weights 
 Loop through remaining Bluetooth readings 
o If previous current beacons hashtable37 contains Bluetooth readings and 
current readings does not 
                                                 
30 Beacon readings have a maximum age and if they have not been seen over a certain period of time, they get 
removed from the hashtable. Currently the maximum age is 60 seconds 
31 Maximum age of allowed beacon readings is subdivided into time slices. The older the time slice  that a beacon 
reading is a part of, the lesser it contributes to the overall calculation 
32 A reading is considered current if it has been seen within a predefined time span, otherwise it is not considered 
current 
33 As described at the beginning of this section, the order of the conditions is important due to the different beacon 
types and their expected accuracy 
34 It is possible to still have current readings that have not been used (GSM). Currently due to only being able to 
use one GSM cell tower it was decided to use as a last resort. Future work discusses how this could be changed 
35 During the course of development, three stationary calculation methods have been developed. This can be set at 
compile time as to which method to use 
36 This method tends to smooth out some calculations as the readings cannot jump about as much as they would 
normally 
37 Previous current beacon hashtable is a saved state of the beacons that were considered current on the last 
calculation. There are four continual hash tables (current, remaining, previous current and previous remaining) 
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 Use latitude, longitude and weight from previous current 
beacon 
o Else use latitude, longitude and weight from remaining Bluetooth 
reading 
 Else if there are any GPS readings that are current 
 Get current GPS reading 
 Loop through remaining GPS and Bluetooth readings 
o If previous current beacons hashtable contains GPS or Bluetooth 
readings and current readings does not 
 Use latitude, longitude and weight 
o Else use latitude, longitude and weight from remaining BT and GPS 
readings 
 Else if there are any WiFi readings that are current 
 Loop through current WiFi readings 
o Get latitude, longitude and weight and apply signal strength weight 
 Loop through remaining WiFi beacons 
o If previous current beacons hashtable contains WiFi, GPS or Bluetooth 
readings and current readings does not 
 Use latitude, longitude and weight 
o Else use latitude, longitude and weight from remaining WiFi, GPS and 
Bluetooth readings 
 Else 
 Use all current readings 
 Loop through remaining beacons 
o If previous current beacons hashtable contains beacon from remaining 
beacons 
 Use latitude, longitude and weight 
o Else use latitude, longitude and weight from remaining beacons 
 Loop through previous remaining beacons 
o If beacon is not in current beacons, remaining beacons and previous 
current beacons 
 Use latitude, longitude and weight 
o Calculate 2D coordinate based on combined latitude, longitude and weight 
o Calculate estimate based on 2D coordinate 
o Save 2D coordinate for next calculation 
o Save Beacon history based on stationary checks 
o Post calculated position to remote database 
o Reset values 
 Else if not stationary 
o Save 2D coordinate for next calculation 
o Post results to database 
o Remember total latitude, longitude and weight38 
o Save Beacon history 
o Reset value 
                                                 
38 Used in stationary method one 
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Figure 6.8: Get Estimate Logic flow Diagram Part 1 
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Figure 6.9: Get Estimate Logic Flow Diagram Part 2 
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Once this process has completed its location calculation it waits for additional 
readings to be created from the spotters and the loop begins again. 
6.12  Iterative Node Mapping (iNM) 
Contribution 1 of this thesis describes a method called Iterative Node Mapping for 
multi-protocol locationing. This is the process of using knowledge of previously 
sensed radio signals to support the current positioning calculation and this section will 
describe how this works with some examples. 
 
The motivation for this module originally began when the ICiNG Location Client was 
traversing from one environment to another. For example, while a user entered and 
exited a building, the ICiNG Location Client was switching from using WiFi or 
Bluetooth indoors to using WiFi while it waited to get a GPS position outdoors. This 
switch of environment often led to the ICiNG Location Client having an accuracy of 
~10 meters indoors to having an accuracy of ~30-40 meters outdoors while trying to 
get a GPS position. This 300% decrease in accuracy was one major hurdle that the 
ICiNG Location Client needed to overcome. 
 
The solution developed is a method where previous signals from known beacons 
would still be used to help offset the inaccuracies of traversing heterogeneous 
environments and losing the effect of more accurate radio signals. For example, the 
original problem would have had a calculation similar to the following and illustrated 
in Figure 6.10: 
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Last indoor calculation at location 53.338384, -6.267890 (315426.315, 233388.735)
39
: 
Bluetooth Signal 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 (315418.695, 233403.706) 
Bluetooth Signal 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 (315450.398, 233390.340) 
WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
First outdoor calculation at location 53.338348, -6.267977 (315420.618, 233384.601): 
WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
 
Figure 6.10: iNM Example Beacons Plotted on Map 
 
 
Firstly, we will assume that this calculation is running through the combinatorial 
locationing system with only the priority beacons system running
40
 meaning it only 
uses the Bluetooth beacons‟ locations as they are deemed more accurate. 
 
For the last indoor calculation, the calculation would be (BT 1 + BT 2) / 2: 
                                                 
39 Brackets indicate coordinates in ITM 
40 This is the method of prioritizing different beacons and discarding readings from some calculations if newer 
beacons are available 
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 (53.338520, -6.267999) + (53.338393, -6.267528) 
 = (106.676913, -12.535527) / 2  
 = 53.3384565, -6.2677635  
 
And Figure 6.11 illustrates the positions of each element in this calculation with the 
calculated position highlighted in green. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11: iNM Example 1 Indoor 
 
 
For the first outdoor calculation, the calculation would be (WiFi 1 + WiFi 2) / 2: 
 
 (53.338568, -6.267690) + (53.338522, -6.267442) 
 = (106.67709, -12.535132) / 2  
 = 53.338545, -6.267566  
 
And Figure 6.12 illustrates the positions of each element in this calculation with the 
calculated position highlighted in green. 
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Figure 6.12: iNM Example 1 Outdoor 
 
The change in accuracy can be seen clearly in Figures 6.11 and 6.12, while the actual 
change in accuracy went from 11.64 meters up to 34.99 meters. 
 
The solution to this problem was the following. The iNM module keeps track of all 
previously sensed beacons that it knows the location of along with the timestamp of 
when they were last sensed. As the ICiNG Location Client continues to scan the 
environment, more beacons are added to the iNM and if a newer reading is found that 
is already contained in the iNM, the old reading is replaced with the new one keeping 
the iNM up to date. Furthermore, at the end of each cycle of new beacons, the iNM 
checks to see if any beacons stored have passed the maximum time allowed. This is a 
pre-defined time that defines the lifespan of all beacons in the iNM and is currently 
defined as one minute or 60000 milliseconds. The lifespan of a beacon is then further 
broken into segments. For example, a current beacon reading is defined as any beacon 
that has a timestamp within 10000 milliseconds and hence will get a multiplier of 12 
against its location, while a beacon whose reading was taken 30 seconds ago would 
possibly have a multiplier of only 5 against its location. These 3 values (Multiplier, 
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Latitude, Longitude), are then totalled and the Latitude and Longitude are divided by 
this total multiplier to get the calculated position. These multiplier values enable 
greater weight to be given to beacon readings that have been seen nearer to the current 
time. The values of these multiplies are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4: Multiplier Values for Beacon Age in seconds 
Multiplier Age (in seconds) 
12 <=10 
10 >10 & <=15 
8 >15 & <=20 
6 >20 & <=25 
5 >25 & <=30 
4 >30 & <=40 
3 >40 & <=50 
2 >50 & <=60 
  
Using this new method, the following is a new calculation based on the same figures 
as before: 
 
Last indoor calculation at location 53.338384, -6.267890 (315426.315, 233388.735): 
Bluetooth Signal 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 (315418.695, 233403.706) 
Bluetooth Signal 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 (315450.398, 233390.340) 
WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
First outdoor calculation at location 53.338348, -6.267977 (315426.315, 233388.735): 
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WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
For the last indoor calculation it will have the same result as before if we assume that 
both of the Bluetooth beacons are current; the calculation would be ((Multiplier * BT 
1) + (Multiplier * BT 2 )) / Total Multiplier: 
 
 ((12 * 53.338520, -6.267999) + (12 * 53.338393, -6.267528)) / 24 
 = ((640.06224, -75.215988) + (640.060716, -75.210336)) / 24 
 = (1280.122956, -150.426324) / 24 
 = 53.3384565, -6.2677635 
 
If we assumed that the Bluetooth beacons were not current, we would get a slightly 
different result. For example, if Bluetooth Signal 1 is current and Bluetooth Signal 2 
is 30 seconds old, we get the following calculation: 
 
((12 * 53.338520, -6.267999) + (5 * 53.338393, -6.267528)) / 17 
 = ((640.06224, -75.215988) + (266.691965, -31.33764)) / 17 
 = (906.754205, -106.553628) / 17 
 = 53.3384826, -6.2678604 
 
As can be observed in Figure 6.13, the new calculated position moved closer to 
Bluetooth Beacon 1 and it has a new accuracy of 11.14 meters. 
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Figure 6.13: iNM Example 2 Indoor 
 
Taking this further to calculate the position for the first outdoor calculation, we can 
assume that WiFi 1 and WiFi 2 both are considered current readings. We can also 
assume that BT 1 is 15 seconds old, while BT 2 is now 45 seconds old. With these 
assumptions we have the following calculation: 
 
BT 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 * 10 = 533.3852, -62.67999 
BT 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 * 3 = 160.015179, -18.802584 
WiFi 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 * 12 = 640.062816, -75.21228 
WiFi 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 * 12 = 640.062264, -75.209304 
 
Total Multiplier = 37 
Total Latitude = 1973.525459  
Total Longitude = -231.904158 
 
= (1973.525459, -231.904158) / 37 
= 53.3385259, -6.2676799 
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As illustrated in Figure 6.14 and compared against Figure 6.12, it is shown that this 
has increased the accuracy of this calculation. The actual accuracy of this location is 
27.94 meters which is an increase of 7.05 meters from 34.99 which calculates to a 
20.14% increase in absolute accuracy. 
 
Figure 6.14: iNM Example 2 Outdoor 
 
6.13 Beacon Weights (bW) 
Contribution 2 of this thesis describes a beacon weighting (bW) method for multi-
protocol locationing that uses the knowledge of the different types of radio signals 
sensed to determine greater or lesser emphasis on each individual signal during 
position calculation. This section describes how this works with some examples. 
 
The motivation for this module came from the fact that each different type of radio 
signal has its own attributes that influence its expected accuracy and the need to use 
these attributes to define a calculation system that could work with all of them 
seamlessly. 
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The initial assumptions made for this module seem simple but were determined by 
first deciding on the largest probable error the ICiNG Location Client would have if it 
used the most inaccurate technology available. In the case of the ICiNG Location 
Client the technology was GSM, and based on work from [22, 41, 42, 55, 62, 63, 70] 
it was decided that the expected error would be ~500 meters. From that initial value, 
the beacon weights of each technology used in the ICiNG Location Client were then 
given a weight value, but as a higher weight means a more influenced calculation for 
that beacon technology, the weights were then calculated by subtracting the expected 
accuracy of each technology from 500. For example, as discussed in Chapter 2, 
Bluetooth has an expected accuracy of 10 meters, so the calculated weight for all 
Bluetooth signals was (500 – 10) = 490. From these decisions, it was determined the 
following weights for each technology (Table 5). 
 
Table 5: Weight Assignments for bW module 
 
Technology Weight 
Bluetooth 490 
GPS 480 
WiFi 41041 
GSM 1 
 
If we take the same figures from the previous section with regard to the iNM module, 
we make examples to see how this changes the position calculations. The result for 
the last indoor calculation will not change as it will only use Bluetooth beacons in its 
                                                 
41 WiFi had an initial weight of 460 but a final weight of 410 was given due to adding Signal Strength to its 
multiplier giving it a lower base weight but a weight that could be increased based on signal strength 
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calculation as they are priority so they will both be multiplied by 490 but the results 
for the first outdoor calculation will change. Let‟s take the following: 
Last indoor calculation at location 53.338384, -6.267890 (315426.315, 233388.735): 
Bluetooth Signal 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 (315418.695, 233403.706) 
Bluetooth Signal 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 (315450.398, 233390.340) 
WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
First outdoor calculation at location 53.338348, -6.267977 (315426.315, 233388.735):: 
WiFi Signal 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 (315439.139, 233409.547) 
WiFi Signal 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 (315455.781, 233404.829) 
 
Assuming that iNM module is functioning and the calculation is still running through 
the combinatorial locationing system with the priority beacons method running and 
that we are using the original weight for WiFi of 460. We want to calculate the first 
outdoor position with the following calculations: 
 
BT 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 * 10 * 490 = 261358.748, -30713.1951 (4900) 
BT 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 * 3 * 490 = 78407.43771, -9213.26616 (1470) 
WiFi 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 * 12 * 460 = 294428.89536, -34597.6488 (5520) 
WiFi 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 * 12 * 460 = 294428.64144, -34596.27984 (5520) 
 
Total Weight = 17410 
Total Latitude = 928623.72251  
Total Longitude = -109120.3899 
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= (928623.72251, -109120.3899) / 17410 
= 53.3385251, -6.2676846 
 
The result of this calculation is illustrated in Figure 6.15 and when calculated, has a 
position accuracy of 27.65 meters, which is marginally better than the calculation with 
iNM alone. 
 
Figure 6.15: bW Example 1 Calculation plotted on Map 
 
In our previous calculation, it was assumed that both WiFi positions had a full weight 
of 460. Now we will include the signal strength of the WiFi access points to further 
develop this calculation. Let us assume that WiFi 1 has a Signal Strength of 80dBm 
and WiFi 2 has a Signal Strength of 60dBm.  
 
Furthermore, in order to provide greater weight to WiFi beacons that were calculated 
to be very close to the mobile device and to add Signal Strength to WiFi calculations a 
new formula was developed. Firstly, an added weighting system was required to be 
developed to take into account Signal Strength. For this dBm was applied on a scale 
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of 100, the higher the Signal Strength, the more weight a WiFi beacon would have. 
But in order not to reduce the base weight of WiFi too low (e.g. from 460 to 360) the 
weight would be divided by 2 and added to the base weight of WiFi which is now 410 
(460 – 50). This initial formula resulted in some better readings but it also illustrated 
that some WiFi beacons that were considerably far away from the mobile device still 
had an overly large influence on the calculations. After trails, it was decided that any 
WiFi signal that had a signal strength of greater than 70dBm would have a larger 
weight attached to them than from ones will less than 70dBm hence giving more 
influence to nearer WiFi beacons to the calculations while also taking into 
consideration WiFi beacons from large distances if required. The result of these tests 
produced the following formula: 
 If Signal Strength is greater than 70, divide by 2 and add to base weight 
 Else, divide by 10 and add to the base weight 
 
This will then give the following calculation: 
BT 1: 53.338520, -6.267999 * 10 * 490 = 261358.748, -30713.1951 (4900) 
BT 2: 53.338393, -6.267528 * 3 * 490 = 78407.43771, -9213.26616 (1470) 
WiFi 1: 53.338568, -6.267690 * 12 * (410 + 40) = 288028.2672, -33845.526 (5400) 
WiFi 2: 53.338522, -6.267442 * 12 * (410 + 6) = 266265.901824, -31287.070464 (4992) 
 
Total Weight = 16762 
Total Latitude = 894060.354734  
Total Longitude = -105059.057724 
 
= (894060.354734, -105059.057724) / 16762 
= 53.3385249, -6.2676922 
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The result of this calculation is illustrated in Figure 6.16 and when calculated this 
position has an accuracy of 27.28 meters, which is marginally better again than the 
calculation without taking Signal Strength into account. 
 
Figure 6.16: bW Example 2 Calculation plotted on Map 
 
6.14 Summary 
In this chapter, a new algorithm for multi-environment multi-protocol location 
determination was described. The ICiNG Location Client combines an iterative node 
mapping (iNM) method for multi-protocol locationing which uses the knowledge of 
previously sensed radio signals to support the current positioning calculation. This 
module has been fully described in Section 6.12 with examples of how it improves the 
accuracy of a position calculation. This represents Contribution 1 to this thesis. 
 A beacon weighting (bW) technique for multi-protocol locationing which uses 
the knowledge of the different types of radio signals sensed to determine a greater or 
lesser emphasis on each individual signal during positioning calculation is also 
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integrated into the ICiNG Location Client. This module has been fully described in 
Section 6.13 with examples of how it also improves the accuracy of a position 
calculation. This represents Contribution 2 to this thesis.  
The ICiNG Location Client additionally consists of a combinatorial 
locationing system which intelligently combines Contributions 1 and 2 alongside a 
technology priority method to produce a positioning algorithm that functions both 
indoor and outdoor. This algorithm implements a hybrid methodology in that it can 
use any available resource (i.e. radio signals, developed positioning algorithms) to 
provide a more accurate positioning system. Furthermore, through its modular design, 
it can accommodate future technologies or positioning algorithms by simply adding a 
new module. This locationing system represents Contributions 3 and 4 of this thesis.  
The ICiNG Location Client is an open-source, provider-network independent, 
privacy sensitive, zero-cost and accurate locationing application for indoor and 
outdoor environments and in its entirety represents contribution 5 of this thesis.  
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the ICiNG Location Client described 
in this chapter, Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive evaluation of the system and 
compares its results with another popular positioning system. 
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7 Evaluation 
This chapter presents an experimental evaluation of the ICiNG Location Client. In 
order to evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid positioning system developed as part 
of the ICiNG Location Client described in Chapter 6, the ILC is compared against 
known surveyed points and against the iPhone positioning system. Furthermore in 
Sections 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, the accuracies and statistical results of a combination of 
radio technologies will be shown within the ICiNG Location Client (e.g. WiFi, 
Bluetooth, Combined ILC, etc). These comparisons will be made along a pre 
surveyed route ~2.24Km in length and focus on 47 points indoors and outdoors as 
illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. Finally this chapter will analyse and summarise 
these results.  
 
 
Figure 7.1: Google Map representation of Experimental Route 
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Figure 7.2: Test Route Control Points (most points are locations of Fire Hydrants) 
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7.1 Experiment 
For the experiment described in this chapter a route was required that traversed both 
indoor and outdoor locations with known control points along this route. The route 
itself was chosen for a number of reasons. Firstly, two other routes were identified 
through maps and going to locations and walking the routes themselves and based on 
similar distances in length. One route was based around a new campus being 
developed and it traversed through open areas, residential areas and commercial areas. 
The other route was a deviation of the current one chosen but instead of completing a 
circuit, it went in a straight line beginning indoors, going outdoors and traversing 
through commercial and residential areas. The chosen route itself began indoors, 
traversed through commercial areas, then through a residential area with large tree 
coverage, then a residential area with no tree coverage and then back indoors. This 
variation in environments made it the ideal choice as a test bed for both indoor and 
outdoor. Further to this, the indoor area of the chosen test bed was mapped and 
examined. The indoor area was ideal for testing as it presented an environment with 
multiple levels, below acceptable WiFi coverage, it had numerous changeable signal 
environments due to the student use of the ground floor and equipment could be 
installed on site to further advance testing such as Bluetooth beacons. As previously 
stated, this route is illustrated in Figure 7.1 and is approx. 2.4km in length. Along this 
route 47 points were taken as ground truth points. These points were obtained using 
Microstation software loaded with Ordnance Survey Ireland vector map data as 
illustrated in Figures 7.3, where a larger area of the test route is shown while Figure 
7.4 is a more detailed illustration with metadata information displayed. Where the Fire 
Hydrant (H) point has details displayed including its location (Origin:  (m) 
(315581.7289, 233267.9885, 0.0000)) which is the 2D Irish Grid location of that 
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point. This point was then translated to ETRS89 
42
. These points were translated into 
ETRS89 since the ICiNG Location Client performs all its calculations in this format. 
War driving results record their locations in this format and GPS also uses this format, 
therefore using a local coordinate system like ITM would only add an extra module 
and extra processing for the ICiNG Location Client. The use of ITM later in this 
chapter is for illustration purposes only and complements the Lat, Lon coordinates in 
the same tables. The complete test route as viewed in Microstation can be viewed in 
Appendix E. 
 
Figure 7.3: Microstation Detailed view of Test Route 
 
                                                 
42 ETRS89 is based on ITRS (the precise version of WGS84), except that it is tied to the European continent. 
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Figure 7.4: MicroStation Software displaying the Location of a Fire Hydrant using ITM, which is 
highlighted as the Origin 
  
Along this route and the surrounding environment, war driving data (described in 
Chapter 5) was mapped and used for WiFi beacon location data. Bluetooth beacons 
were connected to desktop PCs within the DIT building and mapped accordingly 
while GSM cell tower data was provided by Vodafone for the south Dublin region. 
Table 6 summarizes the number of individual beacons with known locations in the 
test area. 
Table 6: Number of Beacons Scanned in Test Area 
 
Beacon Type Beacon Count 
WiFi 1969 
Bluetooth 9 
GSM 420 
 
 
Further to this, the chosen route was traversed to collect WiFi, Bluetooth, GSM and 
GPS readings. These readings were then used by the ICiNG Location Client Log 
Spotters (Chapter 6.10) as the test data for each beacon type. The primary reason to 
record and reuse this data was to ensure that each positioning algorithm test could 
then be evaluated consistently against one another. Within the indoor area of Aungier 
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Street, DIT, a WiFi survey was initially carried out to inspect the wireless coverage of 
the campus and is contained in Appendix A. 
Finally, to further compare the ICiNG Location Client, it was also decided to use a 
COTS device. The criteria were that the device needed to be available to an everyday 
user; that it could work indoor and outdoor; and that used similar beacon types as the 
ICiNG Location Client. The iPhone was the chosen device for all of these reasons. It 
has a large market share and it is globally available. It uses a combination of GPS, 
WiFi and GSM to calculate its position and it functions in indoor and outdoor 
environments. Although the iPhone model used will be several years newer than the 
test device that the ICiNG Location Client will run on, it was still decided that this 
would be the best comparison for these tests. 
7.2 ILC WiFi Test Results 
Table 18 (Appendix F) highlights the calculations made by the ICiNG Location Client 
using only WiFi and compared to the actual position and the error in meters for each 
individual point. Figure 7.5 illustrates these points plotted in Google Earth. Table 7 
shows Descriptive Statistical Results while Figure 7.6 illustrates the histogram for 
these results. 
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Figure 7.5: ILC WiFi Calculations plotted on Map 
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Table 7: ILC WiFi Descriptive Statistics Results 
 
Minimum Error Maximum Error Mean Error Median Error Std. Deviation 
10.94 94.65 30.909 23.85 22.97 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6: ILC WiFi Results Histogram 
 
7.3 ILC Bluetooth Test Results 
Table 19 (Appendix F) highlights the calculations made by the ICiNG Location Client 
using only Bluetooth and compared to the actual position and the error in meters for 
each individual point. Figure 7.7 illustrates these points plotted in Google Earth. 
Table 8 shows Descriptive Statistical Results while Figure 7.8 illustrates the 
histogram for these results. 
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Figure 7.7: ILC Bluetooth Calculations Plotted on Map 
 
 
 
 
Table 8: ILC Bluetooth Descriptive Statistics Results 
 
Minimum Error Maximum Error Mean Error Median Error Std. Deviation 
3.928 20.34 9.939 8.647 5.195 
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Figure 7.8: ILC Bluetooth Results Histogram 
 
7.4 ILC GPS Test Results 
Table 20 in (Appendix F) highlights the calculations made by the ICiNG Location 
Client using only GPS and compared to the actual position and the error in meters for 
each individual point. Figure 7.9 illustrates these points plotted in Google Earth. 
Table 9 shows Descriptive Statistical Results while Figure 7.10 illustrates the 
histogram for these results. 
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Figure 7.9: ILC GPS Calculations Plotted on Map 
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Table 9: ILC GPS Descriptive Statistics Results 
 
Minimum Error Maximum Error Mean Error Median Error Std. Deviation 
2.918 33.03 14.535 13.02 8.790 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.10: ILC GPS Results Histogram 
 
7.5 Fully Functional ILC Locationing compared against 
iPhone Locationing 
Table 19 (Appendix F) highlights the calculations made by the ICiNG Location Client 
while fully functional
43
 alongside the calculations made by an iPhone. The two results 
are compared against each other and the more accurate for each point is highlighted in 
                                                 
43 Fully Functional in this context means the ILC is using all sensor data available (Wi-Fi, BT, GPS) and 
combining them to give the most accurate position available 
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bold. Tables 10, 11, 12 & 13 show Descriptive Statistical Results and Figures 7.11 
and 7.12 illustrate the histogram for these results. Further to this Table 14 compares 
all the errors of each of the tests previously described. 
 
 
Table 10: ILC and iPhone Descriptive Statistics All Points Part 1 
 
System Mean Error 5% Trimmed 
Mean 
Median Error Std. Deviation 
ILC 13.499 13.01 11.03 8.37 
iPhone 15.016 14.06 13.31 9.39 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 11: ILC and iPhone Descriptive Statistics All Points Part 2 
 
System Minimum 
Error 
Maximum 
Error 
Interquartile 
Range 
Skewness Kurtosis 
ILC 2.918 33.03 9.6 .913 -.213 
iPhone 3.415 48.58 8.97 1.768 3.847 
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Figure 7.11: ILC Full System Results Histogram 
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Figure 7.12: iPhone Results Histogram 
 
 
 
Table 12: ILC and iPhone Descriptive Statistics Indoor Calculations 
 
System Mean Error Minimum 
Error 
Maximum 
Error 
Median Error Std. Deviation 
ILC Indoors 9.89 3.93 20.34 8.01 5.47 
iPhone Indoors 22.29 8.46 40.25 19.75 10.86 
 
 
 
Table 13: ILC and iPhone Descriptive Statistics Outdoor Calculations 
 
System Mean Error Minimum 
Error 
Maximum 
Error 
Median Error Std. Deviation 
ILC Outdoors 14.47 2.92 33.03 12.80 8.80 
iPhone Outdoors 13.04 3.42 48.58 11.31 8.03 
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Table 14: Comparison of Errors from all Locationing Systems 
 
Point ILC Wi-Fi Error 
in Meters 
ILC Bluetooth 
Error in Meters 
ILC GPS Error 
in Meters 
Full ILC 
Error in 
Meters 
iPhone 
Error in 
Meters 
1 4.60 6.31 - 6.31 8.46 
2 21.94 16.23 - 16.23 23.96 
3 54.91 15.49 - 15.49 22.07 
4 32.48 6.57 - 6.57 40.25 
5 49 7.37 - 7.37 13.31 
6 94.65 20.34 - 20.34 26.76 
7 78 5.37 - 5.37 15.96 
8 62.88 8.70 - 8.70 40.22 
9 46.08 3.92 - 3.92 14.51 
10 12.83 8.64 - 8.64 17.44 
11 16.71 10.35 13.35 11.03 48.58 
12 39.75 - 12.8 12.8 17.74 
13 15.85 - 8.39 8.39 8.98 
14 25.97 - 4.81 4.81 13.28 
15 34.26 - 10.71 10.71 16.36 
16 68.58 - 15.02 15.02 9.50 
17 57.2 - 8.45 8.45 5.94 
18 10.91 - 33.03 33.03 16.58 
19 11.9 - 25.36 25.36 10.89 
20 18.73 - 8.90 8.90 16.32 
21 24.76 - 27.8 27.8 26.26 
22 23.85 - 15.64 15.64 9.33 
23 11.99 - 5.19 5.19 12.84 
24 1.094 - 9.12 9.12 13.44 
25 13.58 - 14.51 14.51 14.16 
26 30.85 - 14.72 14.72 21.07 
27 12.73 - 23.98 23.98 4.54 
28 18.43 - 22.44 22.44 19.35 
29 33.65 - 6.62 6.62 11.11 
30 13.29 - 9.61 9.61 9.73 
31 19.71 - 4.45 4.45 8.77 
32 34.79 - 9.56 9.56 16.7 
33 40.01 - 2.91 2.91 6.07 
34 10.07 - 13.02 13.02 7.29 
35 22.27 - 4.27 4.27 3.41 
36 90.37 - 8.57 8.57 4.60 
37 12.01 - 13.59 13.59 11.31 
38 7.88 - 22.23 22.23 17.11 
39 6.06 - 13.24 13.24 14.8 
40 39.39 - 30.21 30.21 18.3 
41 51.23 - 29.45 29.45 7.58 
42 52.23 - 11.23 11.23 9.35 
43 61.83 - 31.82 31.82 8.69 
44 12.13 - 4.51 4.51 7.55 
45 8.13 - 14.95 14.95 12.95 
46 25.91 - 6.23 6.23 18.59 
47 17.28 - 27.05 27.05 3.68 
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7.6 Adjusted ILC Locationing compared against iPhone 
Locationing 
From the analysis of the initial results in Section 7.5, it was observed that out of the 
47 calculations, 14 of these had more accurate calculations using Wi-Fi as the 
calculation method over GPS or Bluetooth. As described in Chapter 6, the ICiNG 
Location Client has a priority beacon method where by Bluetooth signals are given 
priority, then GPS, then Wi-Fi and then GSM. But these results show that for 14 out 
of 47 (29.78%) of the calculations Wi-Fi was able to calculate a more accurate 
position. Furthermore if we take only the outdoor positioning, 13 out of 37 (35%) of 
these calculations were more accurate. For this reason, the ICiNG Location Client was 
updated so that any GPS position would be combined with a Wi-Fi calculated position 
if one was available and if a Bluetooth calculation was not. The results of this new 
rule are illustrated in Table 20 (Appendix F) with a comparison of the statistical 
results in Table 15. 
 
From these results we can see that this new method actually decreased the accuracy of 
the ICiNG Location Client’s position system overall. The mean error increased from 
13.49 up to 16.52, a ~22% decrease in accuracy. The Median error, Standard 
Deviation and Maximum error all increased also. The only decrease had been the 
minimum error. Furthermore, the number of more accurate calculations compared 
against the iPhone dropped from 27 to 24. After some analysis, it was found that this 
initial decrease in accuracy by the GPS calculations could be attributed to the area of 
the test bed which had an area with large tree cover which would have resulted in less 
GPS signals being available. When the ICiNG Location Client was updated to the 
newer calculation method, it did help in this one area of the test route but it decreased 
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the accuracy in other parts of the test route. Comparing these results against the 
original results, it was decided to use the original ICiNG Location Client positioning 
system as intended but further refinement which could further leverage Wi-Fi 
calculations will be addressed in the future work of this thesis. 
 
Table 15: Adjusted ILC Descriptive Statistics Comparison 
 
System Mean Error Minimum 
Error 
Maximum 
Error 
Median Error Std. Deviation 
ILC 13.49 2.91 33.03 11.03 8.37 
iPhone Indoors 15.01 3.41 48.58 13.31 9.39 
New ILC 16.52 2.69 51.88 13.29 11.37 
7.7 Results Analysis 
Table 16 (Appendix F) shows the results of the positioning calculations of the ICiNG 
Location Client using only WiFi to make the calculations and Table 7 shows the 
statistical results of these calculations. From these tables we can see that using WiFi 
as the calculation method, the ICiNG Location Client was able to estimate a position 
for all 47 points. We can also see that the calculations had a mean error of 30.909 
meters with a minimum error of 10.94 and a maximum error of 94.65. From the 
histogram we can see that two calculations with higher errors resulted in this higher 
mean and the median calculation of 23.85 further backs this up. The standard 
deviation has a value of 22.97, which tells us that 68% of our calculations will be 
within 22.97 meters of the calculated mean. 
 
Table 17 (Appendix F) shows the results of the positioning calculations using only 
Bluetooth, while Table 8 shows the statistical results of the calculations. Firstly we 
can see that Bluetooth was only used for calculating positions for 11 points. The 
reason for this was that stationary Bluetooth signals were not observed anywhere 
along the test route outdoors, while the indoor Bluetooth signals were from the 9 
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stations setup inside DIT. From the results we can see that the calculations had a mean 
error of 9.939, very near the expected 10 meters we had assumed and discussed in 
Chapter 2.1. The minimum error was only 3.928 meters and the maximum error was 
20.34. From the histogram we can see that most of the calculations were below 10 
meters in error with the median error of 8.647 supporting this. The standard deviation 
was 5.195 meters. 
 
Table 18 (Appendix F) shows the result of the positioning calculations of the ICiNG 
Location Client using only GPS to make the calculations with Table 9 showing the 
statistical results of these calculations. These tables show us that using GPS alone the 
ICiNG Location Client was able to estimate positions for 37 points out of 47. Further 
to this, the calculations had a mean error of 14.535 meters with a minimum error of 
2.918 meters and a maximum error of 33.03 meters. The median error at 13.02 is not 
too away from the mean and the histogram shows a relatively uniform look. 
 
Finally in Tables 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 we see the results from the ICiNG Location 
Client using all available sensors in unison and comparing the results against the 
results of an iPhone that was used along the same test route. First in Table 10 we can 
see a comparison of the results of the ICiNG Location Client and the results from an 
iPhone with the more accurate result highlighted in bold, both systems were able to 
calculate a position for all 47 points. This initial count has the ICiNG Location Client 
with 27 calculations more accurate than the iPhone with 20 calculations more 
accurate, 57.45% compared to 42.55%. Next we look at the statistical results in 
Tables 11 and 12. The ICiNG Location Client has a mean error of 13.499 meters 
while the iPhone has a mean error of 15.016 meters, making the ICiNG Location 
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Client’s 10.1% more accurate in this regard. To further back up this find, the 5% 
trimmed mean
44
 is calculated with the ICiNG Location Client having a mean of 13.01 
and the iPhone a mean of 14.06. This then calculates to giving the ICiNG Location 
Client a more accurate mean of 7.46%. Further to this, the ICiNG Location Client had 
a median error of 11.03 meters and a standard deviation of 8.37 meters while the 
iPhone had a median error of 13.31 meters with a standard deviation of 9.39 meters. 
This calculation shows that the ICiNG Location Client has a standard deviation that is 
~11% less than that of the tested iPhone or stated another way; the ILC shows a 
10.86% more accurate standard deviation.  
 
In Table 11, the minimum errors are very close to each other at 2.918 meters and 
3.415 meters for the ICiNG Location Client and iPhone respectively. On the other 
hand there is a large difference between the maximum errors, with the ICiNG 
Location Client having a smaller error at 33.03 meters and the iPhone having an error 
of 48.58 meters. Examining Table 19 (Appendix F) shows us that two of the larger 
errors were when the iPhone was indoors and the largest was at point 11, where the 
iPhone would have been first trying to establish a GPS signal after moving outdoors. 
The ICiNG Location Client’s intelligence helped offset this problem and was able to 
achieve an error of 13.35, due to contributions 1 and 2 of this thesis, which will be 
described in more detail later in this chapter. Interestingly, the interquartile range for 
the iPhone is 8.97 meters, while it is 9.6 for the ICiNG Location Client. This is a 6% 
better result for the iPhone although not as significant as the previous results. Finally, 
the Skewness
45
 of the ILC stands at .913 with a Kurtosis
46
 of -2.13. The iPhone on the 
                                                 
44 The 5% Trimmed Mean, removes the upper 5% and lower 5% of the readings to help offset any extreme values 
that might otherwise have a greater influence when calculating the mean 
45 Is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a real-valued random variable 
46 Is a measure of the “peakedness” of the probability distribution of a real-valued random variable 
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other hand has a Skewness of 1.768 with a Kurtosis of 3.847. Firstly with regard to 
Skewness, this means that the iPhone has more lower values overall than the ICiNG 
Location Client but they seem less accurate than the lower values of the ICiNG 
Location Client. Secondly with regard to Kurtosis, the higher value for the iPhone 
indicates that there are more infrequent extreme deviations as opposed to modestly 
sized deviations, which we can see when we compare Figures 7.11 and 7.12. 
 
Further analysis of these results can be broken into indoor and outdoor calculations 
which are represented in Tables 12 and 13 respectively. In Table 13, we can see that 
the mean error for the ILC with regard to indoor calculations is 9.89 meters while the 
mean error for the iPhone is 22.29 meters. The median error and standard deviation 
for the ILC are 8.01 and 5.47, while for the iPhone they are 19.75 and 10.86 
respectively. In Table 13, we see that the results are more even between the two 
locationing systems. The ILC has a mean of 14.47 while the iPhone has a mean of 
13.04. Further to this, we can see the median errors of both stands at 12.80 and 11.31 
while the standard deviation stands at 8.80 and 8.03 for the ILC and iPhone 
respectively.  
 
As described earlier, after the initial results the ICiNG Location Client was adjusted to 
combine Wi-Fi calculations with GPS calculations if both were available due to a 
number of WiFi calculations showing as been more accurate than the calculated result 
of the ICiNG Location Client.  The results of this adjustment are illustrated in Tables 
20 (Appendix F) & 15  and show that this algorithm update actually decreased the 
overall accuracy of the original ICiNG Location Client by ~22% and hence was 
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removed from the ICiNG Location Client. The future work section of this thesis 
addresses this in more detail. 
 
Examining in more detail the results, we can discover some of the finer calculations 
that allowed the ICiNG Location Client to be as accurate as it has shown. Firstly, the 
ICiNG Location Client was more accurate in the first 15 calculations. The first 10 of 
these were indoor locations which because it can take advantage of Bluetooth 
beacons, it was able to make calculations with a lower expected error. Further to this 
was how the ICiNG Location Client behaved when the mobile device moved from an 
indoor location to outdoors, in this case from point 10 to point 11. As can be seen in 
Table 18, the WiFi calculation had an error of 16.71 meters for this position; in Table 
19 the Bluetooth calculation had an error of 10.35 while the GPS calculation had an 
error of 13.35 in Table 20. But the combined ICiNG Location Client calculation for 
this point is 11.03. While normally, if a GPS estimate is available it would just use 
this position but as described in Chapter 6, the ICiNG Location Client remembers 
previous beacons seen and is able to use these beacons to apply correction to GPS 
readings. 
 
For example, consider that while walking from point 10 to point 11, the ICiNG 
Location Client has current beacon readings of WiFi and GPS but it also has past 
readings of Bluetooth and WiFi. Next, knowing that it has previous Bluetooth 
readings the ICiNG Location Client can first discard previous WiFi readings and 
knowing that if it has a current GPS reading, it can also discard current WiFi readings. 
Now, it has a current GPS reading of 53.3384788, -6.2677204. It also has two 
previous Bluetooth readings of 53.338520, -6.267999 and 53.338393, -6.267528. 
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These two readings are also different ages to each other. As described in Chapter 6, 
Bluetooth has a base weight of 490. The first reading was taken between 10 and 20 
seconds before the current time and so has a multiplier of 11, while the second 
Bluetooth reading was taken between 40 and 50 seconds ago so that has a multiplier 
of 5. The GPS reading, which has a base weight of 480, has a multiplier of 12 as it is a 
current reading. Taking these figures, we then multiple each position by its respective 
weight which gives us the following: 
 
 Bluetooth 1: (490 * 11) * [53.338520, -6.267999] = 287494.6228, -33784.51461 
 Bluetooth 2: (490 * 5) * [53.338393, -6.267528] = 130679.06285, -15355.4436 
 GPS: (480 * 12) * [53.3384788, -6.2677204] = 307229.637888, -36102.069504 
 
Then we add the respective figures to give totals for weight, Latitude and Longitude: 
 
 Total:   (13600)  725403.323538, -85242.027714 
 
Then we divide the total Latitude and Longitude by the total weight: 
 
 Actual Position: 53.3384796, -6.26779615 (315432.310, 233399.551) 
 
This calculation reduced the error for this position by 2.32 meters than if the GPS 
position would have been used on its own, thus increasing the overall accuracy of this 
reading by 17.37%. If the iPhone had a similar type locationing algorithm and if we 
do the same calculations but substitute in its position estimate, we can see the 
following: 
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Bluetooth 1: (490 * 11) * [53.338520, -6.267999] = 287494.6228, -33784.51461 
 Bluetooth 2: (490 * 5) * [53.338393, -6.267528] = 130679.06285, -15355.4436 
 GPS: (480 * 12) * [53.3380, -6.2675] = 307226.88, -36100.8 
 
Then we add the respective figures to give totals for weight, Latitude and Longitude: 
 
Total:   (13600)  725400.56565, -85240.75821 
 
Then we divide the total Latitude and Longitude by the total weight: 
 
 Actual Position: 53.3382768, -6.2677028 (315439.073, 233377.121) 
 
This calculation would have decreased the iPhones calculation error from 48.58 
meters down to only 15.33 meters. This is a drop of 33.25 meters or a 68.44% 
increase in accuracy. 
 
For outdoor positioning the iPhone had 20 calculations more accurate compared to the 
ICiNG Location Client, which had 17. Even though they were nearly equivalent and 
given that both of these devices used GPS for outdoor calculations, we can assume 
that once a GPS fix has been obtained, the results will be comparable with any 
positioning system. Furthermore, it must be noted that the mobile device that the 
ICiNG Location Client was tested on was a 4 year old smart phone (N95), while the 
iPhone tested was 18 months old, which would have a newer GPS chip leading to a 
more accurate position. It also uses Assisted-GPS, which requires network 
communication, while the ICiNG Location Client does not. 
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7.8 Summary 
Chapter 7 presented an experimental evaluation that used the ICiNG Location Client 
described in Chapter 6 to calculate positions along a 2.24km route using beacons from 
war driving and recordings made along the route with Bluetooth, WiFi and GPS. It 
should be noted that the ICiNG Location Client has a module that can also use GSM 
to calculate its position. After running initial tests it was decided not to include the 
GSM module in the evaluation chapter as the GSM positions were never actually used 
due to the abundance of Bluetooth, WiFi and GPS readings in the test area. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 6, the Symbian Operating System only allows 
one GSM cell tower to be scanned at a time. This limitation introduces a very large 
error to any calculations that uses GSM as a single GSM cell tower can have a radius 
of up to 500 meters in an urban area and considerably more in a rural area. A possible 
workaround to this is described in the future work section of this thesis and could be 
explored later. 
 
From the results of the experiments in this chapter we can observe that the ICiNG 
Location Client has performed better overall than the tested iPhone and has also 
outperformed or matched other locationing systems claims of accuracy [68], while 
meeting its goals of being an open-source, network provider independent, privacy 
sensitive, zero-cost and accurate positioning system. While overall the ICiNG 
Location Client has performed better than the iPhone, it was not more accurate in all 
cases. When examining the outdoor positioning results it can be seen that the iPhone 
performed slightly better (20 Vs 17) while the ICiNG Location client performed a lot 
better at indoor calculations (10 Vs 0). This indoors result can be attributed to the 
Bluetooth positioning module included in the ICiNG Location Client while the 
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outdoor calculations offer similar results and future work describes how this can be 
improved further. It can be concluded that indoor positioning has been substantially 
improved and that Contributions 1, 2 and 3 enable the improvement of calculations 
using beacons from previous readings. The results also prove that the ICiNG Location 
Client can work accurately both indoors and outdoors using a variety of beacons, 
confirming Contribution 4 in the work of this thesis. Finally contribution 5 is the 
overall ICiNG Location Client, which is an open-source, provider-network 
independent, privacy sensitive and accurate mobile locationing application.  
 
The experiments in this chapter give the ICiNG Location Client a mean error that is 
10.1% more accurate than the iPhone, a standard deviation of ~11% less than the 
iPhone and its median error is 17.12% less than that of the iPhone which means the 
ILC compares very favourably with one of the most popular mobile positioning 
platforms currently in use today. 
 
Apart from accuracy, it can be said that the ICiNG Location Client differs from the 
iPhone is a number of other ways. It is completely open source and so it can be 
catered to any future device or technology in the future. It is privacy sensitive in that 
it never discloses its location to 3
rd
 party applications and it performs all its 
calculations on the device itself which can stop the device been tracked from the 
remote server side. On the other hand, the iPhone relies on a remote server to provide 
it with its calculated position which be in turn be used to track the mobile device. 
Furthermore, this also enables the ICiNG Location Client to operate without costing a 
user any money through the use of network data tariffs which is required by the 
iPhone. 
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Finally, in developing and successfully testing the ICiNG Location Client using its 
own log simulator as described in Chapter 6, it can be concluded that the approaches 
outlined in Chapter 6 are robust and adaptable and can be used to cater for any future 
technologies that might be incorporated within a mobile device (e.g. Zigbee). For 
example, if tests were required to investigate if Zigbee could provide extra 
functionality to the ICiNG Location Client only three things would be necessary. The 
first thing would be to place Zigbee broadcasting devices in selected areas along the 
already established test route and record their position. Then, a Zigbee enabled mobile 
device would be required to walk the route and record any Zigbee signals found along 
the route. Then a new Zigbee module could be added to the ICiNG Location Client 
and a weight value would be added to the list of beacon weights. It would be then 
possible to run the ICiNG Location Client with all the other modules or a select 
number of them. In this way a full investigation could be completed into the 
advantages that a Zigbee module would have. Furthermore the same log simulator can 
be used to further enhance and refine the ICiNG Location Client’s positioning 
algorithms in the future. This will be of huge advantage for any future work proposed 
in Chapter 8 of this thesis. 
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8 Conclusions & Future Work 
As described in Chapter 1, contemporary location determination systems are mainly 
suited to one or two particular environments but can lose accuracy and even 
functionality when they are used in environments initially not intended for them. 
Chapter 5 discussed how previous research has mainly focused on improving 
positioning accuracy within one environment focusing on a single technology. 
Advances in mobile phone technology, the incorporation of sensors into them along 
with the mass distribution of different types of sensors in our everyday environment 
have facilitated the concept and development of the ICiNG Location Client. The three 
questions asked in Chapter 1 have been answered throughout this thesis and it is 
hoped that the work presented in this thesis will lead to a more open and multi-
environment mobile locationing solution. This chapter summarises the main 
contributions made and presents a number of important ways in which this work may 
be extended.   
8.1 Conclusions 
Chapter 1 introduced the problem with contemporary location determination systems 
and described the main focus of this thesis. This introduction left three questions 
unanswered, which the ICiNG Location Client would endeavour to answer. 
Question 1: How do you make and provide an accurate multi-environment 
locationing system for the ordinary user?  
To answer this question, it was first required that the ICiNG Location Client be able to 
use technology that worked in many environments or be able to use any available 
technology and provide accurate calculations within as many environments as 
possible. To this end, it was decided that the ICiNG Location Client would use as 
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many technologies as possible to help in calculating a position. Further to this it was 
necessary to research the various technologies available on a mobile device and 
examine their potential in assisting the ICiNG Location Client‟s calculations. To be 
able to combine these technologies and also to allow the ICiNG Location Client to 
function if one or more of them were unavailable, it was necessary to build a modular 
system with each module able to cater for one technology. These modules would be 
able to communicate with the main modules, which performed the calculations. This 
modular approach also had the added benefit that any future technologies that might 
become available in future mobile devices could be easily added to the current 
system. All this was contained in the ICiNG Location Client, which an ordinary user 
could install and benefit from without further interaction. 
Question 2: Is it possible to develop a location determination system that can 
be used reliably by a user without concern that their privacy is being invaded? 
Privacy was discussed in Chapter 6 as inherent to the ICiNG Location Client system 
design. There are several ways to ensure a user‟s privacy has not been invaded and the 
option used for the ICiNG Location Client was to ensure that it never communicated 
with any other application program not on the mobile device itself and that that 
program had been pre-authorised by the ICiNG Location Client and the user. Another 
method to ensure a user‟s privacy is not to record a user‟s previous calculated 
positions, which the ICiNG Location Client never directly does. The only thing the 
ICiNG Location Client remembers are previous beacons seen over the previous 60 
seconds, which are stored in memory but not permanently recorded or saved. The 
only calculated position recorded is the last calculated position, which is shared to 
authorised applications only. Many other locationing systems communicate with 
external systems to assist them in making a calculation. This method, while it can 
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provide extra accuracy or speed in calculating a position does have the potential to be 
abused by allowing for a user‟s movements to be tracked without their consent or 
knowledge. The ICiNG Location Client makes all its calculations without assistance 
and without any network communication. 
Question 3: Can a locationing system reliably calculate a user’s position 
without the need for communicating with 3
rd
 party applications that cause the 
user expense through charges for data traffic? 
The decision made and described in answering question 2 then leads on to this 
question. In Chapter 7, it has been proven that the ICiNG Location Client is an 
accurate locationing system for both indoor and outdoor environments. It exceeded 
the results from the locationing system used by an iPhone and matches those claimed 
by other technologies as referenced in the same chapter. The ICiNG Location Client 
never directly causes the user expense through charges for data traffic in contrast to 
the iPhone
47
. All calculations are made on the mobile device itself, it has all the 
beacon data on the device, which it can access and search locally. The only expense a 
user might incur would be depending on how they used that information. For 
example, if a user is looking for their location to find the nearest ATM, then they 
would still have to provide their location to a 3
rd
 party web-service application to 
search for this information and it is possible the 3
rd
 party will in turn connect to a 
remote server to find out this information. 
 
These three questions, and how they are answered, form the basis for the five specific 
contributions to the body of knowledge: 
 
                                                 
47 The iPhone works in A-GPS mode by default if a GSM network is available, which will cause data traffic and 
hence data cost to the user.  
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Contribution 1: The development of an iterative node mapping (iNM) 
method for multi-protocol locationing which uses the knowledge of previously sensed 
radio signals to support the current positioning calculation. The method presented was 
developed to facilitate the combinatorial locationing system in Contribution 3 
(Chapter 6) and also described in this thesis.  
 
Contribution 2: The development of a beacon weighting (bW) technique for 
multi-protocol locationing which uses the knowledge of the different types of radio 
signals sensed to determine a greater or lesser emphasis on each individual signal 
during positioning calculation. This technique was developed to support the 
combinatorial locationing system in Contribution 3 (Chapter 6).  
 
Contribution 3: The development of a combinatorial locationing system 
(proximity, Strength of Arrival, bW). This system combines both the iterative node 
mapping method mentioned as Contribution 1 and the beacon weighting technique in 
Contribution 2. It intelligently combines them to produce a positioning system that 
functions both indoor and outdoor. This system implements a hybrid methodology in 
that it can use any available resource (i.e. radio signals, developed positioning 
algorithms) to provide a more accurate positioning system. Furthermore, through its 
modular design, it can accommodate future technologies or positioning algorithms by 
simply adding a new module. Experiments have shown that this method can assist in 
improving calculation accuracies by 17.37% and when applied to a known 3
rd
 party 
calculation as described in Chapter 7, it improved its accuracy by 66.44%  
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Contribution 4: The Implementation of an environment independent 
(indoor/outdoor) locationing system, which addresses question 1 of this thesis and is 
addressed earlier in this chapter.  
 
Contribution 5: The development of an open-source, provider-network 
independent, privacy sensitive, zero-cost and accurate locationing application (ICiNG 
Location Client), which addresses questions 2 and 3 of this thesis and has been 
addressed earlier in this chapter. 
8.2 Future Work 
As previously mentioned the ICiNG Location Client is a modular design locationing 
system. Throughout concept and development of the ICiNG Location Client it was 
intended to use four modules to calculate a mobile devices position, but when the four 
modules were tested it was noted that the GSM module introduced a serious error into 
the calculations. As discussed in Chapter 2, GSM can have a large range (5000 
meters) and if it is not possible to scan for more than one GSM cell tower, then a 
positioning system will not be able to reduce the error of a calculation below that of 
the radius of a given technology. Unfortunately as indicated in Chapter 7, the 
Symbian Operating System only allows the information to be known of a single cell 
tower and the one that the mobile device is currently connected to. In this case, it is 
not possible to gather as many cell tower locations available and perform some simple 
trilateration to estimate a more accurate position. A possible solution to this would be 
that a separate list of GSM cell towers be kept as the mobile device switched 
automatically from tower to tower. Then when a number of towers were known, 
calculations would be made based on signal strength recorded at the time of recording 
and the age of the reading, similar to how the overall ICiNG Location Client functions 
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at the moment. But this would require pre-processing of the GSM signal. Once a 
calculated GSM position was returned to the ICiNG Location Client, then this would 
be included into the overall calculations for an estimated position with a weight 
attached calculated depending on the age of all the GSM readings. In this instance, a 
single GSM position could be returned to the overall positioning system and 
incorporated into the iterative node mapping and beacon weighting modules. Another 
route for future work would be further research in contribution 2 of this thesis. 
Currently the beacon weighting technique has a static map of weights attached to each 
type of beacon and a separate multiplier based on the age of readings. Development of 
a more dynamic beacon weighting technique should potentially lead to a more 
accurate and reliable locationing system. The relationship between the technology 
types and the weights assigned to them could prove very rewarding. Furthermore, in 
Chapter 7, the ICiNG Location Client outperformed the iPhone positioning system 
overall, but when comparing only outdoor calculations, it was more evenly balanced 
with the iPhone just slightly better than the ICiNG Location Client. As discussed in 
Chapter 7, some of these results can be attributed to newer technology inside the 
iPhone itself. However, examining the results, the ICiNG Location Client had some 
large errors at certain points. To further enhance these calculations, it could be 
explored that instead of using only a GPS signal if it has one available and no 
Bluetooth signal, that it also uses WiFi to help offset errors as discussed in Chapter 
7.6. By further developing the inter relationships of the signals, a further refinement 
of the iterative node mapping system could lead to further accuracy improvements. 
For example, it is possible to know the error associated with a GPS position when it is 
calculated. If this error were to exceed a certain threshold, then it could be possible to 
use WiFi to further improve on the position and even to use previous position 
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calculations to make sure a first fix position does not exceed a certain bounding box 
(i.e. 30 meters). One further piece of future work could be the inclusion of a module 
to calculate positions based on Dead Reckoning, as mentioned in Chapter 4. Over the 
time that this research has taken place, many more mobile devices now come 
equipped with accelerometers and digital compasses. It could be possible to develop a 
module that could further enhance calculations using the time or distance a mobile has 
travelled along with the direction. By using the accelerometers, it may be possible to 
distinguish when a mobile device is travelling and if the user is running or walking. 
One possible barrier to this would also be if a mobile device was in a user‟s pocket, it 
might actually be pointing in the wrong direction to the direction it is travelling, but 
research in this area would be prove interesting none the less. 
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9 Appendix A – Aungier Street Wi-Fi Survey 
 
Ground Floor 
 
 
 
Figure 9.1: Aungier Street Ground Floor Survey Route 
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Figure 9.2: Aungier Street Ground Floor Signal Strength 
 
Figure 9.3: Aungier Street Ground Floor Data Rate 
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Figure 9.4: Aungier Street Ground Floor Strongest Access Point 
 
Figure 9.5: Aungier Street Ground Floor Estimated Access Point Locations 
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First Floor 
 
Figure 9.6: Aungier Street First Floor Survey Route 
 
Figure 9.7: Aungier Street First Floor Signal Strength 
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Figure 9.8: Aungier Street First Floor Data Rate 
 
 
Figure 9.9: Aungier Street First Floor Strongest Access Point 
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Figure 9.10: Aungier Street First Floor Estimated Access Point Locations 
Second Floor 
 
Figure 9.11: Aungier Street Second Floor Survey Route 
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Figure 9.12: Aungier Street Second Floor Signal Strength 
 
Figure 9.13: Aungier Street Second Floor Data Rate 
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Figure 9.14: Aungier Street Second Floor Strongest Access Point 
 
Figure 9.15: Aungier Street Second Floor Estimated Access Point Locations 
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Third Floor 
 
Figure 9.16: Aungier Street Third Floor Survey Route 
 
Figure 9.17: Aungier Street Third Floor Signal Strength 
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Figure 9.18: Aungier Street Third Floor Data Rate 
 
Figure 9.19: Aungier Street Third Floor Strongest Access Point 
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Figure 9.20: Aungier Street Third Floor Estimated Access Point Locations 
Fourth Floor 
 
Figure 9.21: Aungier Street Fourth Floor Survey Route 
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Figure 9.22: Aungier Street Fourth Floor Signal Strength 
 
Figure 9.23: Aungier Street Fourth Floor Data Rate 
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Figure 9.24: Aungier Street Fourth Floor Strongest Access Point 
 
 
Figure 9.25: Aungier Street Fourth Floor Estimated Access Point Locations 
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10 Appendix B – Example Symbian C++ Source Code 
Example Wi-Fi C++ Client Server 
 
CWiFiServer* CWiFiServer::NewL() 
    { 
    CWiFiServer* self = NewLC(); 
    CleanupStack::Pop(self); 
    return self; 
    } 
     
CWiFiServer* CWiFiServer::NewLC() 
    { 
    CWiFiServer* self = new (ELeave) CWiFiServer(); 
    CleanupStack::PushL(self); 
    self->ConstructL(); 
    return self; 
    }    
     
CWiFiServer::CWiFiServer() 
: CActive(CActive::EPriorityStandard), 
  iState(EDisconnected) 
    { 
    CActiveScheduler::Add(this); 
    } 
 
CWiFiServer::~CWiFiServer() 
{ 
 Cancel(); 
       
    if(iSocketServer.Handle() != 0)  
    { 
  iSocketServer.Close(); 
    } 
         
} 
 
void CWiFiServer::ConstructL() 
{ 
    // setup the socket server 
 User::LeaveIfError(iSocketServer.Connect()); 
  
} 
 
void CWiFiServer::DoCancel() 
{ 
 if(iAcceptedSocket.SubSessionHandle() != 0)  
 { 
  iAcceptedSocket.CancelAll(); 
  iAcceptedSocket.Close(); 
    } 
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    if(iListeningSocket.SubSessionHandle() != 0)  
    { 
  iListeningSocket.CancelAll(); 
  iListeningSocket.Close();       
    } 
        
} 
 
void CWiFiServer::RunL() 
{ 
    
 if(iStatus == KErrNone)  
 { 
  switch(iDataState)  
  { 
   case EWaiting: 
   RequestData(); 
   break; 
   case ERecvData: 
     SendData(); 
   break; 
   case ESendData: 
   RequestData(); 
   break; 
   default: 
   break; 
  } 
 } 
 else 
 { 
   
  if(iAcceptedSocket.SubSessionHandle() != 0)  
  { 
   iAcceptedSocket.CancelAll(); 
   iAcceptedSocket.Close(); 
     } 
 
     if(iListeningSocket.SubSessionHandle() != 0)  
     { 
   iListeningSocket.CancelAll(); 
   iListeningSocket.Close();       
     } 
      
      
 stopped = 0; 
       
    //Setup the Listening socket 
    TInt result = iListeningSocket.Open(iSocketServer, KAfInet,  
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 KSockStream, KProtocolInetTcp); 
    if(result != KErrNone)  
    { 
      iSocketServer.Close(); 
      User::Leave(result); 
    } 
 
    //Listen on port 
    TSockAddr addr; 
    TUint portNumber = 4041; 
    addr.SetPort(portNumber); 
  
    User::LeaveIfError(iListeningSocket.Bind(addr)); 
     
    // Limit of one request in the Queue 
    TUint qSize = 1; 
    User::LeaveIfError(iListeningSocket.Listen(qSize)); 
     
    iAcceptedSocket.Close(); //close if old connection 
    User::LeaveIfError(iAcceptedSocket.Open(iSocketServer)); 
 
    iState = EConnecting; 
    iListeningSocket.Accept(iAcceptedSocket, iStatus); 
    // User::WaitForRequest(iStatus); 
    iDataState = EWaiting; 
     
    SetActive(); 
       
    
 }     
} 
 
void CWiFiServer::StartL() 
{ 
 
 stopped = 0; 
       
    //Setup the Listening socket 
    TInt result = iListeningSocket.Open(iSocketServer, KAfInet,  
             
 KSockStream, KProtocolInetTcp); 
    if(result != KErrNone)  
    { 
      iSocketServer.Close(); 
      User::Leave(result); 
    } 
 
    //Listen on port 
    TSockAddr addr; 
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    TUint portNumber = 4041; 
    addr.SetPort(portNumber); 
  
    User::LeaveIfError(iListeningSocket.Bind(addr)); 
     
    // Limit of one request in the Queue 
    TUint qSize = 1; 
    User::LeaveIfError(iListeningSocket.Listen(qSize)); 
     
    iAcceptedSocket.Close(); //close if old connection 
    User::LeaveIfError(iAcceptedSocket.Open(iSocketServer)); 
 
    iState = EConnecting; 
    iListeningSocket.Accept(iAcceptedSocket, iStatus); 
    // User::WaitForRequest(iStatus); 
    iDataState = EWaiting; 
     
    SetActive(); 
     
} 
     
void CWiFiServer::StopL() 
    { 
 
 Cancel(); 
  
 iState = EDisconnected; 
 
    } 
 
void CWiFiServer::RequestData() 
    { 
      //  if(IsActive()) 
      //    Cancel(); 
      //      iLog.LogL(_L("Rdata")); 
      iRecvBuffer.Zero(); 
        iAcceptedSocket.RecvOneOrMore(iRecvBuffer, 0, iStatus, iLen); 
      // iAcceptedSocket.Read(iRecvBuffer,iStatus); 
  iDataState = ERecvData; 
  SetActive(); 
  //  iLog.LogL(_L("Done r")); 
    } 
 
void CWiFiServer::SendData()  
{ 
  iSendBuffer.Zero(); 
    
   GetPayload(); 
  //GetTempPayload(); 
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  iAcceptedSocket.Send(iSendBuffer,0,iStatus); 
   //   iAcceptedSocket.Close(); 
     
  iDataState = ESendData; 
  SetActive(); 
} 
 
TBool CWiFiServer::IsConnected() 
    { 
    return !(iState == EDisconnected); 
    } 
 
 
void CWiFiServer::GetPayload() 
{ 
   
 _LIT(KNetName, "ICINGNET"); 
  _LIT8(ZERO,"0"); 
  _LIT(KNetSig, "-70"); 
  
 iSendBuffer.Zero(); 
 _LIT8(KFormat1,","); 
 _LIT8(KFormat2,"\n"); 
 _LIT8(KFormat3,"-"); 
  
 _LIT8(KFalse,"false"); 
  
 Bool_False.Copy(KFalse);  
 
CWlanScanInfo* WlanScan = CWlanScanInfo::NewL(); 
 
CleanupStack::PushL(WlanScan); 
 
  
CWlanMgmtClient* WlanClient = CWlanMgmtClient::NewL(); 
 
CleanupStack::PushL(WlanClient); 
 
 
WlanClient->GetScanResults(*WlanScan); 
CleanupStack::PopAndDestroy(WlanClient); 
 
//WlanClient->CancelNotifications(); 
 
const TUint8 KWlan802Dot11SsidIE = 0; 
 
for( WlanScan->First(); !WlanScan->IsDone(); WlanScan->Next() ) 
{ 
    const TUint8 KWlan802Dot11SsidIE = 0; 
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    WlanScan->Bssid( bssid ); 
    // BSSID of the BSS is now stored in bssid. 
    
// RX = WlanScan->RXLevel(); 
  
 //WlanScan->RXLevel(): 
  
 rxLevel = WlanScan->RXLevel(); 
 
    newRX.Num(rxLevel); 
     
    Newbssid = bssid; 
     
    MAC_1 = Newbssid[0]; 
    MAC_2 = Newbssid[1]; 
    MAC_3 = Newbssid[2]; 
    MAC_4 = Newbssid[3]; 
    MAC_5 = Newbssid[4]; 
    MAC_6 = Newbssid[5]; 
     
    //temp = MAC_1; 
    NewMAC_1.Num(MAC_1, EHex); 
    NewMAC_2.Num(MAC_2, EHex); 
    NewMAC_3.Num(MAC_3, EHex); 
    NewMAC_4.Num(MAC_4, EHex); 
    NewMAC_5.Num(MAC_5, EHex); 
    NewMAC_6.Num(MAC_6, EHex); 
     
         
    test_length = NewMAC_1.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
    { 
     NewMAC_1.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
     
    test_length = NewMAC_2.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
    { 
     NewMAC_2.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
     
    test_length = NewMAC_3.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
    { 
     NewMAC_3.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
     
    test_length = NewMAC_4.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
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    { 
     NewMAC_4.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
     
    test_length = NewMAC_5.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
    { 
     NewMAC_5.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
     
    test_length = NewMAC_6.Length(); 
    if(test_length < 2) 
    { 
     NewMAC_6.Insert(0,ZERO); 
    } 
             
    //iSendBuffer.Append(bssid); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_1); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_2); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_3); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_4); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_5); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(NewMAC_6); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
     
    iSendBuffer.Append(KNetName); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
     
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat3); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(newRX); 
    //iSendBuffer.Append(KNetSig); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
     
    iSendBuffer.Append(Bool_False); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
     
    iSendBuffer.Append(Bool_False); 
    iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
          
    //iSendBuffer.Append(line); 
    //iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat1); 
      
 
     TUint8 ieLen( 0 ); 
     const TUint8* ieData( NULL ); 
     TInt ret = WlanScan->InformationElement( KWlan802Dot11SsidIE, ieLen, 
&ieData ); 
     if ( ret == KErrNone ) 
         { 
         // ieData now points to the beginning of the 802.11 SSID payload data 
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         // (i.e. the header is bypassed). ieLen contains the length of payload 
         // data. 
         } 
  
 } 
 iSendBuffer.Append(KFormat2); 
  
 //CWlanMgmtClient::~CWlanMgmtClient(); 
  
 //delete WlanScan; 
 //WlanScan = NULL; 
  
 CleanupStack::PopAndDestroy(WlanScan);   
  
} 
 
 
Example GSM Data Retriever 
 
#include "NetworkApp.h" 
 
void CNetworkApp::GetNetworkParameters(TUint& aCellID, TDes& aNetworkID,  
          TDes& 
aCountryCODE, TDes& aLongName, 
          TUint& 
aLocationAreaCode) 
{ 
 CNetworkApp* self= new(ELeave) CNetworkApp(aCellID,aNetworkID, 
           
 aCountryCODE,aLongName, 
           
 aLocationAreaCode); 
 CleanupStack::PushL(self); 
 self->ConstructL(); 
 CleanupStack::PopAndDestroy(self); 
} 
 
void CNetworkApp::ConstructL() 
{ 
 iTelephony = CTelephony::NewL(); 
 CActiveScheduler::Add(this); 
    CTelephony::TNetworkInfoV1Pckg iNetworkInfoV1Pckg(iNetworkInfoV1); 
 
 iTelephony->GetCurrentNetworkInfo(iStatus, iNetworkInfoV1Pckg); 
 SetActive(); 
 CActiveScheduler::Start(); 
 
} 
 
CNetworkApp::~CNetworkApp()  
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{  
 if(iTelephony)  
 {  
  iTelephony->CancelEstablishDataCall();  
  iTelephony->CancelReceiveDataCall();  
   
  delete iTelephony;  
  iTelephony = NULL;  
 }  
} 
 
CNetworkApp:: CNetworkApp(TUint& aCellID,TDes& aNetworkID, 
       TDes& aCountryCODE,TDes& 
aLongName, 
       TUint& aLocationAreaCode) 
       : CActive(EPriorityStandard), 
       iCellID(aCellID), 
       iNetworkID(aNetworkID), 
      
 iCountryCODE(aCountryCODE), 
       iLongNAME(aLongName), 
      
 Location_Area_Code(aLocationAreaCode) 
    { 
    //default constructor 
    } 
 
void CNetworkApp::RunL() 
    { 
  if(iStatus==KErrNone) 
  { 
   iCellID = iNetworkInfoV1.iCellId; 
   iNetworkID = iNetworkInfoV1.iNetworkId; 
   iCountryCODE = iNetworkInfoV1.iCountryCode; 
   iLongNAME= iNetworkInfoV1.iLongName; 
   Location_Area_Code = iNetworkInfoV1.iLocationAreaCode; 
   CActiveScheduler::Stop(); 
   //User::After(2000000); 
  } 
    } 
 
void CNetworkApp::DoCancel() 
    { 
    iTelephony->CancelAsync(CTelephony::EGetCurrentNetworkInfoCancel); 
    } 
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11 Appendix C – Example Java Code 
  
Example Hashtable Container for Beacon Readings 
 
 
private class Locus  
    { 
        protected Coordinate centre; 
        protected long timestamp; 
        protected String id; 
        protected String humanName; 
        protected int signalStrength; 
                 
        //Used for previous readings 
        protected double lat; 
     protected double lon; 
     protected long weight; 
     protected String type; 
      
         
     public Locus(String id, double lat, double lon, long weight, String type) 
     { 
      this.id = id; 
      this.lat = lat; 
      this.lon = lon; 
      this.weight = weight; 
      this.type = type; 
       
     } 
      
        public Locus(long timestamp, String id, String humamName, int SignalStrength, 
Coordinate centre,int initialRadius)  
        { 
            this.centre = centre; 
            this.timestamp = timestamp; 
            this.id = id; 
            this.humanName = humamName; 
            this.signalStrength = SignalStrength; 
             
            try  
            { 
//                System.out.println("new Locus with radius " + initialRadius); 
                this.initialRadiusFlong = FixedPointLong.intToFlong(initialRadius); 
            }  
            catch(FixedPointLongException fple)  
            { 
                this.initialRadiusFlong=0; 
                System.err.println("Invalid radius creating locus"); 
            } 
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        } 
} 
 
 
Example Check to see if Hashtable contains a reading of the beacon whos ID we 
are checking in this loop 
 
/*If Hashtable does not contains Current beacon already OR 
               *If BeaconMeasurement timestamp is greater than timestamp 
               *for current Beacon (basically if its a newer reading) 
               */  
              if(!loci.containsKey(b) || m.getTimestamp() > 
((Locus)loci.get(b)).timestamp)  
              { 
               /*Stores the Beacon into a HashMap where values are 
keyed 
                * by the appropriate fields for the Beacon type in  
                * org.placelab.core.Types 
                */ 
               Hashtable map = b.toHashMap(); 
                
               //grab bounding box information sent to client if 
available 
               if(map.get("MINLAT") != null && 
map.get("MAXLAT") != null &&  
                  map.get("MINLON") != null && 
map.get("MAXLON") != null)  
               { 
                /*Put data into hashtable using Beacon as a key 
and 
                    *inserting a new Locus class type with a timestamp, 
position, Min positions & 
                    *Max positions  
                    */ 
                loci.put(b,new 
Locus(m.getTimestamp(),b.getPosition(), 
                  new 
FixedTwoDCoordinate((String)map.get("MINLAT"),(String)map.get("MINLON")), 
         new 
FixedTwoDCoordinate((String)map.get("MAXLAT"),(String)map.get("MAXLON"))
)); 
               }  
               else  
               { 
                /*Put data into hashtable using Beacon as a key 
and 
                    *inserting a new Locus class type with a timestamp, 
position & 
                    *Maximum range of beacon  
                    */ 
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                //loci.put(b,new 
Locus(m.getTimestamp(),b.getPosition(),getInitRadius(b))); 
                 
                loci.put(b,new 
Locus(m.getTimestamp(),b.getId(),br.getHumanReadableName().trim(), 
                     
 br.getNormalizedSignalStrength(),b.getPosition(),getInitRadius(b))); 
                 
                //int test = br.getNormalizedSignalStrength(); 
                 
                if ( b.getType() == "WIFI") 
                { 
//                 No need to add if already exists, gets 
removed later on due to time 
                  
                 if (WiFi_Beacons.contains(b.getId()) ) 
                 { 
                  //int index = 
WiFi_Beacons.indexOf(b.getId()); 
                 
 //WiFi_Beacons.removeElementAt(index); 
                  //BT_Beacons.set(index, 
b.getId()); 
                 
 //WiFi_Beacons.addElement(b.getId()); 
                  continue; 
                 } 
                 else 
                 { 
                 
 WiFi_Beacons.addElement(b.getId()); 
                  //WiFi_Count ++; 
                 } 
                  
                 post_test = true; 
                 //WiFi_Beacons.addElement(b.getId()); 
                 WiFi_Count ++; 
                } 
 
 
Check to see if the mobile device is stationary 
 
/** 
     * returns boolean if device is stationary or not 
     */ 
    public boolean calculateStationary(TwoDCoordinate current ) 
    { 
     //java.text.DecimalFormat df = new java.text.DecimalFormat("###.####"); 
      
     double distance = 0; 
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     int int_distance = 0; 
     int int_stationary_radius = (int)stationary_radius; 
     int_stationary_radius = int_stationary_radius * 10000000; 
      
     distance = current.distanceFrom(lastmean); 
 
     int_distance = (int)distance; 
     
     /* 
   * if more than set number of meters away from last point then you are 
not stationary 
   */ 
  if ( int_distance > int_stationary_radius ) 
  { 
   return false; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   return true; 
  } 
      
    } 
 
 
Calculate Weight to be applied to beacons 
 
/** 
     * returns the weight to be applied to a calculation 
     * @param diff 
     * @return 
     */ 
    public int calculateWeight(long diff, String Type) 
    { 
     long weight = 0; 
     int weightValue = 0; 
      
     weight = diff / timeSegmentsDivision; 
      
     if (weight <= 1) 
      weightValue = 12; 
     else if (weight <=2) 
      weightValue = 11; 
     else if (weight <=3) 
      weightValue = 10; 
     else if (weight <=4) 
      weightValue = 9; 
     else if (weight <=5) 
      weightValue = 8; 
     else if (weight <=6) 
      weightValue = 7; 
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     else if (weight <=7) 
      weightValue = 6; 
     else if (weight <=8) 
      weightValue = 5; 
     else if (weight <=9) 
      weightValue = 4; 
     else if (weight <=10) 
      weightValue = 3; 
     else if (weight <=11) 
      weightValue = 2; 
     else if (weight <=12) 
      weightValue = 1; 
     else 
      weightValue = 0; 
      
     if (Type == "BT" ) 
     { 
      weightValue = weightValue * BTWeight; 
     } 
      
     if (Type == "GPS" ) 
     { 
      weightValue = weightValue * GPSWeight; 
     } 
      
     if (Type == "WIFI" ) 
     { 
      weightValue = weightValue * WIFIWeight; 
     } 
      
     if (Type == "GSM" ) 
     { 
      weightValue = weightValue * GSMWeight; 
     } 
      
     return weightValue; 
    } 
     
Post Position Calculations to Remote Server (For testing only) 
 
 public void DatabasePost_GPS(Coordinate coord, int beacon_count) 
 { 
  HttpConnection httpConn = null; 
     String beacon_url = "http://ilctracking.dmc.dit.ie/beacons/create"; 
     DataInputStream is = null; 
     DataOutputStream os = null; 
      
     String beaconformid = "beacon[deviceid]="; 
     String beaconformlat = "beacon[50]="; 
     String beaconformlon = "beacon[30]="; 
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     String beaconformsignal = "beacon[signalstrength]="; 
     String beaconformdescription = "beacon[description]="; 
     String beaconformother = "beacon[45]="; 
     String beaconformmsgtype = "beacon[msgtype]="; 
     //String beaconformcal = "beacon[calculation]="; 
      
     String seperator = "&"; 
      
     StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer(); 
  String newbuffer; 
   
  try  
      { 
       // Open an HTTP Connection object 
       httpConn = (HttpConnection)Connector.open(beacon_url, 
Connector.READ_WRITE); 
       // Setup HTTP Request to POST 
       httpConn.setRequestMethod(HttpConnection.POST); 
        
       //obtaining output stream for sending query string 
       os = httpConn.openDataOutputStream(); 
        
       //Append the data for sending to remote database 
        
       buffer.append( beaconformid + "" + seperator ); 
       buffer.append( beaconformlat + coord.getLatitudeAsString() + seperator ); 
       buffer.append( beaconformlon + coord.getLongitudeAsString() + seperator ); 
       buffer.append( beaconformmsgtype + "MsgType Here" + seperator); 
       buffer.append( beaconformsignal + "" + seperator ); 
       buffer.append( beaconformdescription + "External_GPS" + seperator ); 
       buffer.append( beaconformother + beacon_calculation + "." + beacon_count + 
seperator ); 
       //buffer.append( beaconformcal + "" ); 
        
       //Convert StringBuffer to a String 
       newbuffer = buffer.toString(); 
        
       /* 
       System.out.flush(); 
       System.out.println("ILCMidlet/DatabasePost - Beacon upload contents: " + 
newbuffer ); 
       System.out.flush(); 
       System.out.println(""); 
       */ 
        
       //Remove all Contents from stringBuffer 
       buffer.delete(0, buffer.length()); 
 
        
       byte[] post_request = newbuffer.getBytes(); 
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       //sending data string to web server 
       for (int j = 0; j < post_request.length; j++) 
       { 
       os.writeByte(post_request[j]); 
       } 
        
                  
       /**Caution: os.flush() is controversial. It may create unexpected behavior 
          on certain mobile devices. Try it out for your mobile device **/ 
       os.flush(); 
        
  
        // Read Response from the Server 
        StringBuffer sb = new StringBuffer(); 
        is = httpConn.openDataInputStream(); 
        int chr; 
        while ((chr = is.read()) != -1) 
         sb.append((char) chr); 
 
         
        } 
       
      catch (Exception ioe) 
      { 
       System.out.println("Database task exception (POST): " + ioe); 
      } 
 
 
      finally  
      { 
          if(is!= null) 
          { 
           try 
           { 
            is.close(); 
           } 
           catch (Exception ioe) 
              { 
               System.out.println("Database task exception (dis.close): " + ioe); 
              } 
          } 
           
          if(os != null) 
          { 
           try 
           { 
            os.close(); 
           } 
           catch (Exception ioe) 
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              { 
               System.out.println("Database task exception (dos.close): " + ioe); 
              } 
          } 
               
          if(httpConn != null) 
          { 
           try 
           { 
            httpConn.close(); 
           } 
           catch (Exception ioe) 
           { 
            System.out.println("Database task exception (httpConn.close): " + ioe); 
           } 
          } 
               
      }//End try 
       
 } 
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12 Appendix D – Sample Route for Log Spotter 
 
# $Format: wi-scan 
# Latitude Longitude ( SSID ) Type ( BSSID ) Time (GMT) [ 
SNR Sig Noise ] 
# $DateGMT: 2010-09-17 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 47 96 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 17 66 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 38 87 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 40 89 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 17 66 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 18 
67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 46 95 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:20 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:20 
(GMT) [ 39 88 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 46 95 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 39 88 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 39 88 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 46 95 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:21 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:21 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:22 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:22 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:23 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:23 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:24 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:24 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 44 93 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 9 58 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 19 
68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 18 67 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 19 68 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 21 
70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 34 83 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 36 85 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:25 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:25 
(GMT) [ 45 94 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 36 85 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 45 94 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 21 
70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 34 83 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 34 83 49 ] 
 183 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 37 86 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 21 
70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 45 94 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 36 85 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:26 
(GMT) [ 21 70 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:26 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8a ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 20 69 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansys ) BBS ( 00:1e:2a:66:2e:50 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 49 98 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 15 
64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( guest ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8a ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 16 65 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC_2-004 ) BBS ( 00:23:12:fc:83:7f ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 38 87 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:88 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:89 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditlan ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:88 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 38 87 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DecaWave ) BBS ( 00:14:d1:c2:62:90 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 15 64 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DLINK_WIRELESS ) BBS ( 00:17:9a:d5:0e:d2 )
 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( silansysguest ) BBS ( 00:16:01:fb:d7:cb )
 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 13 62 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC B ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:0c:d7 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 38 87 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:14:bf:64:49:ce ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 12 
61 49 ] 
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N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC A ) BBS ( 00:0f:20:68:09:9e ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 43 92 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( DMC N ) BBS ( 00:1c:b3:ae:56:96 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 49 98 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:1f:45:49:3b:8b ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 14 
63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 ( ditwifi ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:89 ) 14:44:27 
(GMT) [ 14 63 49 ] 
N 0.0000000 E 0.0000000 (  ) BBS ( 00:04:96:26:d4:8b ) 14:44:27 (GMT) [ 15 
64 49 ] 
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13 Appendix E – Microstation Route View 
 
 
Figure 13.1: Microstation Overall Test Route View 
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Figure 13.2: Microstation Route View Part 1 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.3: Microstation Route View Part 2 
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Figure 13.4: Microstation Route View Part 3 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13.5: Microstation Route View Part 4 
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Figure 13.6: Microstation Route View Part 5 
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14 Appendix F – Result Tables from Evaluation 
 
Table 16: ILC WiFi Calculation and Error in Meters 
Point Actual 
Position 
Actual Position 
in ITM 
ILC WiFi 
Calculation 
ILC Wi-Fi 
Calculation in  
ITM 
Error in 
Meters 
1 53.339193°,  
-6.267403° 
315456.562 E, 
233479.568 N 
53.339229584, 
-6.267435551 
315454.299 E, 
233483.581 N 
4.60 
2 53.339215°,  
-6.267077° 
315478.219 E, 
233482.537 N 
53.339302063,  
-6.267373562 
315458.232 E, 
233491.746 N 
21.94 
3 53.338870°,  
-6.266789° 
315498.333 E, 
233444.611 N 
53.33921814, -
6.267375469 
315458.332 E, 
233482.404 N 
54.91 
4 53.338782°,  
-6.266724° 
315502.900 E, 
233434.923 N 
53.338748932, 
-6.267210007 
315470.620 E, 
233430.457 N 
32.48 
5 53.338622°,  
-6.266603° 
315511.392 E, 
233417.313 N 
53.338745117,  
-6.267311573 
315463.865 E, 
233429.868 N 
49 
6 53.338472°,  
-6.266671° 
315507.268 E, 
233400.511 N 
53.339004517, 
-6.267783165 
315431.755 E, 
233457.973 N 
94.65 
7 53.338459°,  
-6.266745° 
315502.375 E, 
233398.945 N 
53.338794708, 
-6.267776489 
315432.766 E, 
233434.635 N 
78 
8 53.338461°,  
-6.267020° 
315484.053 E, 
233398.723 N 
53.338794708, 
-6.267784595 
315432.226 E, 
233434.622 N 
62.88 
9 53.338476°,  
-6.267368° 
315460.830 E, 
233399.842 N 
53.338722229, 
-6.267926216 
315422.989 E, 
233426.328 N 
46.08 
10 53.338481°,  
-6.267925° 
315423.722 E, 
233399.485 N 
53.338577271, 
-6.268031597  
315416.362 E, 
233410.026 N 
12.83 
11 53.338385°,  
-6.267846° 
315429.243 E, 
233388.930 N 
53.338535309, 
-6.267843723 
315428.989 E, 
233405.660 N 
16.71 
12 53.338297°,  
-6.266896° 
315492.755 E, 
233380.673 N 
53.338523865,  
-6.26735878 
315461.319 E, 
233405.171 N 
39.75 
13 53.338327°,  
-6.265942° 
315556.215 E, 
233385.554 N 
53.338375092, 
-6.266166687 
315541.120 E, 
233390.543 N 
15.85 
14 53.337785°,  
-6.265646° 
315577.396 E, 
233325.719 N 
53.337596893,  
-6.265877724 
315562.470 E, 
233304.411 N 
25.97 
15 53.337265°,  
-6.265602° 
315581.732 E, 
233267.923 N 
53.33744812,  -
6.26601696 
315553.598 E, 
233287.630 N 
34.26 
16 53.336966°,  
-6.265509° 
315588.735 E, 
233234.800 N 
53.336349487,  
-6.265477657 
315592.490 E, 
233166.244 N 
68.58 
17 53.336838°,  
-6.265663° 
315578.824 E, 
233220.307 N 
53.336334229,  
-6.265488625 
315591.801 E, 
233164.528 N 
57.2 
18 53.336371°,  
-6.265545° 
315587.946 E, 
233168.529 N 
53.336288452,  
-6.2654562 
315594.091 E, 
233159.474 N 
10.91 
19 53.335789°,  
-6.265363° 
315601.643 E, 
233104.057 N 
53.33587265, -
6.26525116 
315608.866 E, 
233113.547 N 
11.9 
20 53.335518°,  
-6.265056° 
315622.825 E, 
233074.397 N 
53.335586548, 
-6.265313625 
315605.479 E, 
233081.608 N 
18.73 
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Point Actual 
Position 
Actual Position 
in ITM 
ILC WiFi 
Calculation 
ILC Wi-Fi 
Calculation in  
ITM 
Error in 
Meters 
21 53.334695°,  
-6.265423° 
315600.605 E, 
232982.218 N 
53.334499359, 
-6.265244961 
315612.993 E, 
232960.735 N 
24.76 
22 
 
53.334181°,  
-6.265437° 
315601.062 E, 
232924.996 N 
53.33436203, -
6.265244484  
315613.396 E, 
232945.453 N 
23.85 
23 53.333514°,  
-6.265192° 
315619.186 E, 
232851.168 N 
53.333435059, 
-6.265069008 
315627.592 E, 
232842.582 N 
11.99 
24 53.333186°,  
-6.265101° 
315626.135 E, 
232814.814 N 
53.333194733, 
-6.265108585 
315625.606 E, 
232815.774 N 
1.094 
25 53.332739°,  
-6.265003° 
315633.872 E, 
232765.230 N 
53.332794189, 
-6.265185356 
315621.575 E, 
232771.076 N 
13.58 
26 53.332521°,  
-6.265104° 
315627.734 E, 
232740.807 N 
53.332794189, 
-6.265185356 
315621.575 E, 
232771.076 N 
30.85 
27 53.332637°,  
-6.265629° 
315592.448 E, 
232752.866 N 
53.332550049, 
-6.26550436 
315600.986 E, 
232743.392 N 
12.73 
28 53.332427°,  
-6.266868° 
315510.481 E, 
232727.492 N 
53.332321167, 
-6.266654491 
315524.989 E, 
232716.060 N 
18.43 
29 53.332401°,  
-6.268377° 
315410.030 E, 
232722.160 N 
53.332496643, 
-6.267896175 
315441.802 E, 
232733.580 N 
33.65 
30 53.332613°,  
-6.268416° 
315406.860 E, 
232745.688 N 
53.332679749, 
-6.268249989 
315417.739 E, 
232753.385 N 
13.29 
31 53.333444°,  
-6.268393° 
315406.149 E, 
232838.201 N 
53.333267212, 
-6.268414974  
315405.163 E, 
232818.492 N 
19.71 
32 53.333954°,  
-6.268359° 
315407.037 E, 
232895.010 N 
53.333969116, 
-6.267835617 
315441.860 E, 
232897.538 N 
34.79 
33 53.334050°,  
-6.268463° 
315399.850 E, 
232905.525 N 
53.33379364, -
6.26804018 
315428.707 E, 
232877.680 N 
40.01 
34 53.334235°,  
-6.268685° 
315384.563 E, 
232925.753 N 
53.334308624, 
-6.268596649  
315390.250 E, 
232934.089 N 
10.07 
35 53.334996°,  
-6.268649° 
315384.907 E, 
233010.497 N 
53.334796906, 
-6.268685818 
315382.992 E, 
232988.282 N 
22.27 
36 53.335592°,  
-6.268968° 
315362.050 E, 
233076.306 N 
53.334796906, 
-6.268685818 
315382.992 E, 
232988.282 N 
90.37 
37 53.335809°,  
-6.268824° 
315371.056 E, 
233100.687 N 
53.335700989, 
-6.268823624 
315371.373 E, 
233088.668 N 
12.01 
38 53.336153°,  
-6.268824° 
315370.128 E, 
233138.968 N 
53.336143494, 
-6.268706322 
315377.992 E, 
233138.113 N 
7.88 
39 53.336716°,  
-6.268927° 
315361.751 E, 
233201.466 N 
53.336666107, 
-6.268963814 
315359.425 E, 
233195.842 N 
6.06 
40 53.337587°,  
-6.269066° 
315350.139 E, 
233298.156 N 
53.337234497, 
-6.269006729 
315355.038 E, 
233259.024 N 
39.39 
41 53.337835°,  
-6.269098° 
315347.338 E, 
233325.702 N 
53.33738327, -
6.268946648 
315358.638 E, 
233275.677 N 
51.23 
42 53.338046°,  
-6.268892° 
315360.489 E, 
233349.515 N 
53.337589264, 
-6.269075394 
315349.507 E, 
233298.393 N 
52.23 
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Point Actual 
Position 
Actual Position 
in ITM 
ILC WiFi 
Calculation 
ILC Wi-Fi 
Calculation in  
ITM 
Error in 
Meters 
43 53.338229°,  
-6.269155° 
315342.478 E, 
233369.455 N 
53.337673187, 
-6.269126892 
315345.850 E, 
233307.648 N 
61.83 
44 53.338460°,  
-6.269192° 
315339.391 E, 
233395.102 N 
53.338352203, 
-6.269219875 
315337.825 E, 
233383.061 N 
12.13 
45 53.339186°,  
-6.269160° 
315339.563 E,  
233475.944 N 
53.339244843, 
-6.269087315  
315344.245 E, 
233482.610 N 
8.13 
46 53.339233°,  
-6.268687° 
315370.939 E, 
233481.938 N 
53.339244843, 
-6.269076824  
315344.944 E, 
233482.627 N 
25.91 
47 53.339333°,  
-6.268395° 
315390.118 E, 
233493.538 N 
53.339263916, 
-6.26862812 
315374.777 E, 
233485.474 N 
17.28 
 
 
 
 
Table 17: ILC Bluetooth Calculation and Error in Meters 
 
Point Actual 
Position 
Actual Position 
in ITM 
ILC Bluetooth 
Calculation 
ILC Bluetooth 
Calculation in 
ITM 
Error in 
Meters 
1 53.339193°,  -
6.267403° 
315456.566 E, 
233479.562 N 
53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
6.31 
2 53.339215°,  -
6.267077° 
315478.219 E, 
233482.537 N 
53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
16.23 
3 53.338870°,  -
6.266789° 
315498.333 E, 
233444.611 N 
53.338996887, -
6.266885281 
315491.578 E, 
233458.575 N 
15.49 
4 53.338782°,  -
6.266724° 
315502.900 E, 
233434.923 N 
53.338825226, -
6.266656399 
315507.286 E, 
233439.843 N 
6.57 
5 53.338622°,  -
6.266603° 
315511.392 E, 
233417.313 N 
53.338668823, -
6.266524315 
315516.506 E, 
233422.651 N 
7.37 
6 53.338472°,  -
6.266671° 
315507.268 E,  
233400.511 N 
53.338615417, -
6.266480923 
315519.541 E, 
233416.778 N 
20.34 
7 53.338459°,  -
6.266745° 
315502.399 E, 
233397.943 N 
53.338417053, -
6.266785145 
315499.814 E, 
233394.212 N 
5.37 
8 53.338461°,  -
6.267020° 
315484.053 E, 
233398.723 N 
53.338382721, -
6.267018318 
315484.377 E, 
233390.014 N 
8.70 
9 53.338476°,  -
6.267368° 
315460.834 E, 
233399.829 N 
53.338443756, -
6.267392159  
315459.312 E, 
233396.202 N 
3.92 
10 53.338481°,  -
6.267925° 
315423.722 E, 
233399.485 N 
53.338466644, -
6.267796993 
315432.286 E, 
233398.095 N 
8.64 
11 53.338385°,  -
6.267846° 
315429.243 E, 
233388.930 N 
53.338478088, -
6.267841816 
315429.270 E, 
233399.296 N 
10.35 
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Table 18: ILC GPS Calculation and Error in Meters 
 
Point Actual 
Position 
Actual 
Position in 
ITM 
ILC GPS 
Calculation 
ILC GPS 
Calculation in 
ITM 
Error in 
Meters 
11 53.338385°,  
-6.267846° 
315429.243 E, 
233388.930 N  
53.3384788, -
6.2677204 
315437.355 E, 
233399.571 N 
13.35 
12 53.338297°,  
-6.266896° 
315492.755 E, 
233380.673 N 
53.33841168, -
6.2669129 
315491.320 E, 
233393.407 N 
12.8 
13 53.338327°,  
-6.265942° 
315556.215 E, 
233385.554 N 
53.3383245, -
6.2660684 
315547.803 E, 
233385.072 N 
8.39 
14 53.337785°,  
-6.265646° 
315577.396 E, 
233325.719 N 
53.337767, -
6.265712 
315573.048 E, 
233323.609 N 
4.81 
15 53.337265°,  
-6.265602° 
315581.732 E, 
233267.923 N 
53.337287, -
6.265759 
315571.216 E, 
233270.117 N 
10.71 
16 53.336966°,  
-6.265509° 
315588.735 E,  
233234.800 N 
53.336836, -
6.2654477 
315593.170 E, 
233220.433 N 
15.02 
17 53.336838°,  
-6.265663° 
315578.824 E, 
233220.307 N 
53.336764, -
6.265634 
315580.956 E, 
233212.119 N 
8.45 
18 53.336371°,  
-6.265545° 
315587.946 E, 
233168.529 N 
53.336229, -
6.265108 
315617.438 E, 
233153.434 N 
33.03 
19 53.335789°,  
-6.265363° 
315601.643 E, 
233104.057 N 
53.335761, -
6.264984 
315626.963 E, 
233101.555 N 
25.36 
20 53.335518°,  
-6.265056° 
315622.825 E, 
233074.397 N 
53.335504, -
6.265188 
315614.070 E, 
233072.625 N 
8.90 
21 53.334695°,  
-6.265423° 
315600.605 E, 
232982.218 N 
53.334611, -
6.2650286 
315627.103 E, 
232973.508 N 
27.8 
22 53.334181°,  
-6.265437° 
315601.062 E, 
232924.996 N 
53.334048, -
6.2655137 
315596.313 E, 
232910.071 N 
15.64 
23 53.333514°,  
-6.265192° 
315619.186 E, 
232851.168 N 
53.333421, -
6.264722 
315650.745 E, 
232841.579 N 
5.19 
24 53.333186°,  
-6.265101° 
315626.135 E, 
232814.814 N 
53.333133, -
6.264996 
315633.273 E, 
232809.086 N 
9.12 
25 53.332739°,  
-6.265003° 
315633.872 E, 
232765.230 N 
53.332666, -
6.264762 
315650.123 E, 
232757.497 N 
14.51 
26 53.332521°,  
-6.265104° 
315627.734 E, 
232740.807 N 
53.3326287, -
6.264975 
315636.035 E, 
232753.001 N 
14.72 
27 53.332637°,  
-6.265629° 
315592.448 E, 
232752.866 N 
53.332644, -
6.265268 
315616.476 E, 
232754.229 N 
23.98 
28 53.332427°,  
-6.266868° 
315510.481 E, 
232727.492 N 
53.332613, -
6.266999 
315501.252 E, 
232747.979 N 
22.44 
29 53.332401°,  
-6.268377° 
315410.030 E, 
232722.160 N 
53.332449, -
6.268318 
315413.831 E, 
232727.597 N 
6.62 
30 53.332613°,  
-6.268416° 
315406.860 E, 
232745.688 N 
53.332559, -
6.268303 
315414.533 E, 
232739.862 N 
9.61 
31 53.333444°,  
-6.268393° 
315406.149 E, 
232838.201 N 
53.333421, -
6.268448 
315402.547 E, 
232835.553 N 
4.45 
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Point 
 
Actual 
Position 
 
Actual 
Position in 
ITM 
 
ILC GPS 
Calculation 
 
ILC GPS 
Calculation in 
ITM 
 
Error in 
Meters 
32 53.333954°,  
-6.268359° 
315407.037 E, 
232895.010 N 
53.334033, -
6.268302 
315410.621 E, 
232903.893 N 
 9.56 
33 53.334050°,  
-6.268463° 
315399.850 E, 
232905.525 N 
53.334024, -
6.268469 
315399.521 E, 
232902.622 N 
2.91 
34 53.334235°,  
-6.268685° 
315384.563 E, 
232925.753 N 
53.334280, -
6.268504 
315396.498 E, 
232931.054 N 
13.02 
35 53.334996°,  
-6.268649° 
315384.907 E, 
233010.497 N 
53.334962, -
6.268679 
315383.001 E, 
233006.665 N 
4.27 
36 53.335592°,  
-6.268968° 
315362.050 E, 
233076.306 N 
53.335549, -
6.2688608 
315369.307 E, 
233071.694 N 
8.57 
37 53.335809°,  
-6.268824° 
315371.056 E, 
233100.687 N 
53.3358908, -
6.268976 
315360.711 E, 
233109.544 N 
13.59 
38 53.336153°,  
-6.268824° 
315370.128 E, 
233138.968 N 
53.3363133, -
6.269024 
315356.373 E, 
233156.483 N 
22.23 
39 53.336716°,  
-6.268927° 
315361.748 E, 
233201.453 N 
53.336754, -
6.268738 
315374.234 E, 
233205.987 N 
13.24 
40 53.337587°,  
-6.269066° 
315350.139 E, 
233298.156 N 
53.337448, -
6.269457 
315324.471 E, 
233282.056 N 
30.21 
41 53.337835°,  
-6.269098° 
315347.338 E, 
233325.702 N 
53.338099, -
6.269062 
315349.023 E, 
233355.139 N 
29.45 
42 53.338046°,  
-6.268892° 
315360.489 E, 
233349.515 N 
53.338075, -
6.268730 
315371.201 E, 
233353.004 N 
11.23 
43 53.338229°,  
-6.269155° 
315342.478 E, 
233369.455 N 
53.338089, -
6.269573 
315315.015 E, 
233353.201 N 
31.82 
44 53.338460°,  
-6.269192° 
315339.391 E, 
233395.102 N 
53.3385006, -
6.269189 
315339.481 E, 
233399.624 N 
4.51 
45 53.339186°,  
-6.269160° 
315339.563 E, 
233475.944 N 
53.339311, -
6.269243 
315333.697 E, 
233489.720 N 
14.95 
46 53.339233°,  
-6.268687° 
315370.939 E, 
233481.938 N 
53.339287, -
6.268662 
315372.459 E, 
233487.988 N 
6.23 
47 53.339333°,  
-6.268395° 
315390.118 E, 
233493.538 N 
53.339576, -
6.268413 
315388.263 E, 
233520.551 N 
27.05 
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Table 19: ILC Full System calculation results and iPhone calculation results with more accurate 
readings highlighted in bold 
 
Point ILC 
Calculation 
ILC 
Calculation 
in ITM 
iPhone 
Calculation 
iPhone 
Calculation 
in ITM 
Actual 
Position 
Actual 
Position in 
ITM 
ILC 
Error in 
Meters 
iPhone 
Error in 
Meters 
1 53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
53.3391, -
6.2672 
315470.338 E, 
233469.541 N 
53.339193°,  -
6.267403° 
315456.566 E, 
233479.562 N 
6.31 8.46 
2 53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
53.3390, -
6.2671 
315477.268 E, 
233458.574 N 
53.339215°,  -
6.267077° 
315478.219 E, 
233482.537 N 
16.23 23.96 
3 53.338996887, -
6.266885281 
315491.578 E, 
233458.575 N 
53.3388, -
6.2671 
315477.809 E, 
233436.318 N 
53.338870°,  -
6.266789° 
315498.333 E, 
233444.611 N 
15.49 22.07 
4 53.338825226, -
6.266656399 
315507.286 E, 
233439.843 N 
53.3386, -
6.2662 
315538.293 E, 
233415.517 N 
53.338782°,  -
6.266724° 
315502.900 E, 
233434.923 N 
6.57 40.25 
5 53.338668823, -
6.266524315 
315516.506 E, 
233422.651 N 
53.3386, -
6.2668 
315498.330 E, 
233414.547 N 
53.338622°,  -
6.266603° 
315511.392 E, 
233417.313 N 
7.37 13.31 
6 53.338615417, -
6.266480923 
315519.541 E, 
233416.778 N 
53.3387, -
6.2668 
315498.060 E, 
233425.675 N 
53.338472°,  -
6.266671° 
315507.268 E, 
233400.511 N 
20.34 26.76 
7 53.338417053, -
6.266785145 
315499.814 E, 
233394.212 N 
53.3386, -
6.2667 
315504.991 E, 
233414.708 N 
53.338459°,  -
6.266745° 
315502.375 E, 
233398.945 N 
5.37 15.96 
8 53.338382721, -
6.267018318 
315484.377 E, 
233390.014 N 
53.3387, -
6.2672 
315471.418 E, 
233425.028 N 
53.338461°,  -
6.267020° 
315484.053 E, 
233398.723 N 
8.70 40.22 
9 53.338443756, -
6.267392159 
315459.312 E, 
233396.202 N 
53.3386, -
6.2673 
315465.028 E, 
233413.738 N 
53.338476°,  -
6.267368° 
315460.834 E, 
233399.829 N 
3.93 14.51 
10 53.338466644, -
6.267796993 
315432.286 E, 
233398.095 N 
53.3384, -
6.2677 
315438.927 E, 
233390.835 N 
53.338481°,  -
6.267925° 
315423.722 E, 
233399.485 N 
8.64 17.44 
11 53.3384796, -
6.26779615 
315432.308 E, 
233399.538 N 
53.3380, -
6.2675 
315453.328 E, 
233346.646 N 
53.338385°,  -
6.267846° 
315429.243 E, 
233388.930 N 
11.03 48.58 
12 53.33841168, -
6.2669129 
315491.320 E, 
233393.407 N 
53.3384, -
6.2671 
315478.889 E, 
233391.805 N 
53.338297°,  -
6.266896° 
315492.755 E, 
233380.673 N 
12.8 17.74 
13 53.3383245, -
6.2660684 
315547.803 E, 
233385.072 N 
53.3384, -
6.2660 
315552.155 E, 
233393.584 N 
53.338327°,  -
6.265942° 
315556.215 E, 
233385.554 N 
8.39 8.98 
14 53.337767, -
6.265712 
315573.048 E, 
233323.609 N 
53.3379, -
6.2657 
315573.488 E, 
233338.429 N 
53.337785°,  -
6.265646° 
315577.396 E, 
233325.719 N 
4.81 13.28 
15 53.337287, -
6.265759 
315571.216 E, 
233270.117 N 
53.3374, -
6.2657 
315574.840 E, 
233282.788 N 
53.337265°,  -
6.265602° 
315581.732 E, 
233267.923 N 
10.71 16.36 
16 53.336836, -
6.2654477 
315593.170 E, 
233220.433 N 
53.3369, -
6.2656 
315582.853 E, 
233227.308 N 
53.336966°,  -
6.265509° 
315588.735 E, 
233234.800 N 
15.02 9.50 
17 53.336764, -
6.265634 
315580.956 E, 
233212.119 N 
53.3368, -
6.2656 
315583.123 E, 
233216.180 N 
53.336838°,  -
6.265663° 
315578.824 E, 
233220.307 N 
8.45 5.94 
18 53.336229, -
6.265108 
315617.438 E, 
233153.434 N 
53.3364, -
6.2653 
315604.187 E, 
233172.153 N 
53.336371°,  -
6.265545° 
315587.946 E, 
233168.529 N 
33.03 16.58 
19 53.335761, -
6.264984 
315626.963 E, 
233101.555 N 
53.3358, -
6.2652 
315612.470 E, 
233105.545 N 
53.335789°,  -
6.265363° 
315601.643 E, 
233104.057 N 
25.36 10.89 
20 53.335504, -
6.265188 
315614.070 E, 
233072.625 N 
53.3355, -
6.2653 
315606.621 E, 
233071.999 N 
53.335518°,  -
6.265056° 
315622.825 E, 
233074.397 N 
8.90 16.32 
21 53.334611, -
6.2650286 
315627.103 E, 
232973.508 N 
53.3345, -
6.2652 
315615.986 E, 
232960.879 N 
53.334695°,  -
6.265423° 
315600.605 E, 
232982.218 N 
27.8 26.26 
22 53.334048, -
6.2655137 
315596.313 E, 
232910.071 N 
53.3341, -
6.2654 
315603.746 E, 
232916.042 N 
53.334181°,  -
6.265437° 
315601.062 E, 
232924.996 N 
15.64 9.33 
23 53.333421, -
6.264722 
315650.745 E, 
232841.579 N 
53.3335, -
6.2650 
315632.013 E, 
232849.920 N 
53.333514°,  -
6.265192° 
315619.186 E, 
232851.168 N 
5.19 12.84 
24 53.330070, -
6.264889 
315648.685 E, 
232468.403 N 
53.3332, -
6.2649 
315639.486 E, 
232816.698 N 
53.333186°,  -
6.265101° 
315626.135 E, 
232814.814 N 
9.12 13.44 
25 53.332666, -
6.264762 
315650.123 E, 
232757.497 N 
53.3327, -
6.2648 
315647.500 E,  
232761.219 N 
53.332739°,  -
6.265003° 
315633.872 E, 
232765.230 N 
14.51 14.16 
26 53.3326287, -
6.264975 
315636.035 E, 
232753.001 N 
53.3327, -
6.2650 
315634.177 E, 
232760.895 N 
53.332521°,  -
6.265104° 
315627.734 E, 
232740.807 N 
14.72 21.07 
27 53.332644, -
6.265268 
315616.476 E, 
232754.229 N 
53.3326, -
6.2656 
315594.480 E, 
232748.795 N 
53.332637°,  -
6.265629° 
315592.448 E, 
232752.866 N 
23.98 4.54 
28 53.332613, -
6.266999 
315501.252 E, 
232747.979 N 
53.3326, -
6.2669 
315507.882 E, 
232746.692 N 
53.332427°,  -
6.266868° 
315510.481 E, 
232727.492 N 
22.44 19.35 
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Point ILC 
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ILC 
Calculation 
in ITM 
iPhone 
Calculation 
iPhone 
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Position in 
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Meters 
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29 53.332449, -
6.268318 
315413.831 E, 
232727.597 N 
53.3325, -
6.2684 
315408.231 E, 
232733.139 N 
53.332401°,  -
6.268377° 
315410.030 E, 
232722.160 N 
6.62 11.11 
30 53.332559, -
6.268303 
315414.533 E, 
232739.862 N 
53.3327, -
6.2684 
315407.691 E, 
232755.396 N 
53.332613°,  -
6.268416° 
315406.860 E, 
232745.688 N 
9.61 9.73 
31 53.333421, -
6.268448 
315402.547 E, 
232835.553 N 
53.3335, -
6.2683 
315412.193 E, 
232844.583 N 
53.333444°,  -
6.268393° 
315406.149 E, 
232838.201 N 
4.45 8.77 
32 53.334033, -
6.268302 
315410.621 E, 
232903.893 N 
53.3341, -
6.2683 
315410.573 E, 
232911.352 N 
53.333954°,  -
6.268359° 
315407.037 E, 
232895.010 N 
9.56 16.7 
33 53.334024, -
6.268469 
315399.521 E, 
232902.622 N 
53.3341, -
6.2685 
315397.251 E, 
232911.029 N 
53.334050°,  -
6.268463° 
315399.850 E, 
232905.525 N 
2.91 6.07 
34 53.334280, -
6.268504 
315396.498 E, 
232931.054 N 
53.3343, -
6.2687 
315383.389 E, 
232932.963 N 
53.334235°,  -
6.268685° 
315384.563 E, 
232925.753 N 
13.02 7.29 
35 53.334962, -
6.268679 
315383.001 E, 
233006.665 N 
53.3350, -
6.2687 
315381.499 E, 
233010.860 N 
53.334996°,  -
6.268649° 
315384.907 E, 
233010.497 N 
4.27 3.41 
36 53.335549, -
6.2688608 
315369.307 E, 
233071.694 N 
53.3356, -
6.2689 
315366.558 E, 
233077.306 N 
53.335592°,  -
6.268968° 
315362.050 E, 
233076.306 N 
8.57 4.60 
37 53.3358908, -
6.268976 
315360.711 E, 
233109.544 N 
53.3359, -
6.2689 
315365.748 E, 
233110.691 N 
53.335809°,  -
6.268824° 
315371.056 E, 
233100.687 N 
13.59 11.31 
38 53.3363133, -
6.269024 
315356.373 E, 
233156.483 N 
53.3363, -
6.2689 
315364.669 E, 
233155.204 N 
53.336153°,  -
6.268824° 
315370.128 E, 
233138.968 N 
22.23 17.11 
39 53.336754, -
6.268738 
315374.234 E, 
233205.987 N 
53.3368, -
6.2691 
315349.998 E, 
233210.522 N 
53.336716°,  -
6.268927° 
315361.748 E, 
233201.453 N 
13.24 14.8 
40 53.337448, -
6.269457 
315324.471 E, 
233282.056 N 
53.3375, -
6.2693 
315334.788 E, 
233288.096 N 
53.337587°,  -
6.269066° 
315350.139 E, 
233298.156 N 
30.21 18.3 
41 53.338099, -
6.269062 
315349.023 E, 
233355.139 N 
53.3378, -
6.2690 
315353.960 E, 
233321.965 N 
53.337835°,  -
6.269098° 
315347.338 E, 
233325.702 N 
29.45 7.58 
42 53.338075, -
6.268730 
315371.201 E, 
233353.004 N 
53.3381, -
6.2690 
315353.150 E, 
233355.350 N  
53.338046°,  -
6.268892° 
315360.489 E, 
233349.515 N 
11.23 9.35 
43 53.338089, -
6.269573 
315315.015 E, 
233353.201 N 
53.3383, -
6.2691 
315345.950 E, 
233377.445 N 
53.338229°,  -
6.269155° 
315342.478 E, 
233369.455 N 
31.82 8.69 
44 53.3385006, -
6.269189 
315339.481 E, 
233399.624 N 
53.3385, -
6.2691 
315345.410 E, 
233399.701 N 
53.338460°,  -
6.269192° 
315339.391 E, 
233395.102 N 
4.51 7.55 
45 53.339311, -
6.269243 
315333.697 E, 
233489.720 N 
53.3393, -
6.2692 
315336.591 E, 
233488.566 N 
53.339186°,  -
6.269160° 
315339.563 E, 
233475.944 N 
14.95 12.95 
46 53.339287, -
6.268662 
315372.459 E, 
233487.988 N 
53.3394, -
6.2687 
315369.623 E, 
233500.502 N 
53.339233°,  -
6.268687° 
315370.939 E, 
233481.938 N 
6.23 18.59 
47 53.339576, -
6.268413 
315388.263 E, 
233520.551 N 
53.3393, -
6.2684 
315389.874 E, 
233489.858 N 
53.339333°,  -
6.268395° 
315390.118 E, 
233493.538 N 
27.05 3.68 
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Table 20: Adjusted ILC calculation results and iPhone calculation results with more accurate 
readings highlighted in bold 
 
Point ILC 
Calculation 
ILC 
Calculation 
in ITM 
iPhone 
Calculation 
iPhone 
Calculation 
in ITM 
Actual 
Position 
Actual 
Position in 
ITM 
ILC 
Error in 
Meters 
iPhone 
Error in 
Meters 
1 53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
53.3391, -
6.2672 
315470.338 E, 
233469.541 N 
53.339193°,  -
6.267403° 
315456.566 E, 
233479.562 N 
6.31 8.46 
2 53.339221954, -
6.26732111 
315461.942 E, 
233482.916 N 
53.3390, -
6.2671 
315477.268 E, 
233458.574 N 
53.339215°,  -
6.267077° 
315478.219 E, 
233482.537 N 
16.23 23.96 
3 53.338996887, -
6.266885281 
315491.578 E, 
233458.575 N 
53.3388, -
6.2671 
315477.809 E, 
233436.318 N 
53.338870°,  -
6.266789° 
315498.333 E, 
233444.611 N 
15.49 22.07 
4 53.338825226, -
6.266656399 
315507.286 E, 
233439.843 N 
53.3386, -
6.2662 
315538.293 E, 
233415.517 N 
53.338782°,  -
6.266724° 
315502.900 E, 
233434.923 N 
6.57 40.25 
5 53.338668823, -
6.266524315 
315516.506 E, 
233422.651 N 
53.3386, -
6.2668 
315498.330 E, 
233414.547 N 
53.338622°,  -
6.266603° 
315511.392 E, 
233417.313 N 
7.37 13.31 
6 53.338615417, -
6.266480923 
315519.541 E, 
233416.778 N 
53.3387, -
6.2668 
315498.060 E, 
233425.675 N 
53.338472°,  -
6.266671° 
315507.268 E, 
233400.511 N 
20.34 26.76 
7 53.338417053, -
6.266785145 
315499.814 E, 
233394.212 N 
53.3386, -
6.2667 
315504.991 E, 
233414.708 N 
53.338459°,  -
6.266745° 
315502.375 E, 
233398.945 N 
5.37 15.96 
8 53.338382721, -
6.267018318 
315484.377 E, 
233390.014 N 
53.3387, -
6.2672 
315471.418 E, 
233425.028 N 
53.338461°,  -
6.267020° 
315484.053 E, 
233398.723 N 
8.70 40.22 
9 53.338443756, -
6.267392159 
315459.312 E, 
233396.202 N 
53.3386, -
6.2673 
315465.028 E, 
233413.738 N 
53.338476°,  -
6.267368° 
315460.834 E, 
233399.829 N 
3.93 14.51 
10 53.338466644, -
6.267796993 
315432.286 E, 
233398.095 N 
53.3384, -
6.2677 
315438.927 E, 
233390.835 N 
53.338481°,  -
6.267925° 
315423.722 E, 
233399.485 N 
8.64 17.44 
11 53.3384796, -
6.26779615 
315432.308 E, 
233399.538 N 
53.3380, -
6.2675 
315453.328 E, 
233346.646 N 
53.338385°,  -
6.267846° 
315429.243 E, 
233388.930 N 
11.03 48.58 
12 53.3385079,  
-6.26710339 
315478.372 E, 
233403.807 N 
53.3384, -
6.2671 
315478.889 E, 
233391.805 N 
53.338297°,  -
6.266896° 
315492.755 E, 
233380.673 N 
27.20 17.74 
13 53.33838555,  
-6.265989994 
315552.860 E, 
233391.992 N 
53.3384, -
6.2660 
315552.155 E, 
233393.584 N 
53.338327°,  -
6.265942° 
315556.215 E, 
233385.554 N 
7.24 8.98 
14 53.33768195,  
-6.265794862 
315567.759 E, 
233314.010 N 
53.3379, -
6.2657 
315573.488 E, 
233338.429 N 
53.337785°,  -
6.265646° 
315577.396 E, 
233325.719 N 
15.13 13.28 
15 53.33736756,  
-6.26588798 
315562.407 E, 
233278.873 N 
53.3374, -
6.2657 
315574.840 E, 
233282.788 N 
53.337265°,  -
6.265602° 
315581.732 E, 
233267.923 N 
22.15 16.36 
16 53.33649974,  
-6.265538329 
315588.043 E, 
233182.866 N 
53.3369, -
6.2656 
315582.853 E, 
233227.308 N 
53.336966°,  -
6.265509° 
315588.735 E, 
233234.800 N 
51.88 9.50 
17 53.33654911,  
-6.265561313 
315586.378 E, 
233188.323 N 
53.3368, -
6.2656 
315583.123 E, 
233216.180 N 
53.336838°,  -
6.265663° 
315578.824 E, 
233220.307 N 
32.82 5.94 
18 53.33628023,  
-6.2652131 
315610.299 E, 
233158.965 N 
53.3364, -
6.2653 
315604.187 E, 
233172.153 N 
53.336371°,  -
6.265545° 
315587.946 E, 
233168.529 N 
24.24 16.58 
19 53.33583433,  
-6.26506608 
315621.298 E, 
233109.582 N 
53.3358, -
6.2652 
315612.470 E, 
233105.545 N 
53.335789°,  -
6.265363° 
315601.643 E, 
233104.057 N 
20.35 10.89 
20 53.33554527,  
-6.265250813 
315609.775 E, 
233077.116 N 
53.3355, -
6.2653 
315606.621 E, 
233071.999 N 
53.335518°,  -
6.265056° 
315622.825 E, 
233074.397 N 
13.29 16.32 
21 53.33454558,  
-6.265127481 
315620.694 E, 
232966.068 N 
53.3345, -
6.2652 
315615.986 E, 
232960.879 N 
53.334695°,  -
6.265423° 
315600.605 E, 
232982.218 N 
25.71 26.26 
22 53.33420502,  
-6.265431742 
315601.348 E, 
232927.678 N 
53.3341, -
6.2654 
315603.746 E, 
232916.042 N 
53.334181°,  -
6.265437° 
315601.062 E, 
232924.996 N 
2.69 9.33 
23 53.33342803,  
-6.264895504 
315639.169 E, 
232842.081 N 
53.3335, -
6.2650 
315632.013 E, 
232849.920 N 
53.333514°,  -
6.265192° 
315619.186 E, 
232851.168 N 
21.89 12.84 
24 53.33316387,  
-6.265052293 
315629.439 E, 
232812.431 N 
53.3332, -
6.2649 
315639.486 E, 
232816.698 N 
53.333186°,  -
6.265101° 
315626.135 E, 
232814.814 N 
4.06 13.44 
25 53.33282259,  
-6.265038178 
315631.303 E, 
232774.475 N 
53.3327, -
6.2648 
315647.500 E,  
232761.219 N 
53.332739°,  -
6.265003° 
315633.872 E, 
232765.230 N 
9.58 14.16 
26 53.33266609,  
-6.264857178 
315643.783 E, 
232757.352 N 
53.3327, -
6.2650 
315634.177 E, 
232760.895 N 
53.332521°,  -
6.265104° 
315627.734 E, 
232740.807 N 
23 21.07 
27 53.33259602,  
-6.26532418 
315612.864 E, 
232748.799 N 
53.3326, -
6.2656 
315594.480 E, 
232748.795 N 
53.332637°,  -
6.265629° 
315592.448 E, 
232752.866 N 
20.75 4.54 
28 53.33246708,  
-6.266826746 
315513.121 E, 
232732.019 N 
53.3326, -
6.2669 
315507.882 E, 
232746.692 N 
53.332427°,  -
6.266868° 
315510.481 E, 
232727.492 N 
5.23 19.35 
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Point ILC 
Calculation 
ILC 
Calculation 
in ITM 
iPhone 
Calculation 
iPhone 
Calculation 
in ITM 
Actual 
Position 
Actual 
Position in 
ITM 
ILC 
Error in 
Meters 
iPhone 
Error in 
Meters 
29 53.33248082, 
-6.268216588 
315420.501 E, 
232731.301 N 
53.3325, -
6.2684 
315408.231 E, 
232733.139 N 
53.332401°,  -
6.268377° 
315410.030 E, 
232722.160 N 
13.86 11.11 
30 53.33268787,  
-6.268402995 
315407.524 E, 
232754.041 N 
53.3327, -
6.2684 
315407.691 E, 
232755.396 N 
53.332613°,  -
6.268416° 
315406.860 E, 
232745.688 N 
8.37 9.73 
31 53.33334411,  
-6.268431487 
315403.855 E, 
232827.023 N 
53.3335, -
6.2683 
315412.193 E, 
232844.583 N 
53.333444°,  -
6.268393° 
315406.149 E, 
232838.201 N 
11.4 8.77 
32 53.33400106,  
-6.268068809 
315426.240 E, 
232900.716 N 
53.3341, -
6.2683 
315410.573 E, 
232911.352 N 
53.333954°,  -
6.268359° 
315407.037 E, 
232895.010 N 
19.97 16.7 
33 53.33390882,  
-6.26825459 
315414.114 E, 
232890.151 N 
53.3341, -
6.2685 
315397.251 E, 
232911.029 N 
53.334050°,  -
6.268463° 
315399.850 E, 
232905.525 N 
20.93 6.07 
34 53.33429431,  
-6.268550325 
315393.374 E, 
232932.571 N 
53.3343, -
6.2687 
315383.389 E, 
232932.963 N 
53.334235°,  -
6.268685° 
315384.563 E, 
232925.753 N 
11.11 7.29 
35 53.33503245,  
-6.268802909 
315374.557 E, 
233014.305 N 
53.3350, -
6.2687 
315381.499 E, 
233010.860 N 
53.334996°,  -
6.268649° 
315384.907 E, 
233010.497 N 
10.99 3.41 
36 53.33518645,  
-6.268761409 
315376.906 E, 
233031.509 N 
53.3356, -
6.2689 
315366.558 E, 
233077.306 N 
53.335592°,  -
6.268968° 
315362.050 E, 
233076.306 N 
47.14 4.60 
37 53.33572299,  
-6.268735662 
315377.172 E, 
233091.258 N 
53.3359, -
6.2689 
315365.748 E, 
233110.691 N 
53.335809°,  -
6.268824° 
315371.056 E, 
233100.687 N 
11.22 11.31 
38 53.3362284,  
-6.268865161 
315367.183 E, 
233147.292 N 
53.3363, -
6.2689 
315364.669 E, 
233155.204 N 
53.336153°,  -
6.268824° 
315370.128 E, 
233138.968 N 
8.81 17.11 
39 53.33671005,  
-6.268850907 
315366.832 E, 
233200.914 N 
53.3368, -
6.2691 
315349.998 E, 
233210.522 N 
53.336716°,  -
6.268927° 
315361.748 E, 
233201.453 N 
5.09 14.8 
40 53.33734125,  
-6.269231865 
315339.754 E, 
233270.540 N 
53.3375, -
6.2693 
315334.788 E, 
233288.096 N 
53.337587°,  -
6.269066° 
315350.139 E, 
233298.156 N 
29.46 18.3 
41 53.33776609,  
-6.268877324 
315362.222 E, 
233318.390 N 
53.3378, -
6.2690 
315353.960 E, 
233321.965 N 
53.337835°,  -
6.269098° 
315347.338 E, 
233325.702 N 
16.53 7.58 
42 53.33783213,  
-6.268902697 
315360.354 E, 
233325.698 N 
53.3381, -
6.2690 
315353.150 E, 
233355.350 N  
53.338046°,  -
6.268892° 
315360.489 E, 
233349.515 N 
23.79 9.35 
43 53.33786679,  
-6.269424446 
315325.509 E, 
233328.713 N 
53.3383, -
6.2691 
315345.950 E, 
233377.445 N 
53.338229°,  -
6.269155° 
315342.478 E, 
233369.455 N 
44.07 8.69 
44 53.33846945,  
-6.269229438 
315336.872 E, 
233396.093 N 
53.3385, -
6.2691 
315345.410 E, 
233399.701 N 
53.338460°,  -
6.269192° 
315339.391 E, 
233395.102 N 
2.69 7.55 
45 53.33929892,  
-6.269216658 
315335.484 E, 
233488.419 N 
53.3393, -
6.2692 
315336.591 E, 
233488.566 N 
53.339186°,  -
6.269160° 
315339.563 E, 
233475.944 N 
13.11 12.95 
46 53.33926592,  
-6.268869412 
315358.701 E, 
233485.307 N 
53.3394, -
6.2687 
315369.623 E, 
233500.502 N 
53.339233°,  -
6.268687° 
315370.939 E, 
233481.938 N 
12.65 18.59 
47 53.33909346,  
-6.26854256 
315380.936 E, 
233466.643 N 
53.3393, -
6.2684 
315389.874 E, 
233489.858 N 
53.339333°,  -
6.268395° 
315390.118 E, 
233493.538 N 
28.38 3.68 
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